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Chapter 1
Introduction
The thesis contains the results of the research carried out with the Celestial
Mechanics Group of the University of Pisa in the recent years.
The main topic addressed is the problem of population orbit determina-
tion for uncollaborative objects such as space debris, orbiting around the
Earth, and asteroids, orbiting around the Sun. This problem is character-
ized by the fact that observations are a scarce resource, as the objects do
not assist the observer. In this case to find an orbit compatible with the
observations we have to solve the identification problem, i.e., finding among
independent detections of celestial bodies those belonging to the same phys-
ical object. On the other hand, an identification can be considered reliable
only if an orbit can be consistently fit to all the data believed to be of the
same physical object. Thus, orbit determination and identification are just a
single algorithm, necessarily complex. Since present and next future surveys
can produce a very large amount of data, it is important to have suitable
algorithms that keep the computational complexity within acceptable limits.
Chap. 2 gives the mathematical definition of a generic orbit determina-
tion problem by introducing the concepts of orbit and observation. Then, we
describe the standard techniques such as least squares fit and differential cor-
rections (Milani and Gronchi, 2010, Chap.s 1 and 5). Finally, as an example
of preliminary orbit determination method, we present the Gauss’ method
which has been widely used since 1809 and allows the computation of an orbit
starting from three optical observations (Milani et al., 2008). However, this
method turns out to have a cubic computational complexity which makes it
unsuitable when the amount of data is too large.
Chap. 3 deals with the most difficult case of identification problem, i.e.,
the linkage, when two or more separate sets of observations are used to assess
whether they can belong to the same object and an orbit exists to fit the data.
We introduce the attributable as the atomic information obtained from both
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
optical and radar observations and present two algorithms capable of dealing
with the linkage and of keeping the computational load within acceptable
limits. The first algorithm is based on the admissible region, which bounds
the set of possible orbits by reasonable hypotheses on the dynamics of the
object (Milani et al., 2004; Tommei et al., 2007; Farnocchia et al., 2010).
This algorithm is especially suitable to link data quite close in time, as it
often happens for asteroids. The second algorithm relies on the conservation
of the Keplerian integrals of motion (Gronchi et al., 2010; Farnocchia et al.,
2010; Gronchi et al., 2011). This algorithm turns out to be efficient at linking
data which are not close in time. This feature allows to achieve good results
with space debris, especially for Low Earth Orbits.
Chap. 4 describes the whole identification procedure, which has the pur-
pose to build up a catalog of orbits starting from a list of observations. The
linkage represents only the first step of a full sequence of algorithms needed
to build up and maintain a catalog. Indeed, the reliability of an identification
is improved with the addition of further observational data. This can be done
by means of the attribution, starting from either a weakly constrained orbit
(Milani et al., 2001) or a strongly constrained one (Milani et al., 2012b). We
present also a procedure to normalize a catalog of orbits to remove duplicate
and discordant solutions (Milani and Gronchi, 2010, Sec. 11.4).
Chap. 5 describes the application of the algorithms described in the pre-
vious chapters to Geosynchronous debris (GEO) (Milani et al., 2011). We
start from a database of real observations taken from the Optical Ground
Station of Teide (Canary Islands), and build up a catalog of orbits. To deal
with a significant subpopulation of high area to mass objects, thus strongly
affected by non-gravitational perturbations, we solve also for dynamical pa-
rameters describing these effects. The results are then compared with those
of the University of Bern, that used some a priori information to obtain
identifications.
Chap. 6 has the purpose to assess whether or not an optical ground based
system can contribute to the cataloging of Low Earth Orbit debris (LEO)
(Milani et al., 2012a), which are typically observed by radar. We assume
an innovative telescope design (Cibin et al., 2011) and set up a realistic net-
work of optical stations. Starting from the ESA-MASTER20051 population
model we generate synthetic observations and simulate catalog build up and
maintenance. To achieve an accuracy compliant with the collision avoidance
requirements, we then switch to the tasking mode and perform the orbit im-
provement. Finally, we test the proposed network and the algorithms for the
detection of fragmentation events.
1http://www.master-model.org/index.html
3In Chap. 7 we propose and test an optical Wide Survey targeting small
asteroid impactors (Farnocchia et al., 2012). We assume the same telescope
design of Chap. 6 and a network capable of covering the whole sky from 2 to
3 times per night. As a benchmark for the performances of a survey we define
the blind time, i.e., the time needed to achieve a 50% efficiency in discovering
an object with an advance large enough to undertake mitigation actions. To
test the proposed survey we use as input a population of synthetic objects
impacting in a 100 years time frame, and we simulate both the observing,
the discovery and the risk assessment processes.
Chap. 8 deals with the attribution of observations to known asteroids
(Milani et al., 2012b). In particular, we are interested in the asymmetric case
when new high precision observations from present surveys are associated
to objects with an object with historical and less accurate data. We use
a suitable algorithm which is based on a careful analysis of the residual
statistics and accounts for the presence of star catalog systematic errors.
This algorithm is tested with historic and state of the art data from the PS1
survey of the Pan-STARRS project. From the result of this tests we measure
the efficiency of the algorithm, the fraction of false attribution and we get
useful indications for the PS1 error model.
4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapter 2
General theory
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the problem of orbit determina-
tion and some of the techniques commonly used. After introducing the two
essential elements in an orbit determination problem, i.e., orbits and obser-
vations, we discuss the assumptions on the observation error model. Then,
we describe the standard least square procedure which allows the computa-
tion of an orbit starting from observational data. Finally, as an example of
preliminary orbit determination algorithm, we present the Gauss’ method,
one of the most used since 1809.
2.1 Orbits and observations
The two essential elements of an orbit determination problem are orbits and
observations. Orbits are solutions of an equation of motion:
dy
dt
= f(y, t,µ) , y(t0) = y0 ∈ Rp
where y ∈ Rp is the state vector, f is the dynamical law, µ ∈ Rp′ are the
dynamical parameters such as the geopotential coefficients, and t ∈ R is the
time. The most important example is the two-body problem:
y =
(
r
v
)
, f =
(
v
−µ r/|r|3
)
where µ is the gravitational parameter of the primary body.
In the asteroid case the equation of motion is the N-body problem, where
the asteroid orbit is perturbed by the gravitational attraction of the planets:
y =
(
r
v
)
, f =
(
v∑N
i=0µi (ri − r)/|ri − r|3
)
5
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where µ0 is the gravitational parameter of the Sun and µi are those of the
planets. For many comets and some exceptionally accurate orbits of asteroids
the nongravitational effects are also relevant. For an artificial satellite the
equation of motion is the satellite problem and the main perturbations are
due to the asymmetric part of the geopotential, but also to nongravitational
effects.
In the simple cases cited above we have p = 6, i.e., the vector of the initial
condition is just formed by the position and velocity of the small body in
some inertial reference system. The orbits are specific solutions, for a given
value of y0 and µ, of the equation of motion. All the orbits together form
the general solution
y = y(t,y0,µ) .
An observation is something that can be actually measured such as the
position of an object in the sky or the distance between the object and the
observer. We introduce an observation function
r = R(y, t,ν)
depending on the current state, time, and also a number of kinematical pa-
rameters ν ∈ Rp′′, such as the coordinates of an observing station. The
observation function can be used to predict the outcome of a specific obser-
vation at some time ti, with i = 1, . . . , m. However, the observation result ri
is generically not equal to the prediction and the difference between them is
the residual
ξi = ri −R(y(ti), ti,ν) , i = 1, . . . , m .
All the residuals can be assembled forming a vector in Rm
ξ = (ξi)i=1,...,m
which is in principle a function of all the p+ p′ + p′′ variables (y0,µ,ν).
2.2 Error model
The above equations define a fully deterministic model. The random element
is introduced by the assumption that every observation contains an error.
Thus, the probability distribution of these errors needs to be modeled.
It is common practice to assume the observation errors as independent
Gaussian variables with 0 mean and standard deviation σ depending on the
era at which the observation is performed. Conventionally, it is assumed that
σ is 3 arcsec for optical observations prior to 1890, 2 arcsec for observations
from 1890 and 1950, and 1 arcsec hereafter.
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The above assumptions turn out to be unrealistic, as observational er-
rors show biases Chesley et al. (2010), thus the mean is not 0. Moreover
the standard deviations depend on several aspects such as the telescope per-
formances. For instance Pan-STARRS PS1 telescope produces data with
uncertainties of 0.1 arcsec and thus its data would be underweighted by us-
ing the conventional expected standard deviation. Finally, Carpino et al.
(2003) demonstrated the presence of significant correlations between closely-
spaced observations. An observational model to handle observation errors in
a more realistic way is under development: Chesley et al. (2010) propose a
technique to debias astrometric observations and weight residuals, Baer et
al. (2011) how to model correlations. This issue is discussed in Chap. 8.
2.3 Least squares
The next step is to select the parameters x ∈ RN that are considered un-
known and to be fit to the observational data. Each component of x can be
either a component of the initial conditions, or a dynamical parameter, or
a kinematical parameter. Thus, the residuals ξ can be seen as functions of
x. The minimum principle selects as nominal solution the point x∗ ∈ RN
where a target function Q(x) has its minimum value Q∗. The principle of
least squares selects as target function
Q(x) =
1
m
ξT (x) W ξ(x) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
ξiwikξk ,
where W is the inverse of the covariance matrix of the observations.
The partial derivatives of the residuals with respect to the fit parameters
are assembled in the design matrix
B =
∂ξ
∂x
(x) ,
which is an m× N matrix, with m ≥ N . To find the minimum we look for
the stationary points of Q(x):
∂Q
∂x
=
2
m
ξT W B = 0 .
The equation above is a system of nonlinear equations, and generally does
not have an explicit solution. To find a solution an iterative procedure is
required.
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The most used method is a variant of the Newton’s method, called dif-
ferential corrections, defined as
xk+1 = xk − (BT W B)−1 BT Wξ ,
where C = BT W B, computed at xk, is the so-called normal matrix. The
difference with the Newton’s method is that, on top of the terms of order
≥ 2 in (x∗ − xk), also the term ξT W ∂B/∂ξ (x∗ − xk) is neglected.
One iteration of differential corrections is just the solution of the linear
system
C (xk+1 − xk) = −BT W ξ ,
where the right hand side is evaluated at xk. To start the iterative procedure
a first guess x0 is needed. Suitable starting guesses can be found using
a preliminary orbit determination method, which produce orbits consistent
with the observations by using some simplifications, e.g., two-body motion
or circular orbit.
Once a solution x∗ is found, the least square procedure provides also
uncertainty information. Hence, by using a linear approximation, the vector
x is normally distributed with mean x∗ and covariance matrix Γx obtained
by mapping the covariance matrix of the observations W−1:
Γx = (B
T W B)−1.
2.4 The method of Gauss
A widely used preliminary orbit determination algorithm is the method of
Gauss, which was invented to compute orbits for Sun orbiting objects. This
method allows one to obtain some preliminary orbit, a solution of the two-
body problem, given at least three observations of two angular coordinates
(α, δ) on the celestial sphere.
For the times ti, i = 1, 2, 3 of the observations (αi, δi), let ri,ρi denote
the heliocentric and topocentric position of the body respectively, and qi the
heliocentric position of the observer. In particular ρˆ is the observation direc-
tion. Gauss’ method uses three observations corresponding to the positions
ri = ρi + qi i = 1, 2, 3 (2.1)
at times t1 < t2 < t3. We assume that ti − tj , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3, is much smaller
than the period of the orbit and we write O(∆t) for the common order of
magnitude of the time differences. The coplanarity of the ri implies
λ1r1 − r2 + λ3r3 = 0 (2.2)
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for some λ1, λ3 ∈ R. The vector product of both sides of Eq. (2.2) with r1
and r3 and the fact that the vectors ri×rj for i 6= j have the same orientation
as c = rh × r˙h, for h = 1, 2, 3 (that is the angular momentum integral per
unit mass at any of the three times), gives
λ1 =
r2 × r3 · cˆ
r1 × r3 · cˆ , λ3 =
r1 × r2 · cˆ
r1 × r3 · cˆ .
From (2.1) and by scalar product of ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 with Eq. (2.2) we obtain
ρ2[ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · ρˆ2] = ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · [λ1q1 − q2 + λ3q3] . (2.3)
The differences ri−r2, i = 1, 3, can be expanded as functions of tij = ti−tj =
O(∆t), e.g., by using the f and g series Herrick (1971). Thus, ri = fir2+gir˙2,
with
fi = 1− µ
2
t2i2
r32
+O(∆t3) , gi = ti2
(
1− µ
6
t2i2
r32
)
+O(∆t4) . (2.4)
Then, ri × r2 = −gi c, r1 × r3 = (f1g3 − f3g1) c and
λ1 =
g3
f1g3 − f3g1 , λ3 =
−g1
f1g3 − f3g1 , (2.5)
f1g3 − f3g1 = t31
(
1− µ
6
t231
r32
)
+O(∆t4) . (2.6)
Using (2.4) and (2.6) in (2.5) we obtain
λ1 =
t32
t31
[
1 +
µ
6r32
(t231 − t232)
]
+O(∆t3) , (2.7)
λ3 =
t21
t31
[
1 +
µ
6r32
(t231 − t221)
]
+O(∆t3) . (2.8)
Let V = ρˆ1 × ρˆ2 · ρˆ3. By substituting (2.7), (2.8) into (2.3), and by using
relations t231 − t232 = t21(t31 + t32), t231 − t221 = t32(t31 + t21), we can write
−V ρ2t31 = ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · (t32 q1 − t31 q2 + t21 q3) + (2.9)
µ
6r32
ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · [t32t21(t31 + t32)q1 + t32t21(t31 + t21)q3] +O(∆t4) .
If the O(∆t4) terms are neglected, the coefficient of 1/r32 in (2.9) is
B(q1,q3) =
µ
6
t32t21ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · [(t31 + t32)q1 + (t31 + t21)q3].
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Then, by multiplying (2.9) by q32/B(q1,q3), we get
− V ρ2 t31
B(q1,q3)
q32 =
q32
r32
+
A(q1,q2,q3)
B(q1,q3)
,
A(q1,q2,q3) = q
3
2 ρˆ1 × ρˆ3 · [t32 q1 − t31 q2 + t21 q3] .
Finally, by introducing the constants
C2 =
V t31 q
4
2
B(q1,q3)
, γ2 = −A(q1,q2,q3)
B(q1,q3)
,
we find the dynamical equation of Gauss’ method:
C2
ρ2
q2
= γ2 − q
3
2
r32
. (2.10)
From the triangle formed by q2, ρ2 and r we have:
r22 = ρ
2
2 + q
2
2 + 2ρ2q2 cos ε2
where cos ε2 = qˆ2 · ρˆ2. The two latter equations give a polynomial equation
of degree 8:
C22r
8
2 − q22r62(1 + 2C2 cos ε2 + C22 ) + 2q52r32(1 + C2 cos ε2)− q82 = 0 . (2.11)
Once the possible values for r2 have been found by (2.11), the velocity
vector r˙2 can be computed through Gibbs formula (Herrick, 1971, Chap. 8).
Given the values of λ1, λ3, from the scalar product of Eq. (2.2) with ρˆ1 × ρˆ2
we obtain a linear equation for ρ3, from the scalar product with ρˆ2 × ρˆ3
a linear equation for ρ1; then, we can compute r1 and r3. Gibbs method
provides r˙2 in the form
r˙2 = −d1 r1 + d2 r2 + d3 r3
di = Gi +Hi r
−3
i , i = 1, 2, 3 ,
G1 =
t232
t21 t32 t31
, G3 =
t221
t21 t32 t31
, G2 = G1 −G3 ,
H1 = µ t32/12 , H3 = µ t21/12 , H2 = H1 −H3 .
When r2 and r˙2 are available, they provide a set of initial conditions (at
the epoch t2 − ρ2/c, corrected by aberration), from which we can compute
2-body solutions. These initial conditions can be used as first guess for the
differential correction procedure.
The method of Gauss can be applied also to Earth satellites, by replac-
ing r and q with the geocentric position of the object and the observer,
respectively.
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2.5 Population orbit determination
This thesis is mainly devoted to the population orbit determination, when
observations are a scarce resource because the objects do not assist the ob-
server. The population orbit determination is characterized by the following
properties:
• The number of observations is not under our control. A survey can be
designed to obtain a very large number of observations, but unavoidably
the larger the data set, the larger the set of distinct objects for which the
orbit has to be determined. Thus, the average number of observations
per object is small, typically of the order of 10.
• The batches of observations which can be immediately assigned to a
single object are not enough to compute an orbit. Thus, before com-
puting an orbit we need to solve the identification problem, which is
the attempt to find, among independent detections of celestial bodies,
those belonging to the same physical object. On the other hand, an
identification can be considered reliable only if an orbit can be consis-
tently fit to all the data believed to be of the same physical object.
Thus orbit determination and identification are just a single algorithm,
necessarily complex.
• The dynamical and kinematical parameters are rarely determined. Af-
ter the reliable identifications have been established, each orbit can be
solved individually by fitting just N = p = 6 parameters. Actually,
the number of solve for parameters is increased when nongravitational
perturbations are relevant (see Chap. 5).
2.5.1 Contribution and limitation of classical methods
In Sec. 2.4 we described the method of Gauss, but there are other methods
worth being mentioned, e.g., the method of Laplace (Danby, 1988, Chap. 7),
the method of Vaisala (Dubyago, 1961, Chap. 7), and the method of Gibbs
(Herrick, 1971, Chap. 8). These algorithms have been of paramount impor-
tance in building up catalogs of celestial bodies such as the asteroids catalog
of the Minor Planet Center1 and the NORAD Two-Line Elements Earth
satellites catalog2.
Next generation asteroid surveys such as Pan-STARRS and LSST will
have the capability of observing objects down to 160 m of diameter. While the
1www.minorplanetcenter.net
2https://www.space-track.org
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Two-Line Elements catalog has been successful in monitoring Earth orbiting
population by cataloging ∼16000 objects as of April 2012, in the next few
years we expect to catalog ∼40000–50000 debris to meet the European Space
Situational Awareness collision avoidance requirements. As a consequence,
we will have to deal with ever larger observational datasets.
According to Moore’s empiric law3 the capability of surveys to produce
astrometric data is growing exponentially with time. Thus, it is essential to
keep under control the computational complexity of the procedure used for
identification and orbit determination. If M is the number of observations
and N the number of objects to which the observations belong, the algo-
rithms need to have a computational complexity smaller than quadratic, e.g.,
O(N logN), O(N logM), or O(M logM). In particular, computing Gauss
preliminary orbits with all triples of observations is an O(M3) algorithm,
thus it becomes unpractical to be used when the amount of data is large and
the identification problem still has to be solved.
Moreover, asteroid surveys often have interest in scheduling their observa-
tions to get a minimum number of observations for each Solar System object
to be discovered, because of the preference for multidisciplinary surveys. For
space debris too, there is the need of better work with the existing resources
(Bird, 2010) and of minimizing the number of telescopes in future assets.
The proposed research has the purpose to address, at least in part, the
computational issues discussed. In particular, the Virtual Asteroids/Debris
algorithm (see Sec. 3.4) has a computational complexity O(M logM), while
the Keplerian integrals algorithm has a computational complexity O(M2).
3The number of elements in an electronic chip grows exponentially with time.
Chapter 3
Linkage
The most difficult kind of identification problem is the linkage, when two
arcs of observations, both too short to perform orbit determination, have
to be joined together to compute an orbit. In this case there is no way to
directly compare quantities of the same nature such as orbits with orbits or
observations with observations: orbits are not available and observations at
different times cannot be directly compared unless the time difference is very
short. Thus the sequence of steps has to be different:
1. computing one or more hypothetical orbits compatible with the obser-
vations of the first arc, along with some replacement of the covariance
matrix to assess uncertainty;
2. comparing predictions of the observations from the hypothetical or-
bit(s) with the observations of the other arcs, then selecting the couples
proposed for identification;
3. computing a preliminary orbit compatible with both arcs;
4. checking the convergence of differential corrections, with the data of
both arcs, and the quality of the residuals.
Linkage may be a difficult problem even when there are just a few observed
arcs. Thus, when dealing with a large database of observed arcs too short
for orbit determination, it is especially necessary to keep under control the
computational complexity of the global linkage problem.
3.1 Attributables
Let (ρ, α, δ) ∈ R+×[0, 2π)×(−π/2, π/2) be topocentric spherical coordinates
for the position of a moving object. The angular coordinates (α, δ) are defined
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in a topocentric reference system that can be arbitrarily selected. Usually,
α is the right ascension and δ the declination with respect to an equatorial
reference system, e.g., J2000.
Let (ti, αi, δi) with i = 1 . . .m, m ≥ 2, be a tracklet, that is a short arc of
a moving body optical observations made from the same station. From these
data it is possible to compute an optical attributable
Aopt = (α, δ, α˙, δ˙) ∈ [−π, π)× (−π/2, π/2)× R2 ,
through a linear fit. Aopt represents the angular position and velocity of the
body at a mean time t¯. The optical attributable comes with its covariance
matrix ΓAopt, resulting from the uncertainty of the observations. Actually,
when observing a fast moving object such as a debris in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO), the attributable can be obtained from a single exposure which results
in a trail. Given an optical attributable the radial distance and velocity ρ, ρ˙
are completely undetermined.
Active artificial satellites and space debris can also be observed by radar.
However, because of the 1/ρ4 dependence of the signal to noise for radar
observations, range and range-rate are currently measured only for debris
in LEO1. When a radar observation is performed we assume that the mea-
sured quantities (all with their own uncertainty) are the range and also the
antenna pointing direction. From a set of radar observations of a moving
body (ti, αi, δi, ρi), with i = 1 . . .m, m ≥ 2, it is possible to compute a radar
attributable, i.e., a vector
Arad = (α, δ, ρ, ρ˙) ∈ [−π, π)× (−π/2, π/2)× R+ × R ,
at time t¯ (also in this case we have the covariance matrix ΓArad). Here the
undetermined quantities are α˙, δ˙.
Given an attributable A, the values of two unknown quantities, e.g., ρ
and ρ˙ in the optical case, α˙ and δ˙ in the radar case, need to be found at
the same instance in time as the attributable to define an orbit. These two
quantities, together with A, give us a set of attributable coordinates
EAtt = (α, δ, α˙, δ˙, ρ, ρ˙)
at a time t, computed from t¯ taking into account the light-time correction:
t = t¯− ρ/c.
The position q and velocity q˙ of the observer with respect to the center of
attraction are assumed to be known functions of time2. Thus, the Cartesian
1Radar observations are available also for asteroids. However, they are used for orbit
improvement and physical characterization rather than initial orbit determination.
2If O corresponds to the center of the Sun, then we use interpolated values for q, q˙, as
suggested by Poincare´ (Poincare´, 1906) and discussed in Milani et al. (2008).
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position and velocity (r, r˙) can be obtained as
r = q + ρρˆ , r˙ = q˙+ ρ˙ρˆ + ρ
dρˆ
dt
(3.1)
where
ρˆ = (cosα cos δ, sinα cos δ, sin δ) ,
dρˆ
dt
= α˙ρˆα + δ˙ρˆδ ,
ρˆα = (− sinα cos δ, cosα cos δ, 0) , ρˆδ = (− cosα sin δ,− sinα sin δ, cos δ) .
3.2 Integrals of motion
Given an attributable A it is possible to write some of the integrals of motion
of the Kepler problem as function of the unknown quantities.
3.2.1 Energy
The two-body energy (per unit of mass) is given by
E = 1
2
|r˙|2 − µ|r| ,
where µ is the gravitational parameter of the attracting body. If we have an
optical attributable, by substituting (3.1) we get
2E = ρ˙2 + c1ρ˙+ c2ρ2 + c3ρ+ c4 − 2µ/
√
ρ2 + c5ρ+ c0
c0 = |q|2
c1 = 2q˙ · ρˆ
c2 = α˙
2 cos2 δ + δ˙2
c3 = 2α˙ q˙ · ρˆα + 2δ˙ q˙ · ρˆδ
c4 = |q˙|2
c5 = 2q · ρˆ .
When dealing with a radar attributable the energy can be seen as function
of (α˙, δ˙):
2E = z1α˙2 + z2δ˙2 + z3α˙+ z4δ˙ + z5 ,
z1 = ρ
2 cos2 δ z2 = ρ
2, z5 = ρ˙
2 + c1ρ˙+ c4 − 2µ√
ρ2 + c5ρ+ c0
z3 = 2ρ q˙ · ρˆα, z4 = 2ρ q˙ · ρˆδ.
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3.2.2 Angular momentum
In the optical case the angular momentum is
c = r× r˙ = D ρ˙+ E ρ2 + Fρ+G ,
D = q× ρˆ, E = α˙ρˆ× ρˆα + δ˙ρˆ× ρˆδ.
G = q× q˙, F = α˙q× ρˆα + δ˙q× ρˆδ + ρˆ× q˙.
In the radar case we have
c = A α˙+B δ˙ +C , (3.2)
A = ρ r× ρˆα , B = ρ r× ρˆδ , C = r× q˙ + ρ˙q× ρˆ .
3.2.3 Laplace-Lenz vector
In the optical case the Laplace-Lenz vector is
L =
r˙× c
µ
− r|r| =
( |r˙|2
µ
− 1|r|
)
r− (r˙ · r)
µ
r˙ ,
where
|r| =
√
ρ2 + c5ρ+ c0 ,
|r˙|2 = ρ˙2 + c1ρ˙+ c2ρ2 + c3ρ+ c4 ,
r˙ · r = ρρ˙+ c6ρ˙+ (c1/2 + c7)ρ+ c8 ,
c6 = q · ρˆ , c7 = q · (α˙ρˆα + δ˙ρˆδ) , c8 = q · q˙ .
In the radar case r is known and
|r˙|2 = z1α˙2 + z2δ˙2 + z3α˙ + z4δ˙ + z6 ,
r˙ · r = z7α˙ + z8δ˙ + z9 ,
z6 = ρ˙
2 + c1ρ˙+ c4 , z7 = ρq · ρˆα , z8 = ρq · ρˆδ , z9 = (ρ˙ρˆ+ q˙) · r .
3.3 Admissible region
Let A be an attributable at time t¯ for a celestial body. The information con-
tained in A leaves completely unknown two quantities, either the topocentric
distance ρ and the radial velocity ρ˙ in the optical case or α˙ and δ˙ in the
radar case. The purpose of this section is to describe a set, called admissible
region, which constrains the possible values of the unknown quantities by
reasonable hypotheses on the dynamics of the object.
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3.3.1 Optical admissible region
The first constrain to define the admissible region is obtained by selecting the
values of ρ and ρ˙ leading to a bounded orbit. Thus we impose the condition
2E = ρ˙2 + c1ρ˙+ c2ρ2 + c3ρ+ c4 − 2µ/
√
ρ2 + c5ρ+ c0 ≤ 0 . (3.3)
To have real solutions for ρ˙, the discriminant of E , as a polynomial of degree
2 in ρ˙, must be non-negative, i.e.
c21/4− c2ρ2 − c3ρ− c4 + 2µ/
√
ρ2 + c5ρ+ c0 ≥ 0 .
By studying the above inequality and its roots, it can be proved that the
region of (ρ, ρ˙) such that condition (3.3) is satisfied can admit more than one
connected component, but it has at most two (Milani et al., 2004).
To be sample it with a finite number of points, the admissible region
needs to be compact. Thus, a condition defining an inner boundary needs to
be added. The choice for the inner boundary depends on the specific orbit
determination task.
For an asteroid there are several ways to assign an inner boundary, each
one based on different practical considerations:
1. an inner boundary can be assigned by requiring that the object is not
a satellite of the Earth, thus imposing that the geocentric energy is
positive;
2. a minimal distance can be dictated by physical limitations such as the
Earth radius R⊕;
3. a minimal distance can be assigned by requiring that the object is not
too small, by using photometric measurements.
All these possibilities are discussed in Milani et al. (2004), here we describe
only condition 3. We assume that the size is controlled by setting a maximum
for the absolute magnitude3 H (Bowell et al., 1989):
H(ρ) ≤ Hmax . (3.4)
If some value of the apparent magnitude4 is available, then the absolute
magnitude H can be computed from h, the average of the measured apparent
magnitudes, using the relation
H = h− 5 log10 ρ− x(ρ) ,
3The absolute magnitude is a measure of the intrinsic luminosity of an object.
4The apparent magnitude is a measure of the visual luminosity in the sky of an object.
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where the correction x(ρ) accounts for the distance from the Sun and the
phase effect. For small ρ (e.g., ρ < 0.01 AU) the correction x(ρ) has a
negligible dependence on ρ because the distance from the Sun is ≃ 1 AU and
the phase is close to the angle between ρˆ and the opposition direction. Thus,
we can approximate x(ρ) with a constant x0. Also for larger values of ρ this is
an acceptable approximation. Moreover, we are using ρ, the distance at the
reference time t¯, for all the epochs of the observations including photometry:
this is a fair approximation unless the relative change of distance during the
time span of the observed arc is relevant, which can happen only for very
small distances. In this approximation, condition (3.4) becomes
Hmax ≥ H = h− 5 log10 ρ− x0 =⇒ log10 ρ ≥
h−Hmax − x0
5
def
= log10 ρH ,
that is, given the apparent magnitude h, we have a minimum distance ρH =
ρ(Hmax) for the object to be of significant size. If we use Hmax = 30 (a few
meters diameter) then, for example
h = 20 =⇒ ρ ≥ 0.01 AU h = 15 =⇒ ρ ≥ 0.001 AU .
In any case, the absolute magnitude of the object is not a function of ρ˙ and
the region satisfying condition (3.4) is just a half plane ρ ≥ ρH . We call
tiny object boundary the straight line ρ = ρH . Fig. 3.1 shows an example of
admissible region for an asteroid, defined by negative energy condition (3.3)
and the tiny object boundary.
Also for Earth satellites there are several possibilities for the inner bound-
ary:
1. a simple method is to add constraints ρmin ≤ ρ ≤ ρmax allowing, e.g.,
to focus the search of identifications to one of the three classes LEO,
Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO);
2. another natural choice for the inner boundary is to take ρ ≥ hatm where
hatm is the thickness of a portion of the Earth atmosphere in which a
satellite cannot remain in orbit for a significant time span;
3. as an alternative, it is possible to constrain the semimajor axis to be
larger than R⊕ + hatm = rmin, and this leads to the inequality
a = − µ
2E ≥ rmin ⇐⇒ E ≥ −
µ
2rmin
= Emin , (3.5)
which defines another degree six inequality with the same coefficients
of (3.3) but for a different constant term;
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Figure 3.1: An example of admissible region for an asteroid in the plane
(log10 ρ, ρ˙). The straight line ρH = 0.01 AU defines the inner boundary.
4. another possible way to find an inner boundary is to exclude trajec-
tories impacting the Earth in less than one revolution, that is to use
an inequality on the perigee rP , already proposed in Maruskin et al.
(2009b):
rP = a(1− e) ≥ rmin =⇒
√
1 +
2E||c||2
µ2
≤ 1 + 2Ermin
µ
. (3.6)
Note there is no easy way to use the condition (3.6) to explicitly describe the
boundary of the admissible region. E.g., we do not have a rigorous bound
on the number of connected components. Condition (3.6) can be used only
a posteriori as a filter.
The qualitative structure of the admissible region is shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.3.2 Radar admissible region
Given a radar attributable Arad, we define as radar admissible region for a
space debris the set of values of (α˙, δ˙) such that
2E = z1α˙2 + z2δ˙2 + z3α˙ + z4δ˙ + z5 ≤ 0 . (3.7)
The boundary of the admissible region is then given by E = 0 and this
equation represents an ellipse with its axes aligned with the coordinate axes
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Figure 3.2: An example of admissible region for a space debris, optical case,
in the (ρ, ρ˙) plane. The region (painted in grey) is bounded by two level
curves of the energy, (E = Emin) and (E = 0), by the two conditions on the
topocentric distance (ρ = ρmin and ρ = ρmax), and by the condition on the
pericenter.
in the (α˙, δ˙) plane. Actually, in a plane (α˙ cos δ, δ˙), with the axes rescaled
according to the metric of the tangent plane to the celestial sphere, the curves
E = constant are circles.
The region defined by negative geocentric energy, the inside of a circle,
is a compact set, and the problem of defining an inner boundary is much
less important than in the optical attributable case. Anyway, it is possible
to define an inner boundary by constraining the semimajor axis a ≥ rmin by
Eq. (3.5), resulting in a concentric inner circle, thus in an admissible region
forming a circular annulus.
It is also possible to exclude the ballistic trajectories by imposing the
condition (3.6) in which α˙, δ˙ are to be considered as variables. By substituting
(3.7) and (3.2) in (3.6), the condition on the pericenter is expressed by a
polynomial inequality of degree 2:
l1α˙
2 + 2 l2α˙ δ˙ + l3δ˙
2 + 2 l4α˙ + 2 l5δ˙ + l6 ≥ 0 ,
l1 = |A|2 − r2minz1, l2 = A ·B, l3 = A ·C− r2minz3/2,
l4 = |B|2 − r2minz2, l5 = B ·C− r2minz4/2, l6 = |C|2 − rmin(rminz5 + 2µ).
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Thus the admissible region can be geometrically described as a region
bounded by three conics: the first two are concentric circles, the third one
can be either an ellipse or a hyperbola (depending on the sign of l1l3−l22), with
a different center and different symmetry axes. Fig. 3.3 shows the possible
qualitatively different cases.
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Figure 3.3: An example of admissible region, radar case, in the (α˙ cos δ, δ˙)
plane. The condition on the pericenter distance (rP ≥ rmin) is bounded
either by an ellipse (left) or a hyperbola (right).
3.3.3 Universal classification of objects
The admissible region provides insight on the relationship between the dif-
ferent populations, in particular how they can mix in the observations. For
a given optical attributable, supposedly computed from a short arc of op-
tical observations, Fig. 3.4 shows the region in the (ρ, ρ˙) half-plane ρ > 0
where Earth satellites (ES) can be, but also where ballistic trajectories (ei-
ther launches L or reentries R) can be, and where an asteroid serendipitously
found in the same observations would be. Other more exotic populations,
which are very unlikely, also have their region in the half plane: e.g., there
are regions for direct departure/arrival to the Earth from interstellar space,
which we have labeled as ET trajectories.
The same “universal” figure can be generated from a given radar at-
tributable (Fig 3.5). In this case the regions corresponding to different pop-
ulations partition the plane (α˙ cos δ, δ˙). The curve Esun = 0, for the helio-
centric energy, has been computed with formulas very similar to the ones for
the geocentric energy.
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Figure 3.4: Partitioning of the (ρ, ρ˙) half plane ρ > 0 in regions corresponding
to different populations, for an optical attributable with proper motion η =
10.1980 rad/day. The labels mean: L Launch, R Reentry, ES Earth Satellite,
A Asteroid, ISC Interstellar Comet, ETA ET Arriving, ETL ET Leaving, IPR
Interplanetary Reentry, IPL Interplanetary Launch.
3.4 Virtual asteroids/debris algorithm
We are mostly interested in using the admissible region to produce prelim-
inary orbits. Indeed, starting from the admissible region it is possible to
generate a swarm of virtual objects: we sample the admissible region using
the Delaunay triangulation (Milani et al., 2004) for the optical case and the
cobweb (Tommei et al., 2007) for the radar case, as shown in Fig. 3.6 and
3.7. In the space debris case the condition on the pericenter is not used at
this step, because we could lose some important geometrical properties such
as the number of connected components. This condition is used as filter, i.e.,
the nodes with a low pericenter are discarded.
The idea is to generate a swarm of virtual objects Xi, corresponding to
the nodes of the admissible region of one of the two attributables, e.g., A1.
Then we compute, from each of the Xi, a prediction Ai for the epoch t2, each
with its covariance matrix ΓAi, obtained by propagating the covariance of
A1. Thus for each virtual object Xi we can compute an attribution penalty
Ki4 (see Sec. 4.1) to be used as a criterion to select some of the nodes to
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Figure 3.5: Partitioning of the (α˙ cos δ, δ˙) plane in regions corresponding to
different populations, for a radar attributable with ρ = 1R⊕. The labels are
the same as Fig. 3.4.
proceed to the orbit computation.
Thus, the procedure is as follows. We select some maximum value Kmax
for the attribution penalty and if there are some nodes such that Ki4 ≤ Kmax
we use the corresponding orbit as first guess for the differential corrections.
The selection of Kmax is based on both experience and the theoretical χ
2
distribution.
Note that other methods have been in use for long time to select a very
small number of virtual objects. As an example, it is possible to use the
method of Vaisala (Dubyago, 1961, Chap. 7) or to select just circular orbits.
Fujimoto et al. (2010) show that in the space debris case is always possible to
find from one to three circular orbits compatible with an optical attributable.
Also this method can be useful if there is no confusion between the concept
of virtual objects and the one of an orbit determined by the observations.
3.4.1 Other algorithms based on the admissible region
There are other methods relying on the admissible region. Maruskin et al.
(2009a) propose an approach based on the intersection theory in phase space
that consists in mapping the admissible region to a 2-dimensional submani-
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Figure 3.6: An example of admissible region for an Earth satellite, defined
by imposing negative geocentric energy, for an optical attributable, with the
Delaunay triangulation. The nodes of the triangulation corresponding to the
ballistic trajectories (on the left of the curve cutting the outer part of the
triangulation) can be discarded.
fold of some orbital elements space, e.g., Delaunay or Poincare´ elements (the
latter have the advantage of being nonsingular). Given two attributables
of the same object, the orbital elements belong to the intersection of the
corresponding submanifolds propagated at a common epoch. Fujimoto and
Scheeres (2012) further enhance this technique by a probabilistic approach
that uses the distribution of known objects in the Poincare´ elements space,
thus assigning a probability to the found linkages.
The advantage of the virtual asteroids/debris algorithm is to be simpler
from an implementation perspective. On the other hand this method per-
forms well when the time interval between the attributables is not too long
(e.g., see Chap. 5), as it is strongly affected by the non-linear behavior of the
dynamics. The methods described by Maruskin et al. (2009a) and Fujimoto
and Scheeres (2012) redirect the non-linearity to the fast angle variable and
take advantage of the other five elements being constant. This feature is
shared with the Keplerian integrals method described in the following sec-
tion.
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Figure 3.7: An example of admissible region for an Earth satellite, defined by
imposing Emin ≤ E ≤ 0, for a radar attributable, with the cobweb sampling.
The nodes of the cobweb corresponding to the ballistic trajectories (between
the two branches of the hyperbola) can be discarded.
3.5 Keplerian integrals method
The Keplerian integrals method allows the computation of preliminary orbits
starting from two attributables. Since we have four unknowns, two for each
attributable, we generically need four scalar conservation laws to define a
finite number of solutions. Three equations are obtained by assuming that
the angular momentum vector c at the two epochs must coincide. For the
forth equation we deal with two possibilities:
• the conservation of the energy E :
E1 = E2 ; (3.8)
• the conservation of the Laplace-Lenz vector projected along the suitable
direction v = ρˆ2 × q2:
L1 · v = L2 · v . (3.9)
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Thus we consider the following systems of equations:{
c1 = c2
E1 = E2
(A) ,
{
c1 = c2
L1 · v = L2 · v
(B) . (3.10)
In both cases we get polynomial equations, which can be solved using the
powerful tools of computational Algebra. The equations obtained by (3.10,B)
have a smaller degree, but the related software is still under test (for pre-
liminary results see Dimare et al. (2011a)). On the other hand, the (3.10,A)
version has already been implemented and tested, at least in the case of two
optical attributables, see Chap.s 5, 6, and Gronchi et al. (2010).
3.5.1 Linking two optical attributables
Given two optical attributables A1, A2 at epochs t¯1, t¯2, we assume they belong
to the same observed body and write 4 scalar algebraic equations for the
topocentric distances ρ1, ρ2 and the radial velocities ρ˙1, ρ˙2 at the two epochs.
The angular momentum vectors at the two epochs must coincide:
c1(ρ1, ρ˙1) = c2(ρ2, ρ˙2) . (3.11)
Equation (3.11) can be written as
D1ρ˙1 −D2ρ˙2 = J(ρ1, ρ2) , (3.12)
J(ρ1, ρ2) = E2ρ
2
2 − E1ρ21 + F2ρ2 − F1ρ1 +G2 −G1 .
We eliminate the variables ρ˙1, ρ˙2 and obtain
D1 ×D2 · J(ρ1, ρ2) = 0 . (3.13)
The left-hand side of (3.13) can be written as
q(ρ1, ρ2)
def
= q20ρ
2
1 + q10ρ1 + q02ρ
2
2 + q01ρ2 + q00 ,
q20 = −E1 ·D1 ×D2 ,
q10 = −F1 ·D1 ×D2 ,
q02 = E2 ·D1 ×D2 ,
q01 = F2 ·D1 ×D2 ,
q00 = (G2 −G1) ·D1 ×D2 .
The radial velocities are given by
ρ˙1(ρ1, ρ2) =
(J×D2) · (D1 ×D2)
|D1 ×D2|2 , ρ˙2(ρ1, ρ2) =
(J×D1) · (D1 ×D2)
|D1 ×D2|2 .
(3.14)
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For system (3.10,A), we impose also the conservation of the energy
E1(ρ1, ρ˙1) = E2(ρ2, ρ˙2)
and, by substituting (3.14), we get
F1(ρ1, ρ2)− 2µ√G1(ρ1) = F2(ρ1, ρ2)−
2µ√G2(ρ2) ,
for some polynomial functions F1(ρ1, ρ2), F2(ρ1, ρ2), G1(ρ1), G2(ρ2) with de-
grees deg(F1) = deg(F2) = 4 and deg(G1) = deg(G2) = 2. By squaring twice
we obtain the polynomial equation
p(ρ1, ρ2) =
[
(F1 −F2)2G1G2 − 4µ2(G1 + G2)
]2 − 64µ4G1G2 = 0 (3.15)
with total degree 24. Some spurious solutions may have been added.
For system (3.10,B), the Laplace-Lenz vectors at the two epochs must
coincide. We equate the projection of both vectors along v = eρ2 × q2:
L1(ρ1, ρ˙1) · v = L2(ρ2, ρ˙2) · v . (3.16)
The projection of L2 along v is particularly simple:
µL2 · v = −(r˙2 · r2)(r˙2 · v) ,
thus (3.16) becomes(
|r˙1|2 − µ|r1|
)
(r1 · v)− (r˙1 · r1)(r˙1 · v) = −(r˙2 · r2)(r˙2 · v) . (3.17)
After substituting (3.14), this is an algebraic equation in ρ1, ρ2. By rearrang-
ing the terms in (3.17) and squaring we obtain
p(ρ1, ρ2) = µ
2(r1 · v)2 − |r1|2
{[|r˙1|2r1 − (r˙1 · r1)r˙1 + (r˙2 · r2)r˙2] · v}2 = 0 .
(3.18)
This is a polynomial equation of degree 10 in ρ1, ρ2. In fact, the projection
r˙2 · v = q˙2 · v + ρ2(α˙2ρˆα2 + δ˙2ρˆδ2) · v
does not depend on ρ˙2 and, in the difference |r˙1|2r1 − (r˙1 · r1)r˙1, the second
degree term in ρ˙1 (i.e., ρ˙
2
1r1) cancels out.
Therefore, to solve the linkage problem, we can consider the polynomial
system {
p(ρ1, ρ2) = 0
q(ρ1, ρ2) = 0
, ρ1, ρ2 > 0 (3.19)
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Figure 3.8: Example of application of the Keplerian integral method for the
test case of (99942) Apophis. The figures are in the (ρ1, ρ2) plane. Top left:
c (dashed line), E (solid line) integrals. Top right: c (dashed), E (solid)
integrals, polynomial form. Bottom left: c (dashed), L · v (solid) integrals.
Bottom right: c (dashed), L · v (solid) integrals, polynomial form. The
asterisk corresponds to the known orbit.
where p is given either by (3.15) or by (3.18). System (3.19) can be solved
with classical Algebraic methods (Cox et al., 1996). We consider the resultant
Res(ρ1) of p, q with respect to ρ2. Res is generically a polynomial of degree 48
when starting from (3.10,A) and of degree 20 when starting from (3.10,B).
The coefficients can be computed by an evaluation/interpolation method
based on the FFT.
The positive real roots of Res(ρ1) are the only possible values of ρ1 for a
solution (ρ1, ρ2) of (3.19). The roots ρ1(k) of Res(ρ1) are computed by the
algorithm described in Bini (1997) and the computation of the preliminary
orbits is concluded as follows:
1) solve the equation q(ρ1(k), ρ2) = 0;
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2) discard spurious solutions, i.e. pairs (ρ1, ρ2) solving (3.19) but not
corresponding to a solution of (3.10);
3) compute the values of ρ˙1(k), ρ˙2(k) by (3.14);
4) write the corresponding orbital elements. The related epochs, corrected
by aberration, are ti = t¯i − ρi(k)/c, i = 1, 2 where c is the velocity of
light.
3.5.2 Linking radar and optical attributables
Suppose we have a radar attributable Arad at time t¯1 and an optical at-
tributable Aopt at time t¯2. Equating the angular momentum vectors crad and
copt at the two epochs yields a polynomial system of 3 equations in the 4
unknowns α˙1, δ˙1, ρ2, ρ˙2:
A1α˙1 +B1δ˙1 +C1 = D2ρ˙2 + E2ρ
2
2 + F2ρ2 +G2 . (3.20)
The system is linear in α˙1, δ˙1, ρ˙2. By solving for these variables we obtain

α˙1(ρ2) = X2ρ
2
2 + X1ρ2 + X0
δ˙1(ρ2) = Z2ρ
2
2 + Z1ρ2 + Z0
ρ˙2(ρ2) = R2ρ
2
2 + R1ρ2 + R0
,
X2 = γE2 ·B1 ×D2 , X1 = γ F2 ·B1 ×D2 , X0 = γ (G2 −C1) ·B1 ×D2 ,
Z2 = −γE2 ·A1 ×D2 , Z1 = −γ F2 ·A1 ×D2 , Z0 = −γ (G2 −C1) ·A1 ×D2 ,
R2 = −γE2 ·A1 ×B1 , R1 = −γ F2 ·A1 ×B1 , R0 = −γ (G2 −C1) ·A1 ×B1 ,
and γ = 1/(A1 ·B1 ×D2).
By substituting these expressions in (3.8) we get a univariate polynomial
equation of degree 10, which can still be solved using the algorithm described
in Bini (1997). When using (3.9) the degree is 4, hence the solutions can be
computed explicitly.
3.5.3 Linking radar attributables
Starting from two radar attributables A1, A2 at epochs t¯1, t¯2 for the same
observed body, the conservation of the angular momentum gives
A1α˙1 +B1δ˙1 +C1 = A2α˙2 +B2δ˙2 +C2 , (3.21)
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which represents a system of 3 linear equations in 4 unknowns (α˙1, δ˙1, α˙2, δ˙2)
and can be solved for three unknowns as a function of one of the four. For
example, if we take the scalar product between (3.21) and B1 ×A2 we have
α˙1 =
A2 · (B1 ×B2)δ˙2 − (C1 −C2) · (A2 ×B1)
B1 · (A1 ×A2) ,
and similarly we get
δ˙1 =
B2 · (A1 ×A2)δ˙2 − (C1 −C2) · (A1 ×A2)
B1 · (A1 ×A2) ,
α˙2 =
A1 · (B1 ×B2)δ˙2 − (C1 −C2) · (A1 ×B1)
B1 · (A1 ×A2) .
When the equations for (α˙1, α˙2, δ˙1) as a function of δ˙2 are substituted in
(3.8), we obtain a quadratic equation in δ˙2, which can be solved by elementary
algebra, giving at most two real solutions. Geometrically, Eq. (3.21) can be
described by a straight line in a plane, e.g., in (α˙2, δ˙2), where the energy
equation defines a conic section.
In this case the Laplace-Lenz vector does not allow us to achieve a smaller
degree. Moreover, when dealing with the Earth oblateness effect, the energy
remains constant, thus the use of the energy conservation is preferable.
3.5.4 Singularities
There are some cases in which the Keplerian integrals method can not be
applied because of degeneracies occurring in system (3.10).
In the optical-optical case we have to avoid the condition D1 × D2 =
(q1 × ρˆ1)× (q2 × ρˆ2) = 0. This can happen when:
• q1 is parallel to ρˆ1, e.g., in the space debris case the observation at
time t1 is done at the observer zenith;
• q2 is parallel to ρˆ2, e.g., in the space debris case the observation at
time t2 is done at the observer zenith;
• q1, q2, ρˆ1 and ρˆ2 are coplanar. In particular, this case arises whenever
a geostationary object is observed from the same station at the same
hour of distinct nights.
For the radar-optical case system (3.20) degenerates if
A1 ×B1 ·D2 = (r1 · ρˆ1)(r1 ·D2) = 0 .
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This occurs when r1 · ρˆ1 = 0, or r1 × r2 = 0, or when ρˆ2 is in the orbital
plane (orthogonal to r1×r2). Moreover, in both cases the projection of L1,L2
identically vanishes when v = 0. For space debris this corresponds to zenith
observations.
In the radar case the procedure fails only if the four vectors A1, A2, B1
and B2 do not generate a linear space of dimension 3, i.e., when:{
Ai · (B1 ×B2) = 0
Bi · (A1 ×A2) = 0
i = 1, 2.
For i = 1 we obtain{
ρ21ρ2[ρˆδ2 · (r1 × r2)][r1 · (ρˆα1 × ρˆδ1)] = 0
ρ21ρ2[ρˆα2 · (r1 × r2)][r1 · (ρˆδ1 × ρˆα1)] = 0
and for i = 2 the formulas are analogous. Thus there is singularity when:
• r1 is parallel to r2;
• ri · (ρˆδi × ρˆαi) = cos δi(qi · ρˆi + ρi) = 0, but this can never happen,
apart from coordinate singularities, because qi · ρˆi ≥ 0;
• r1 · (ρˆδ1 × ρˆαi) = 0 and r1 · (ρˆδ1 × ρˆδi) = 0, i.e., ρˆαi and ρˆδi for i = 1, 2
belong to the orbital plane.
The mathematical singularity is surrounded by a neighborhood in which
the method is possible for zero error (both zero observational error and
zero rounding off in the computation), but is not applicable in practice due
to the limited numerical accuracy. E.g., this method fails even for non-
geostationary, nearly geosynchronous orbits with hours of observations over
different nights differing by only a few minutes each night.
3.5.5 Preliminary orbits
Once a solution is computed the values of attributable coordinates can be
obtained for the epochs t¯1 and t¯2, and they can be converted into the usual
Keplerian elements:
EAtti −→ (ri, r˙i) −→ (aj , ej, Ij,Ωj , ωj, ℓj) , j = 1, 2 , (3.22)
where ℓj are the mean anomalies. Since we used 8 scalar quantities (i.e.,
the data contained in the two attributables) to determine 6 orbital elements,
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there are 2 compatibility conditions to be satisfied if the two attributables be-
long to the same object. A possible choice for these compatibility conditions
is the following:
∆ω = ω1 − ω2 = 0 , ∆ℓ = ℓ1 − ℓ2 − n1(t1 − t2) = 0 , (3.23)
where n1 = (µ/a
3
1)
1/2 is the proper motion. This choice is quite natural
in the case of (3.10,A), as the other Keplerian elements a, e, I, and Ω are
function of c and E , thus they are constant. However, (3.23) are a sensible
choice also for (3.10,B), because ω and ℓ are functionally independent from
c and L · v (apart from the case in which L and v are perpendicular). We
cannot demand the exact equality in (3.23), because of various error sources,
including the uncertainty of the attributable, and the perturbations to the
Keplerian motion. Thus, we need a metric to measure in an objective way
the residuals in the compatibility conditions.
This can be done by propagating the covariance of the two attributables
A1 and A2 to the variation of (ω, ℓ):
Γ∆ω,∆ℓ =
∂(∆ω,∆ℓ)
∂(A1, A2)
ΓA1,A2
∂(∆ω,∆ℓ)
∂(A1, A2)
T
.
The derivatives of (∆ω,∆ℓ) can be computed by applying the chain rule with
the attributable coordinates EAtt1 at time t1 and EAtt2 at time t2:
∂(∆ω,∆ℓ)
∂(A1, A2)
=
∂(∆ω,∆ℓ)
∂(EAtt1 , EAtt2)
∂(EAtt1 , EAtt2)
∂(A1, A2)
.
The derivatives of ∆ω,∆ℓ with respect to EAtt1 , EAtt2 can be easily obtained
by the chain rule applied to (3.22). The derivatives of EAtt1 , EAtt2 with
respect to A1 and A2 depend on the cases. When dealing with optical at-
tributables they are
∂(EAtt1 , EAtt2)
∂(A1, A2)
=


I4 O4
∂(ρ1, ρ˙1)
∂(A1, A2)
O4 I4
∂(ρ2, ρ˙2)
∂(A1, A2)


.
To compute this matrix we need to apply the implicit function theorem to
the system of equation defined by the Keplerian integrals conservation. As
an example, we take the case of two optical attributables A1 and A2 and the
system
Φ =
(
c1(A1, ρ1, ρ˙1)− c2(A2, ρ2, ρ˙2)
E1(A1, ρ1, ρ˙1)− E2(A2, ρ2, ρ˙2)
)
= 0 .
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By the implicit function theorem we have
∂(ρ1, ρ˙1, ρ2, ρ˙2)
∂(A1, A2)
= −
(
∂Φ
∂(ρ1, ρ˙1, ρ2, ρ˙2)
)−1
∂Φ
∂(A1, A2)
.
For the Laplace-Lenz case and radar attributables similar formulas hold.
Finally, we have an operative way to compute a χ value as follows:
χ2 = (∆ω,∆ℓ)C∆ω,∆ℓ(∆ω,∆ℓ)
T , C∆ω,∆ℓ = Γ
−1
∆ω,∆ℓ .
This χ value can be used as control to select the preliminary orbits to be
passed to the differential corrections step. Thus we set a maximum value
χmax and reject the orbits leading to a χ larger than χmax. The selection of
the value χmax is necessarily based on the experience gained by performing
simulations and tests with real data.
3.5.6 Precession model
The method described above can be generalized by including the effect due to
the non-spherical shape of the Earth. The averaged equations for Delaunay
variables ℓ, ω, Ω, L =
√
µa, G = L
√
1− e2 and Z = G cos I are (Roy, 2005,
Sec. 11.4): 

¯˙ℓ = n− 3
4
n
(
R⊕
a
)2
J2(1− 3 cos2 I)
(1− e2)3/2
¯˙ω =
3
4
n
(
R⊕
a
)2
J2(4− 5 sin2 I)
(1− e2)2
¯˙Ω = −3
2
n
(
R⊕
a
)2
J2 cos I
(1− e2)2
¯˙L = ¯˙G = ¯˙Z = 0
, (3.24)
where J2 is the coefficient of the second zonal spherical harmonic of the Earth
gravity field. When applying the Keplerian integral method to the case with
J2 perturbation, one can use the conservation of neither angular momentum
nor the Laplace-Lenz vector. Indeed we have that
E1 = E2 , Rc c1 = c2 , RL L1 = L2
where the rotation matrices Rc and RL are defined as
Rc = R
zˆ
∆Ω , RL = R
c2
ω1+∆ω
Rzˆ∆ΩR
c1
−ω1
.
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Thus, the systems of (3.10) are replaced by the following:{
Rc c1 = c2
E1 = E2
,
{
Rc c1 = c2
RL L1 · v = L2 · v
. (3.25)
By linearizing in ∆Ω, it is possible to get algebraic equations. However, the
degree is too high and the resulting equations unpractical. As an example,
with optical attributables and using the conservation of the energy, we would
get a polynomial of degree 6912 (Farnocchia et al., 2010).
In practice, systems (3.25) cannot be solved analytically. So, we need an
iterative procedure to find a solution. Given a set of orbital elements at the
time t1 of the first attributable, we perform the following steps:
1. Computation of the J2 perturbation effect on the orbital elements:
K1 =
¯˙Ω , K2 = ¯˙ω , K3 =
¯˙
ℓ− n1 .
2. Computation of the matrix Rc.
3. Computation of the matrix RL, by using c2 = Rc c1.
4. Resolution of system (3.25), where the rotation matrices are considered
input parameters, thus constant. The new equations have exactly the
same algebraic structure of the problem without precession. As an
example, the angular momentum equation is modified by substituting
D1, E1, F1 and G1 with RcD1, RcE1, RcF1 and RcG1 in the optical
case and A1, B1 and C1 with RcA1, RcB1 and RcC1 in the radar
case.
5. Computation of the χ control for the compatibility conditions:
∆ω −K2(t1 − t2) = 0 , ∆ℓ− (n+K3)(t1 − t2) = 0 .
6. Selection of acceptable orbits as staring guess for step 1, until conver-
gence.
To fully define the iterative procedure we need to select a starting guess.
The first attempt is to use the circular orbits resulting from either the first or
the second attributable. For optical attributables we refer to Fujimoto et al.
(2010), while the procedure for radar attributables is described in Gronchi
et al. (2011). Though the elements ω,Ω are not defined for circular orbits,
we can write
∆ω = ω˙(t2 − t1), ∆Ω = Ω˙(t2 − t1) ,
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with ω˙, Ω˙ given by (3.24). If we employ the attributable at time t¯1, we set
RL = R
c2
∆ωR
zˆ
∆Ω , c2 = Rcc1 ;
while for the attributable at time t¯2 we use
RL = R
zˆ
∆ΩR
c1
∆ω , c1 = R
T
c c2 .
If we do not find any converging solution starting from circular orbits, we
compute a first guess by solving system 3.10, i.e., without the oblateness
effects. Then, for each solution of the unperturbed system we start the
iterative procedure by updating K1, K2, K3 at each step, as resulting from
the current orbital elements.
It is worth pointing out that this iterative version that includes the Earth
oblateness effect turned out to be decisive to achieve the results described in
Chap. 6, where the Low Earth orbit case is discussed.
In the case of two radar attributables it is better to equate the energies,
as the energy is invariant under the J2 effect, according to our approximated
model.
3.5.7 Other perturbations
There are other relevant perturbations affecting the dynamics of objects in
Earth orbit.
Solar radiation pressure is due to the absorption and reflection of photons
by the surface of the body and depends again on the area to mass ratio
(Milani et al., 1987):
aRP =
A
M
φ
c
r⊙
|r⊙|3 ,
where φ is the intensity of the energy flux, c is the speed of the light and r⊙ is
the heliocentric position of the object. For objects with area to mass ratios in
the range 0.01 to 0.1, typical of orbiting spacecraft, its effect is mainly a long
periodic change of the orbital eccentricity and of the argument of perigee. It
can be important in altering the orbits of high Earth satellites with large solar
panels and antennas (e.g., large telecommunication geostationary satellites)
and orbital maneuver may be required to keep the orbital evolution under
control.
The atmospheric drag is the most important perturbation in Low Earth
orbit (altitude < 2000 km), since it subtracts energy from an orbiting object
causing its decay into the atmosphere. It represents, therefore, the main
sink process acting against the overcrowding of circumterrestrial space. Air
drag acceleration aD is proportional to the atmospheric density (ρ), to the
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spacecraft velocity (with respect to the atmosphere) and to the ratio between
the area (A) and the mass (M) of the spacecraft:
aD = −1
2
CD
A
M
ρv2r vˆ
where CD is a dimensionless coefficient describing the interaction of the at-
mosphere with the satellite’s surface materials and vr is the object’s velocity
with respect to the atmosphere. On the other hand, the atmosphere density
is decreasing exponentially with the altitude, so that this perturbation is ef-
ficient only up to about 800 km above the surface of the Earth. The orbital
lifetime of a spacecraft in a circular orbit with a radius of 250 km is less than
20 days (assuming an A/M ≃ 0.01), requiring frequent maneuvers to main-
tain the orbital altitude (summing up to a ∆V ≃ 570 m sec−1 per year). At
an altitude of about 400 km the lifetime increases to about 200 days (and the
corresponding stationkeeping ∆V decreases to about 24 m sec−1 per year),
while above about 800 km the air drag takes several hundreds of years to
remove a typical satellite from orbit.
The mentioned perturbations depend on physical properties that are typ-
ically unknown. It is possible to determine parameters such as A/M as a
result of the orbital fit. However, because of the little overdetermination
arising when only two attributables are available, including these parameters
in the linkage step would result in a weak orbit determination. Therefore,
we postpone the determination of these perturbations to the attribution step
when a larger number of attributables is identified with the same object, e.g.,
see Sec. 5.2.
Chapter 4
Identification procedure
The identification is a procedure involving several steps. The linkage meth-
ods described in Chap. 3 represent only the first of a complex sequence of
operations such as the attribution of new data to already known objects and
the capability of computing the orbit of newly discovered objects. The goal
of this chapter is to describe the algorithms needed to perform such opera-
tions and sketch the overall structure of a data center, which has the purpose
to daily ingest observational data and produce a catalog of orbits.
4.1 Attribution
An attribution problem requires that there exist 1) a vector x1 ∈ R6 of orbital
elements at epoch t1 along with a 6×6 covariance matrix Γx1 describing their
uncertainty in the linearized approximation and 2) a vector yo ∈ Rs of ob-
servables (s < 6) at another epoch t2. Let yc = F (x1, t2) be the predicted set
of observables at time t2 using the covariance Γx1 to propagate the covariance
matrix to the space of the observables by the linearized formula
Γyc = DF Γx1 DF
T
where DF is the s × 6 Jacobian matrix of F computed at x1. Using Γyc
we can assess the likelihood of the prediction yc being compatible with the
hypothesis that the observation yo belongs to the same object within the
linear approximation and assuming an unbiased Gaussian error model.
For reasons of efficiency in handling large numbers of both orbits and
observations this process should be implemented using a sequence of filters
where each step provides an increasing likelihood of identification but at the
price of an increasing computational effort (Milani et al., 2001).
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4.1.1 Filter 1: Observed-Computed residuals on the
celestial sphere
The first test is to compare the new angular observations to the prediction on
the celestial sphere in right ascension and declination (α, δ). The difference
yo − yc = ∆y = (∆α,∆δ) ∈ R2 is projected on the tangent plane to the
celestial sphere. From the 2×2 covariance matrix Γyc we compute the normal
matrix Cyc = Γ
−1
yc
and the confidence ellipse
Zyc(σc) = {∆y|∆yT Cyc ∆y ≤ σ2c} .
The observation yo has its own uncertainty given by the 2×2 covariance ma-
trix Γyo and the normal matrix Cyo = Γ
−1
yo
yielding a second confidence ellipse
Zyo(σo) for the observed angles. In most cases we can assume the observation
error is isotropic because the astrometric reduction process typically makes
no distinction between the two directions. I.e., Zyo can be assumed to be
just a circle in the (cos δ∆α,∆δ) coordinates.
This filtering step requires that the two ellipses intersect for reasonable
values of the confidence parameters σc and σo. Since this filter may have to
be applied for each orbit x1 to a large set of new observations yo it is often
convenient to resort to a simplified test using only the largest of the two
ellipses. E.g., ∆y ∈ Zyc(σ) when the uncertainty of the prediction is larger
and ∆y ∈ Zyo(σ) when the observational errors are larger.
When the orbit x1 is already well determined the two uncertainties can be
comparable. A fast algorithm to handle this case is to select a control σc for
Zyc(σc) and a circular radius σo for Zyo(σo) and then compute the inequality
defining an ellipse with the semiaxes of Zyc(σc) increased in length by σo in
the (cos δ∆α,∆δ) coordinates.
This algorithm can be applied either to a single observation belonging to
the set of observations for which attribution is attempted or, better yet, to
an average observation obtained from all those forming a tracklet (or a trail)
because the averaging removes some of the random error.
4.1.2 Filter 2: Attributables and attribution penalties
Tracklets containing observations spanning a short time (typically 15 min
to 2 hours) can generally be compressed into an attributable vector y =
(α, δ, α˙, δ˙) ∈ R4 containing both the angular position and angular motion
vector. The same holds for trails. The attributable vector is obtained by
a linear fit to the observations resulting in the observable yo ∈ R4 at the
average time t2 with a 4× 4 normal matrix Cyo.
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The predicted attributable vector at time t2 from the state (x1, t1) is
nominally yc ∈ R4 with a 4 × 4 normal matrix Cyc . Its compatibility with
the observed attributable vector can be described by the attribution penalty
K4 defined by
C0 = Cyc + Cyo ; Γ0 = C
−1
0
K4 = (yo − yc)T [Cyc − Cyc Γ0Cyc] (yo − yc)
that corresponds geometrically to testing the intersection of the confidence
ellipsoids with σ4 =
√
K4 playing the role of the confidence parameter (Milani
and Gronchi, 2010, Chap. 7).
We can discard attribution candidates when the attribution penalty ex-
ceeds a reasonable value of the confidence parameter σ4. If the predictions
were perfectly linear and an exact Gaussian error model was available for the
observations then a χ2 table could be used to select σ4 but these conditions
are never satisfied with real data. Thus, the parameter should be determined
empirically with simulations and/or tests with real data.
4.1.3 Filter 3: Differential corrections and quality con-
trol metrics
Attributions that pass the second filter need to be confirmed by a least
squares fit with all the available observations. The fit must converge and
yield residuals with good statistical properties compatible with what we know
about the observational errors. The most common control is the RMS of the
residuals weighted with their accuracy.
The attribution reliability can be increased with statistical quality controls
based on more than one parameter that also capture information based on
systematic signals remaining in the residuals. We normally use the following
10 metrics:
• RMS root mean square of the astrometric residuals1,
• BIASα, BIASδ bias, i.e., average of the astrometric residuals,
• SPANα, SPANδ first derivatives of the astrometric residuals,
• CURVα, CURVδ second derivatives of the astrometric residuals,
• ZSIGNα, ZSIGNδ third derivatives of the astrometric residuals,
• RMSH RMS of photometric residuals in magnitudes.
1Residuals in α are multiplied by cos(δ) before computing all the metrics.
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To use the same controls for both historic and new data (that are typically
of different accuracy) we normalize the bias and derivatives of the residuals
by fitting them to a polynomial of degree 3 and dividing the coefficients by
their standard deviation obtained from the covariance matrix of the fit.
This filter has been shown to be effective in removing false identifications
(Milani et al., 2008) using Pan-STARRS survey simulations. The advantage
of using simulations is that it is then possible to use the ground truth, i.e.,
the a priori knowledge of the correspondence between objects and their ob-
servations, to verify the identifications. The control parameters can then be
adjusted to obtain the desired balance between efficiency and accuracy. The
values of the controls selected in this way are close to 1 as expected from
Gaussian statistics (Milani et al., 2008, Sec. 6) because the orbits are al-
ready well constrained. Note that the survey which was simulated does not
correspond exactly to the realized PS1 survey. What matters for our argu-
ment is that, since the false identifications are proportional to the square of
the number of tracklets, it was a pseudo-realistic large scale simulation with
a huge number of “known objects” and detected tracklets.
4.2 Asymmetric attribution quality control
The algorithms to be used to propose attributions in a strongly asymmet-
ric situation (such as high-accuracy numbered asteroid orbits with new un-
attributed tracklets) can be more or less as described above, but the methods
to confirm the attributions require additional controls. The main reason is
the presence of biases in the astrometric errors.
E.g., Fig. 4.1 shows that the normalized biases of astrometric residuals
for the over-determined orbits of numbered asteroids are strikingly different
from a zero-mean Gaussian. The normalized declination bias is qualitatively
different from a Gaussian with a mean of ∼ 2.17 and a standard deviation
of ∼ 1.86. In right ascension the shape is not too different from a normal
distribution but with a non-zero mean of ∼ 0.12 and standard deviation of ∼
0.77. The span, curvature and Z-sign have similar non-Gaussian distributions
although the declination bias is the worst case. The causes of this behavior
and the methods to mitigate these effects are discussed in Sec. 8.2.
Thus, we need to take into account that the values of the quality metrics
are already high even before the attribution when attributing new observa-
tions to objects with strongly over-determined orbits. We cannot use small
values of the control parameters because it would generate the paradoxical
result that the already computed orbit should be discarded before adding
new observations. Even if the new observations improve the orbit determi-
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of normalized biases in the astrometric residuals for
all numbered asteroids from AstDyS (April 2010). Top: residuals in right
ascension (multiplied by cos(δ)). Bottom: residuals in declination.
nation because they are of better quality and/or extend the observational
time span, the systematic error signatures contained in the residuals of the
existing orbit are not going to be removed. On the other hand, if we use high
values of the controls we may not reject false attributions.
Our solution is to take into account the values of the metrics and the
amount they change as a result of the proposed attribution. E.g., for the
RMS metrics we accept an attribution only if the increase resulting from
the attribution is small (we used < 0.15 in Table 8.1). For the other 8
metrics that are based on astrometric residuals we set an upper limit to the
increase in the absolute value (we used < 2 in Table 8.1).
4.2.1 Quality control for new observations
The new observations, typically only 2 to 8, may have little effect on the
statistical properties of the complete set of residuals because the existing
data set typically contains tens or even hundreds of observations, i.e., the
residuals may be neither significantly better nor significantly worse. Thus,
we need to separately consider the residuals of the attributed observations
for which we require the RMS, BIAS and SPAN (typical the new data have
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no significant curvature and even less Z-sign) to lie in the range 2 to 3 (as in
Table 8.1).
The attribution procedure is recursive with attributables added one by
one proceeding in order from the most to least likely as measured by the
penalty K4. When an attribution has passed the quality controls and a new
orbit has been fit to all the observations including the new attributable, the
new orbit becomes the object’s reference orbit. Then, the other attributables
proposed for attribution from filter 2 are passed to filter 3 and quality control,
and so on.
This procedure is robust but we cannot claim that it is perfectly reliable.
Due to the stochastic nature of the observational errors any attribution may
be wrong; even those that result in the determination of a numbered asteroid
orbit, although the probability of this happening has to be very small.
Despite the probability being small when there are a large number of
trials the odds of finding low probability events approaches unity. Our pro-
cessing attributed a 4-observation PS1 tracklet from the year 2010 to the
numbered asteroid (229833) 2009 BQ25; however, the fit to all the avail-
able data required discarding 6 observations that were designated 2000 KU51
from the apparition in the year 2000. In this case the only way to decide
which attribution to (229833) is correct might be to reexamine the original
observations.
4.3 Identification management
The procedure of identification management has the purpose of compiling
a catalog of identifications, each with its orbit(s) and auxiliary information
(covariance, residuals, quality control metrics), removing all kinds of dupli-
cations and contradictions.
Duplications may arise because the same identification may be obtained
through different sequences, e.g., ((A,B), C) and ((A,C), B), where A,B,C
are attributables and the symbol (·, ·) denotes an identification. There are
different kinds of contradiction: the most severe is of the form ((A,B), C)
and ((A,D), E), i.e. two discordant identifications with an attributable in
common.
Both duplications and contradictions can be removed with a procedure of
identification normalization, with an arbitrary list of identifications as input
and as output a normalized list with only independent identifications, that
is each observation belongs to only one of them.
The key issue is that normalization is a global procedure, which needs
to be applied to all the identifications available, or at least to all the ones
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formed with a set observations which may refer to the same objects.
4.3.1 Normalization procedure
We introduce the following relationships between two identifications: let
List(id1), List(id2) be the lists of attributables belonging to the identifi-
cations id1, id2
• included(id1, id2)⇐⇒ List(id1) $ List(id2)
• contains(id1, id2)⇐⇒ List(id2) $ List(id1)
• independent(id1, id2)⇐⇒ List(id1) ∩ List(id2) = ∅
• same(id1, id2)⇐⇒ List(id1) = List(id2)
• discordant(id1, id2) = List(id1) ∩ List(id2) 6= ∅, List(id1), List(id2).
These 5 properties are mutually exclusive and cover all possible cases. The
goal of normalization is to select a subset with only independent identifica-
tions. Among non-independent identifications, the procedure needs to select
the ones with more information and more likely to be true.
Our normalization procedure is defined as follows. The input list of iden-
tifications is sorted according to an ordering relationship called better. The
definition we currently use is based on the number nt of attributables in the
identification, and on the RMS σ of the least squares fit residuals (if the
identification has alternative orbit solutions, the lowest RMS value has to be
used). An identification is better if it includes more attributables or, for the
same number of attributables, if the residuals have a smaller RMS:
better(id1, id2) = (nt1 > nt2) OR (nt1 = nt2 AND σ1 < σ2) .
Then the sorted list is scanned from the top: the “best” identification is
inserted in the normalized list. We proceed as follows: For the following
identifications idk in the input list:
• if for each idj in the normalized list independent(idk, idj), then idk is
inserted in the normalized list,
• if there is a normalized idj such that included(idk, idj), then idk is
dropped,
• if there is a normalized idj such that same(idk, idj), then the solutions
of idk are added to the ones of idj , and duplicate solutions (consistent
within the uncertainty given by the covariance matrices) are removed.
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Note that contains(idk, idj) cannot occur: it would imply better(idk, idj),
while idj comes from higher up in the sorted list.
The steps defined above are enough to remove from the normalized list
all duplications and cases of included identifications: e.g., if ((A,B), C) is in
the input list, both (A,B) and ((A,C), B) are removed, without losing track
of possible double solutions with the same set of observations.
Discordant identifications
The critical step is how to handle a couple of discordant identifications. There
are three appropriate choices: to keep in the normalized list only one if it is
much better than the other, to discard both, to try to “merge” them into a
single identification.
The choice of the much better ordering relationship is critical. It should
indicate that an identification is significantly more likely to be true than
the other, as measured from the quality control metrics. “Merging” two
identifications requires to fit an orbit to all the observations belonging to
both, then to apply quality control to the resulting residuals. If neither of
these two cases applies, the only way to complete the normalization, removing
all discordancies, is to discard both. In doing this we often sacrifice one true
identification to remove a false one.
In the tests we have done so far, we use a definition of much better based
only on the two parameters nt and σ:
much better(id1, id2)⇐⇒ (nt1 > nt2) OR (nt1 = nt2 AND σ1 + δσ < σ2) ,
with a control δσ > 0 (we typically use δσ = 0.25). It would be possible to
use some of the other quality control parameters described in Sec. 4.1.3.
An example
To explain better the logic of the normalization procedure, we use a simple
example. Let us assume that A,B,C,D,E, F are attributables, and that the
output of the identification procedure is
2 ids 3 ids 4 ids
(A,B) , ((A,B), C) , (((A,B), C), D) ,
(F,C) , ((E, F ), C) ,
(E, F ) .
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Let us assume the identification list, sorted by better, is
1) (((A,B), C), D)
2) ((A,B), C) included in 1)
3) ((E, F ), C) discordant with 1) which is much better
4) (A,B) included in 1)
5) (F,C) discordant with 1) which is much better
6) (E, F ) independent from 1) .
Then the normalized list is
(((A,B), C), D) , (E, F ) .
This example can also be used to show that the normalization must be done
globally, on all the identifications in the same set of data, not by adding se-
quentially the attributables and the identifications when they are available.
Let us suppose the attributable D has not been observed yet, and the nor-
malization is started using as list of identifications the one above without
1). Then 2) and 3) are discordant: if none of the two is much better, both
of them have to be discarded; the same may occur with 5) and 6), and the
normalized list may be just (A,B). If D is added later, maybe ((A,B), D) is
found, but the much better identification 1) is not available and the object
corresponding to (E, F ) is lost.
Merging discordant identifications
We need to consider the possibility, in the case discordant(idk, idj), of merg-
ing identifications, that is to look for an orbit that can fit all the observations
belonging to the attributables of List(idj) ∪ List(idk), with residuals pass-
ing the quality control. The list of observations is given; however, in the
list of observations it is necessary to remove the duplications and check for
contradictions.
The first guess orbit for differential corrections could be selected among
the already known ones, an orbit of idj being preferred to the one of idk
because better(idj , idk). Then differential corrections need to be applied:
if they converge and the residuals pass the quality control, then the new
identification idm with List(idm) = List(idj) ∪ List(idk) replaces idj in the
normalized list and idk is dropped.
This algorithm has been shown by many tests (see Milani et al. (2008),
Chap.s 5 and 6) to be very effective in assembling much larger identifications
(with more attributables) from smaller ones, but it may introduce serious
problems in the overall procedure. First, the average computational com-
plexity of the merging algorithm is hard to compute. Second, the insertion
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of idm in place of idj destroys the work already done in the normalization
procedure, in that idm may well be discordant, e.g., merging (A,B) with
(A,C) may result in discordancy with (C,D), which might have been already
inserted into the supposedly normalized list. A solution to both problems
is to use recursive attribution for as many steps as required to get to the
identifications with M attributables, where M is such that objects observed
with more than M attributables are exceptional cases, occurring for a small
fraction of the population. E.g., if there is just one attributable per night
for each object in the great majority of the cases, M could be the number
of observing nights. Then identification merging allows one to find the best
orbit even for the few “over-observed” objects. To obtain the normalized list,
it is enough to run the normalization procedure twice, the first with merging,
the second without.
4.3.2 Observational data management
An important output of the identification management is the list of leftover
observations. It is obtained by removing from the input list the data belong-
ing to confirmed identifications and the ones discordant with the identified
ones. This allows to build a list of unidentified data which is shorter and to
reduce the CPU load for the computation of new identifications.
4.4 Orbit determination from scratch
This section has the purpose to sketch the complex sequence of operation
to be performed in order to obtain identifications and orbits, starting from
a list of N attributables. We assume no a priori knowledge, i.e., we do not
know which observations belong to which object. As a consequence, classical
methods (e.g. Gauss) would have a computational cost N3. The solution we
propose creates a starting correlation from just 2 attributables as described
in Chap. 3.
The sequence of operations can be described by the following steps:
1. Starting from the list of attributables we compute 2-attributables orbits
by means of the methods described in Chap. 3.
2. Once the 2-attributables identifications have been created, the com-
puted orbits are improved by means of the attribution (see Sec. 4.1)
of new attributables. The procedure is recursive, i.e., we can use the
3-attributable orbit to search for attribution of a fourth attributable,
and so on. This generates a very large number of many-attributable
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Figure 4.2: Orbit determination block 1.
orbits, but there are many duplications, corresponding to adding them
in a different order.
3. Finally the list of identification undergoes the normalization procedure,
to remove duplicates and inferior identifications, and possibly to merge
those having attributables in common.
The output of this procedure is a normalized catalog of orbits and a list of
leftover data, for which no orbit was computed.
It is worth pointing out that this procedure can produce false identifica-
tions, e.g., some of the orbits can be obtained by joining data belonging to
different objects. To mitigate this problem it is useful to use some criteria
to filter out unreliable identifications. A possibility is to require that the
computed orbits involve a minimum number of attributables. As a matter of
fact, 2-attributables orbits have a significant probability of being false, e.g.,
see Sec. 5.4.4. On the other hand, false identifications are more and more
unlikely as the number of attributables gets higher.
We shall refer to this whole procedure as Orbit Determination Block 1
(ODB1), which is described in Fig. 4.2.
4.5 Catalog updating
Whenever we have a list of new observations, the first step to be performed
is to see which of them can belong to objects for which an orbit is already
available. To do this we use the asymmetric attribution described in Sec. 4.2.
As outcome we get an updated catalog and a list of unidentified observations,
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possibly belonging to objects for which an orbit still have to be computed.
Also in this case the catalog of orbits undergoes the normalization procedure.
We shall refer to this procedure as Orbit Determination Block 2 (ODB2),
which is described in Fig. 4.3.
4.6 Data center architecture
To build up a catalog it is necessary to set up an architecture behaving
like a data center: we have to input the batches of observations one by one
and automatically update the catalog. This can be done using the Orbit
Determination Blocks introduced before. The data center architecture is
described by the following steps:
1. The first batch of observations is given as input to the ODB1, which
outputs a set of identifications and the leftover observations.
2. The left observations from ODB1 are merged with a new batch of data
and used, together with the identifications from ODB1, as input for the
ODB2. Then, the ODB2 outputs identifications and left observations.
3. The left observations from ODB2 are used as input for a new itera-
tion of ODB1, which outputs a set of new identifications and the left
observations.
4. The identifications from ODB1 are merged with the ones from ODB2.
Then we restart form step 2 until we have no more batches of observa-
tions.
The sketch of the outlined procedure is drawn in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of a data center architecture.
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Chapter 5
GEO sparse optical data
While building up a catalog of Earth orbiting objects, the available opti-
cal observations are typically sparse. In this case no orbit determination is
possible without previous correlation1 of observations obtained at different
times. This correlation step is the most computationally intensive, and be-
comes more and more difficult as the number of objects to be discovered
increases. We used the algorithms described in Chap.s 3 and 4, and the
related prototype software, to solve the correlation problem for objects in
geostationary orbit (GEO). The algorithms allow accurate orbit determina-
tion by full least squares solutions with all six orbital elements. The presence
of a significant subpopulation of high area to mass objects in the GEO re-
gion, strongly affected by non-gravitational perturbations, required to solve
also for dynamical parameters describing these effects, that is to fit between
6 and 8 free parameters for each orbit.
The validation was based on a set of real data, acquired from the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA) Space Debris Telescope (ESASDT) at the Teide
observatory (Canary Islands). We proved that it is possible to assemble a set
of sparse observations into a set of objects with orbits. This would allow a
survey strategy covering the region of interest in the sky just once per night.
As a result, it would be possible to significantly reduce the requirements for a
future telescope network, with respect to what would have been required with
the previously known algorithms for correlation and orbit determination.
5.1 Introduction
More than 16000 objects with diameter larger than approximately 10 cm are
orbiting the Earth. Only about 6% of them are operational satellites. All
1Correlation is the linkage in the space debris context.
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the rest is composed by different types of space debris that now represent a
serious hazard to the safe exploitation of the circumterrestrial space.
Most of the cataloged objects reside in the Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
regime, i.e., they spend most of their life below 2000 km of altitude. This is
the region of space with the highest spatial density of objects and where all
the known collisions took place. Nonetheless another region of space hosts
a large number of spacecraft that are crucial for our everyday life. It is the
geosynchronous region, at an altitude of about 36000 km (Rossi, 2011). This
chapter deals specifically with objects orbiting in this region.
The growing risk posed by the overcrowding of the space calls for a number
of measures able in particular to minimize the risk of collision between op-
erational spacecraft and space debris. This requires the accurate knowledge
of the orbit of both the objects. Currently the major effort in tracking and
cataloging the space debris population is performed by the United States
Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) using a large network of radar and
optical sensors located worldwide. The majority of the larger objects are
cataloged by the USSTRATCOM in the Two-Line Element (TLE) catalog.
This catalog lists about 16000 objects along with their current orbital pa-
rameters. Due to limitations in sensors power and in observation and data
processing procedures, the limiting size of the objects included in the catalog
is about 5 to 10 cm below a few thousands km of altitude and about 0.5 - 1
m in higher orbits up to the geostationary (GEO) ones.
In particular, currently about 1000 objects larger than 1 m are classified
as geosynchronous objects (mean motion between 0.9 and 1.1 and eccen-
tricity smaller than 0.2) in the TLE catalog (Choc and Jehn, 2010). On
the other hand, dedicated optical campaigns from the ESA Space Debris
Telescope (ESASDT) (a 1 m telescope located on the Teide volcano, in the
Canary Islands), and from similar American or Russian sensors, revealed a
large number of uncorrelated objects, i.e., objects not present in the TLE
catalog. Most of these are probably the result of a still undetermined num-
ber of explosions occurred to spacecraft and upper stages. Dedicated optical
observation campaigns were performed to characterize the environment in
this orbital region (Schildknecht et al., 2005) for objects down to a few tens
of cm.
Moreover, in recent years, a peculiar population of objects having mean
motion around 1 and high eccentricity (as high as 0.55) was detected by the
ESASDT (Schildknecht et al., 2004). It was shown that these are objects
with very high area to mass ratio (ranging from 1 up to 30 m2/kg) whose
dynamics is therefore strongly perturbed by solar radiation pressure. This
perturbation significantly affects their eccentricity and inclination with small
effects on the total energy of the orbit and, therefore, on the semimajor axis
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or mean motion (Liou and Weaver, 2005). Most probably these objects are
remnants of thermal blankets or multi-layer insulation either detached from
aging spacecraft or ejected by explosive fragmentations of old spacecraft.
It is worth noting that, from an observational point of view, these objects
represent a particularly demanding task. Their dynamics is extremely diffi-
cult to model, due to the large influence of solar radiation pressure, further
complicated by the unknown and rapidly changing physical properties of the
objects. This translates in a comparable difficulty in the determination of
their orbits (Musci et al., 2010).
Until recently, most of the dedicated observations have not been devoted
to cataloging purposes and have not led to a full orbit determination. The
information obtained in the surveys made since 1999 are mainly statistical
since no attempt has been made to catalog the objects. This means that
some objects may have been observed multiple times. From a probabilistic
analysis, in Jehn et al. (2006) it is pointed out that the population of debris,
brighter than visual magnitude 18.5, inferred from the ESASDT, may indeed
suffer from multiple observations. This might have led to the over-estimation
of this particular population by a factor of about 5.
The procedures described in this chapter were devised to solve this prob-
lem and to provide effective algorithms for the building of a European catalog,
analogous to the TLE one, foreseen in the framework of the European Space
Situation Awareness (SSA) initiative.
5.2 Nongravitational perturbation model
Solar radiation pressure represents the largest non-gravitational perturbation
acting on a spacecraft in high Earth orbit. For some simple shape objects
the acceleration due to radiation pressure can be analytically computed, e.g.,
for a sphere we have
a =
A
M
φ
c
r⊙
|r⊙|3 , (5.1)
where φ is the intensity of the energy flux, c is the speed of the light and r⊙
is the heliocentric position of the object.
As detailed in Milani et al. (1987), solar radiation pressure mainly ac-
counts for periodic perturbations in the eccentricity e and inclination I of
the orbit. On the other hand, whenever the orbit is such that the satel-
lite periodically enters the shadow of the Earth (as in the case of the GEO
satellites), the eclipses have an important perturbative effect on the orbit,
because there could be a secular effect on semimajor axis a, thus an accu-
mulated along track displacement quadratic in time. The situation becomes
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worse in the case of the high A/M objects where solar radiation pressure
can become the dominant perturbative term beyond the spherical Earth ap-
proximation for A/M ≃ 10 m2/kg. Therefore, the perturbations can result
in significant changes in a and/or in very large values of e and I (Valk et
al., 2008). Moreover, for this kind of objects very little is known about their
physical properties thus preventing an effective modeling of the nongravita-
tional perturbations affecting them.
Other nongravitational effects can contribute with a secular perturba-
tion T in along track direction, see Milani and Gronchi (2010, Chap. 14),
including the so-called Yarkovsky effect, which is the result of a systematic
anisotropic emission of radiation due to uneven external surface temperature,
and indirect radiation pressure, due to radiation reflected and/or re-emitted
by the Earth. The corresponding acceleration can be modeled as follows:
a = T
(r× v)× r
|r× v| |r| = ATP
φ
c
1
|r|2
(r× v)× r
|r× v| |r|
where r and v are the geocentric position and velocity of the object and the
along track perturbation parameter ATP was introduced to have a parameter
with the same dimensions of A/M . In terms of the instantaneous value of
the force, these effects are smaller than the main component of radiation
pressure by a factor typically between a few parts in 1000 and a few parts in
100. Still, they can be the dominant source of perturbation in the satellite
position after a number of orbital periods, while the main source of short
term perturbations remains, in most cases, the main anti-Sun component.
For the above reasons, we adopted an adaptive nongravitational pertur-
bations semi-empirical model with the following properties:
• for observed arcs either of total duration ≤ 0.01 days, or with less than
3 tracklets, we use no nongravitational perturbation model, thus we
solve for each set of correlated observations for only 6 orbital elements;
• for observed arcs with at least 3 tracklets and total duration > 0.01
days we use a model with direct radiation pressure and with a free
A/M parameter2, thus solving for at least 7 parameters;
• for observed arcs with at least 4 tracklets and total duration > 2 days
we use a model with an additional secular along track term, with the
free multiplicative parameter ATS, thus solving for 8 parameters.
2Actually, the parameter incorporates the so-called reflection coefficient, which cannot
be separately determined and is anyway close to 1.
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The direct radiation pressure model includes a model for eclipses (with
penumbra), thus it accounts for quadratic perturbations when the orbit is
subject to eclipses.
The controls used to activate the more complex models take into account
not only the time span but also the amount of observational data available to
preserve the over-determined nature of the least square fit. E.g., if we were
to use 2 tracklets in an 8-parameters fit, there would be only 8 equations
in 8 unknown. In particular, the Keplerian Integrals method of Sec. 3.5 has
shown a good capability of finding an approximating 2-body solution even for
cases in which the orbit is moderately perturbed, such as a large A/M case
over several days. If we were to attempt a fit with nongravitational perturba-
tions with the initial correlation, that is still with 2 tracklets, a 7-parameter
orbit would be very weakly determined and instabilities of the differential
corrections iterations could result in abandoning many good correlations.
Note that the semi-empirical models contain terms which are not in a one
to one correspondence with physical effects. E.g., the along track term we
used is modeled by a transversal acceleration (orthogonal to the geocentric
position and to the orbital angular momentum vectors), with an intensity
proportional to the inverse square of the heliocentric distance. It may repre-
sent a Yarkovsky effect as well as secular perturbations in a due to radiation
pressure or irregular shape (Vokrouhlicky´ and Milani, 2000). In fact, a drag
term acting on a very eccentric orbit could be difficult to be discriminated.
Although the parameters are fitted, one caution is important: when us-
ing a semi-empirical parameter such as A/M , we need to constrain the val-
ues which can be determined within a physically meaningful range. We are
currently using [−1,+200] as the control range for the A/M coefficient (in
m2/kg) for direct radiation pressure, and [−1,+2] for the one of the along
track force.
5.3 Observations and survey strategies
For the purpose of this study, we decided to use existing data from observa-
tions performed at ESA’s 1-meter Space Debris Telescope (ESASDT). The
data stem from surveys and so-called follow-up observations of the year 2007.
These observations were optimized to search for small-size debris in the GEO
region and the geostationary transfer orbit region (GTO), with the main ob-
jective to derive statistical information. Details of the observation strategies
and the survey technique are described in Schildknecht (2007). Follow-up ob-
servations, on the other hand, are used to maintain a catalog of debris objects
to allow detailed analysis of physical characteristics, e.g., by acquiring multi-
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color photometry, spectra, etc. (Schildknecht et al., 2010). It is important
to note that the surveys were not designed in a way to serve as a test for a
“survey only” catalog build-up and maintenance strategy. As a consequence
the resulting observations were not intended to serve as test data for orbit
determination or tracklet correlation algorithms. Survey strategies optimized
to build-up and maintain a catalog of objects without the need of explicit
follow-up observations are feasible, but should obviously be designed in close
connection with the tracklet correlation and orbit determination algorithms.
Space debris observations at the ESASDT are organized as monthly ob-
servation campaigns consisting of about 10 to 14 nights centered on New
Moon. Generally, there are three types of observations performed:
• GEO surveys, with a search area optimized for GEO orbits with 0 −
20◦ inclination. The tracking during the exposure (so-called “blind
tracking”) is optimized for object in GEO, thus moving the telescope
15 arcsec/s in Right Ascension with respect to the fixed stars.
• GTO surveys, with a search area optimized for GTO orbits with 0−20◦
inclination (Ariane GTO launches). The blind tracking during the
exposure is optimized for objects in GTO, thus moving the telescope
at 7.5 to 11.5 arcsec with respect to the stars.
• Follow-up observation for a subset of the objects discovered in surveys
(maintenance of a catalog of debris objects). The total arcs covered by
follow-up observations range from a few hours up to many months.
Table 5.1 gives an overview of all the ESA GEO and GTO campaigns from
January 2007 until December 2007. It is important to notice that the number
of tracklets/objects given in this table does not include data from dedicated
follow-up observations. The terms “correlated” and “uncorrelated” refer to
objects/tracklets for which a corresponding catalog object could or could
not be identified, respectively. The identification procedure, or “correlation
procedure”, is based on comparing the observed orbital elements and the
observed position in longitude and latitude of the object at the observation
epoch with the corresponding data from the catalog. We used the unclassified
part of the USSTRATCOM catalog as our reference.
The Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB) provided
the data set for the test of the algorithms. This data set contained the
tracklets of all correlated and uncorrelated “objects” from the 2007 GEO
and GTO surveys, as well, as the tracklets from all follow-up observations.
For this data independent information about tracklets belonging to one and
the same object, at least for the correlated objects and the objects which
were followed-up intentionally, are available.
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Table 5.1: ESA GEO and GTO Campaigns
Jan - Dec 2007
GEO/GTO
Frames 56000
Scanned Area 7600 deg2
Total Observation Time 81 nights / 461 h
GTO / Follow-up 180 h/193 h
Correlated tracklets 483
Correlated objects 241
Uncorrelated tracklets 618
The data set contains 3177 tracklets, among them
• 977 uncorrelated tracklets,
• 747 correlated tracklets of 349 correlated objects (“correlated” = cor-
related with USSTRATCOM TLE catalog),
• 1453 tracklets from intentional follow-up observations of 240 objects.
The uncorrelated and the correlated tracklets were found in the GEO and
GTO surveys, but also during follow-up observations instead or in addition
to tracklets of objects to be followed up. The surveys covered the GEO region
rather homogeneously but were not optimized to re-observe objects, e.g., from
night to night. Based on results by Jehn et al. (2006) and Schildknecht et al.
(2008) these 977 uncorrelated tracklets could belong to 300− 500 objects.
The tracklets of the objects which were intentionally followed-up have
very particular characteristics, which are non-typical for survey observations
and thus worth mentioning. These objects belong to an AIUB-internal cat-
alog of small-size debris in GEO- or GTO-like orbits. The catalog is biased
towards objects with high area-to-mass ratio due to deliberate selection. For
a newly detected object the standard procedure consists of acquiring 1-4
follow-up observations during the night of discovery, resulting in arcs of 0.5-5
hours. Additional 1-2 follow-up observations are then performed during the
nights following the discovery, eventually followed by regular observations
every month. It is worth noticing that the temporal distribution of these
follow-up observations does not at all represent typical space debris survey
or surveillance (SSA) scenarios.
The arc length for the majority of the objects which were followed-up
during the 2007 campaigns is less than one day (see Fig. 5.1). For 46 objects,
however, an arc length of more than 57 days is available.
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of the arc length for the objects which were intention-
ally followed-up during the 2007 campaigns.
The tracklet data was provided in the form of so-called “tracklet files”
of the Pan-STARRS Data Exchange Format (DES). The DES is described
by a complex document, which introduces the necessary concepts, fixes one
standard terminology, defines the data types with an object-oriented style,
assigns formats and procedures for exporting/importing all the data types.
In these files, observations pertaining to the same tracklet are identified by
a unique “tracklet identifier”. The assignment of individual observations to
a tracklet is (by definition) done by the “observer” as it is intimately related
with the survey and the object detection algorithms. A typical survey will,
though, not provide any information about “objects”, i.e., about the mutual
correlation of tracklets. However, if such information is available, it may
be coded in the so-called “secret names”. This information (discriminating
between uncorrelated tracklets, correlated objects or follow-up observation
of correlated objects) is not to be used in the test phase, but it is stored in
order to allow a final comparison with the “ground truth”.
5.4 Results from a one year experiment
The new correlation and orbit determination algorithms were presented in
Chap.s 3 and 4 applied to the data set described in the previous section. The
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purpose was to show that these algorithms are adequate for a future catalog
build-up activity by ESA, e.g., in the context of the SSA initiative. Thus
we selected a time interval long enough that we can presume a future SSA
survey would have observed all target objects within such a period, and short
enough to allow for accurate orbit determinations with our semi-empirical
nongravitational perturbations model. We selected the lunation as a kind of
natural time unit for observations. The tracklets of objects observed several
times within one lunation should be correlated. On the contrary, objects
observed only once per lunation may not be correlated, because this is well
beyond the SSA specifications.
5.4.1 The test on one year of data
As explained in Sec. 5.3, the data set contained three classes of tracklets: the
ones correlated by attribution to TLE objects, the ones correlated by AIUB
(in most cases, by targeted follow up), and the ones for which no correlation
was previously known.
We split the database of tracklets in 12 lunations. Then, we applied the
orbit determination algorithms to each lunation separately, according to the
procedure named ODB1 (see Sec. 4.4).
Out of 3177 input tracklets, 1503 were correlated, 1674 left uncorrelated.
Of course we have no way to know how many tracklets should have been
correlated, that is how many physically distinct objects are there. In partic-
ular, objects re-observed at intervals longer than 10 days escaped correlation,
because we did not try to perform the correlation when the time span be-
tween two tracklets exceeded 10 days. As already pointed out in Sec. 5.3,
the observations were not scheduled to allow for orbit determination of all
the objects, but only for some of them, in particular the uncorrelated objects
which were of interest as candidate high A/M cases.
5.4.2 The global orbit catalog
By joining the orbits computed in each lunation, we managed to find 202
correlations with a good orbit and more than two tracklets. This process
might generate duplications of orbits for the same physical object. In fact,
if two orbits for the same object are computed in different lunations it is
not always possible to correlate them, especially if the two lunations are not
consecutive.
Fig.s 5.2–5.5 show the distribution of the computed orbits in terms of
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Figure 5.2: Distribution in semimajor axis vs. eccentricity of the computed
orbits. The circles indicate nearly geostationary objects, i.e., semimajor axis
between 41464 and 42864 km. The crosses indicate all the other orbits.
The lines bound orbits crossing the GEO radius at apogee (left curve) or at
perigee (right curve).
The orbits in the (a, e) plane (Fig. 5.2) show a concentration of objects
with semimajor axis close the geostationary radius, including some with high
eccentricity. Some of these latter objects have a high value of the A/M
parameter, as described in Sec. 5.1. In the upper left corner the objects in
GTO can be found with e ≃ 0.7.
Fig. 5.3 shows the same orbits in the (I, e) plane. There is an apparent
lack of really geostationary orbits, with low eccentricity e and inclination I:
actually there is only one orbit with e < 0.01 and I < 5◦. This is due to
the fact that the survey conducted by the ESASDT in 2007 had the purpose
of discovering new objects, and the geostationary objects are mostly active
satellites, whose orbits and ephemerides are known. Thus, the fields of view
were on purpose avoiding the geostationary line of Fig. 5.2.
Fig.s 5.4 and 5.5 show the distribution of eccentricity/inclination versus
intrinsic luminosity of the objects, the latter described in the absolute magni-
tude scale. Unfortunately it is not easy to convert an absolute magnitude into
a size, because of the wide range of albedo values and also because of irreg-
ular shapes. However, if we could assume albedo 0.1 and a spherical shape,
by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) standard formula (Bowell et
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Figure 5.3: Distribution in inclination vs. eccentricity of the computed orbits.
The circles indicate nearly geostationary objects. The crosses indicate all the
other orbits.
al., 1989) devised for asteroids we would get an absolute magnitude H , for
an object in Earth orbit of diameter d in meters, as follows:
H = 33.1− 5 log10(d) .
From this formula we get a diameter ranging between ≃ 30 cm and 10 m for
the correlated objects. Thus the largest objects should be satellites (at low
e) and rocket stages (near GTO), the smallest are certainly fragmentation
debris or mission related objects.
The existence of objects with high e and also I was already well known,
what is interesting is that some of these have a quite large cross section.
Understanding the dynamics of such objects is a challenge, which requires
advanced models and a good data set of both astrometry and photometry.
5.4.3 Determination of nongravitational parameters
As pointed out in Sec. 5.2 it is important to succeed in determining the
perturbations due to nongravitational effects. The algorithms were modified
in order to handle this task. This implies not only to have a nongravitational
perturbation model in the orbit propagator, but also to apply the adaptive
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Figure 5.4: Distribution in eccentricity vs. absolute magnitude of the com-
puted orbits. The circles indicate objects with semimajor axis between 41464
and 42864 km, i.e., nearly geostationary. The crosses indicate all the other
orbits.
model progressively as the correlations build up, with the semi-empirical
parameters gradually added to the list of variables to be solved.
Fig.s 5.6 and 5.7 show the distribution of the values of nongravitational
parameters computed for a subsample of the objects displayed in Fig. 5.2. In
particular, we computed the A/M parameter for 142 objects, and the ATP
parameter for 59 objects. Note that we cannot discriminate between a true
Yarkovsky effect or the effect of direct radiation pressure on a complex shape
debris, or even from a different type of drag-like force.
Whereas the bulk of the objects lies in the first histogram bin, a significant
fraction of them belong to the so-called large area to mass ratio population.
69% of the computed A/M parameters are significant (value > 2 RMS); these
include the extreme case of an estimated value 142±24 m2/kg. For the ATP,
56% of the computed parameters are significant (value > 2 RMS). However,
the largest positive value is 0.84 ± 0.59 m2/kg and is not significant. The
two largest negative ATP values are well determined (−0.329 ± 0.001 and
−0.311 ± 0.002 m2/kg) but correspond to GTO, thus the drag-like effect is
to be interpreted as a true drag occurring near perigee, which cannot be dis-
criminated from a nearly constant transversal negative acceleration because
observations are obtained only near apogee. In conclusion, the secular along
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Figure 5.5: Distribution in inclination vs. absolute magnitude of the com-
puted orbits. The circles indicate objects with semimajor axis between 41464
and 42864 km, i.e., nearly geostationary. The crosses indicate all the other
orbits.
track acceleration due to radiation effect, both direct and thermal, can be
detected by the orbit determination process but has ATP values typically
below 0.1 m2/kg in absolute value.
Unfortunately, we did not have any “ground truth” to compare our results
on nongravitational perturbations. For this we would need a catalog with
orbits and nongravitational parameters from other sources. On the other
hand, the objects suitable for such a comparison should be carefully selected
among those with the best determination not just of the orbit but also of the
semi-empirical parameters. These “good cases” might require fitting more
than one month of data, with a large enhancement of the ATP effect. This
problem will need to be further investigated.
5.4.4 Assessment of the results
Once a catalog of orbit is obtained, it would be important to assess the
performance of the algorithms and the reliability of the catalog itself. In
the present analysis no absolute “ground truth” (that is an orbit catalog
used as input for the data simulation) was available to validate the catalog.
Nonetheless, a meaningful comparison, giving an indication of the validity of
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of A/M for the 142 objects with enough observations
to allow this determination.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the along track perturbation for the 59 objects
with enough observations to allow this determination.
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the procedure, was possible by comparing our results with the correlations
obtained by the group that produced the data set itself. This implies that
it is not always possible, in case of a discrepancy between the two catalogs,
to decide “who is right”. Fortunately, this was not necessary. The goal
was to show that the new algorithms allow us to obtain substantially the
same results obtained by the AIUB group, without having access to the
scheduling information. Namely, if an uncorrelated object has been the target
of deliberate follow up, the AIUB group had the correlation information a
priori (and the same information could be obtained for a correlated object,
just by comparing with the ephemerides). On the other hand the present
analysis did not use any a priori information.
To make an in depth study, we selected the two lunations which included
the largest number of tracklets, namely the first and the second one. In
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarize the results obtained.
Table 5.2: Comparison with AIUB for the first lunation. Between parenthesis
we highlight the number of occurrences where we identified the reason for the
smaller or missed correlations with an observation strategy not optimized for
our algorithms. See text for details.
Number Equal Larger New Smaller Missed Mixed
of Tracklets
16 - - - - - 1
10-11 1 - - 1 - -
7-8 7 1 1 - - -
4-6 7 3 - 1 1 (1) -
3 4 3 2 3 (3) 1 (1) -
The meaning of the table columns is the following:
• equal indicates the cases in which the new algorithms obtained the
same correlation reported by AIUB;
• larger indicates the cases in which the new algorithms added some
additional tracklets to those considered by AIUB in their correlation;
• new indicates correlations not found by AIUB, i.e., orbits computed by
the new algorithms using just non correlated tracklets;
• smaller indicates the cases in which the new algorithms got a correla-
tion using a subset of the tracklets used by AIUB;
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Table 5.3: Comparison with AIUB for the second lunation.
Number Equal Larger New Smaller Missed Mixed
of Tracklets
11-12 - 3 - - - 1
7-9 3 - - 3 (1) - 1
4-6 12 5 - 8 (4) 7 (6) -
3 10 1 3 3 (2) 6 (4) 1
• missed indicates the cases in which the new algorithms did not get the
correlation reported by AIUB;
• mixed indicates the cases in which the new algorithms obtained a cor-
relation using a partly different set of tracklets with respect to AIUB.
That is the new algorithms got a correlation using some (but not all)
of the tracklets exploited by AIUB and, at the same time, added some
non correlated tracklets.
A deeper analysis of the underlying reasons for the smaller and missed
correlations shows that some of them could be traced back to the observation
strategy. As pointed out several times, the observation strategy adopted by
AIUB to obtain the data used in this study was not intended for the exploita-
tion of the orbit determination algorithms. In particular, the requirement of
avoiding the singularities described in Sec. 3.5.4 was not considered, because
the very existence of such a problem was not known at the time.
Due to the characteristics of the two orbit determination methods, we can
point out that the two algorithms have different ranges of application. The
virtual debris algorithm (Sec. 3.4) should be applied to short time intervals
between observed arcs, less than one orbital period or at most a few orbital
periods. This is due to the strong non linearity of the orbital propagation.
On the other hand, the Keplerian integrals method (Sec. 3.5), thanks to
the constancy of the integrals of the 2-body problem even over significant
time intervals, can be used for longer time spans, spanning several orbital
periods. On the other hand, it is near to a singularity for very short time
spans and in some other near-resonance conditions, such as observations of
a geosynchronous orbits at the same hour in different nights. We conclude
that each method should be used in the cases in which it turns out to be
most suitable.
Moreover, the two algorithms have a limiting time span (different for
the two methods) between consecutive tracklets above which a correlation
is unlikely to be found. An observation strategy optimized for the use of
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these algorithms should take into account this requirement, but for the same
reason above, this was not the case for the AIUB data used in this study. The
cases in which we were able to attribute the smaller or missed correlations
to the observational strategy are highlighted in the tables with the number
written between parenthesis: these cases includes both the observations at
the same hour in the night and the observations separated by a time interval
exceeding 5-6 days.
The cases of 2-tracklet correlations were deemed not reliable. As a matter
of fact, the typical RMS in the semimajor axis for this orbits was thousands
of km for observations taken in the same night. Therefore, the probability
of being true if a longer time span was available was judged to be very low.
A comparison among the 2-tracklet correlations proposed by AIUB and the
new method shows a very large fraction of disagreement. The indication
is that 2-tracklet correlations are to be considered as an intermediate data
product, not a result, that is they are accepted only if and when it is possible
to confirm them with the correlation of a third tracklet.
The results just discussed show a good agreement with the ones obtained
by AIUB. The number of cases of “superior” results (columns larger and new)
compensate the “inferior” results (columns smaller and lost), especially in
the cases in which the observing strategy was unsuitable are discounted.
Thus, we showed that it is possible to build up a catalog from scratch,
without any prior correlation information. This catalog build-up phase is nec-
essarily the first phase of a new program such as Space Situational Aware-
ness, because correlation information is not available, or available only for a
comparatively small subset of the target population of the new survey.
Moreover, we showed that the presence of nongravitational perturbations
such as Solar radiation pressure and drag, whose parameters are not known
a priori and can be quite large, does not increase the difficulty of the initial
catalog build-up. The determination of some nongravitational perturbation
parameters can be done simultaneously with the correlation and orbit de-
termination procedure when the number of observations correlated to object
and the observed arc are large enough. To achieve this goal a suitable ob-
serving strategy should be used: in particular for the geosynchronous belt
one tracklet per night is enough, but “equal hour” singularities and time in-
tervals, between tracklets of a given object, significantly larger than one day
should be avoided.
Of course to obtain the result of building up a large catalog of satellites
and space debris, down to sizes smaller than the ones for which orbits are
now available, requires appropriate resources. These include sensors more
powerful than the current experimental ESASDT (in particular with a larger
field of view), and adequate software, such as a scheduler with the capability
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of taking into account the requirements from orbit determination, and a fully
tested correlation and orbit determination software which could be based on
the algorithms we presented.
5.5 Conclusions
As stated by ESA, “the European Space Situational Awareness (SSA) Pro-
gramme serves the strategic aims of the European Space Policy (ESP) by
supporting the independent capacity to securely, sustainably and safely op-
erate Europe’s critical space infrastructure”.
In the next few years the SSA initiative will enter its definition and practi-
cal implementation phase. One of the goals of the SSA program is to provide
a European catalog of Earth orbiting objects similar to the American TLE
catalog. This goal requires the realization of a Space Surveillance Network of
radar and optical sensors able to detect and track a large number of objects.
Whereas the definition of the network is still in progress, it is clear that
the availability of efficient methods for orbit determination is of paramount
importance in improving the efficiency of the network. It is worth stressing
that an efficient and computationally intensive orbit determination procedure
can act in a twofold way in the definition of the network. From one side, given
a certain network design, it allows to reach more ambitious goals in terms of
cataloging performances, e.g., allowing the cataloging of objects with lower
diameter limit and the cataloging of more elusive objects such as the high
A/M objects. It must be noted at this stage that the size limit within the
TLE catalog is dictated not only by sensor limitations, but also by limits
in the handling and computer processing of the observational data. On the
other side, given the preliminary requirements of a surveillance network (e.g.,
in terms of the minimum size of the objects to be cataloged), the adoption
of an efficient orbit determination method allows significant savings in the
design of the sensors.
In this chapter it was shown how the methods described in Chap.s 3
and 4 allow the determination of six-parameters orbits from a standard data
set of optical observations. No a-priori information nor simplified assump-
tions (such as circular orbits) were required and the observation strategy was
completely independent from the design of the methods and not optimized
for their use. Even the most demanding cases of high A/M objects were
successfully treated. The results of this study clearly show that the orbit
determination methods described in these thesis can represent an important
tool in the SSA data processing.
Chapter 6
Optical network targeting LEOs
We present the results of a large scale simulation, which reproduces the be-
havior of a data center for the build-up and maintenance of a complete catalog
of space debris in the upper part of the low Earth orbits region (LEO). The
purpose is to determine the performances of a network of advanced optical
sensors, through the use of the newest correlation and orbit determination
algorithms. This network is foreseen for implementation in a Space Situa-
tional Awareness system such as the future European one. The conclusion
is that it is possible to use a network of optical sensors to build up a cat-
alog containing more than 98% of the objects with perigee height between
1100 and 2000 km, which would be observable by a reference radar system
selected as comparison. It is also possible to maintain such a catalog within
the accuracy requirements motivated by collision avoidance, and to detect
catastrophic fragmentation events. The obtained results depend on specific
assumptions on the sensor and on the software technologies.
6.1 Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the feasibility of a network based
on optical sensors, capable of complementing the use of radars for the iden-
tification and cataloging of debris in the high part of the LEO region, with
the result of lowering the requirements on the radar system in terms of both
power and performances. The design relied on the definition of a wide-eye
optical instrument able to work in high LEO zone and on the development
of new orbit determination algorithms, suitable for the kind and amount of
data coming from the surveys targeting at LEOs.
Taking into account the performances expected from the innovative op-
tical sensor, we were able to define an observing strategy allowing one to
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acquire data from every object passing above a station of the assumed net-
work, provided the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is good enough. Still the
number of telescopes required for a survey capable of a rapid debris catalog
build-up was large. To reduce this number we assumed that the goal of the
survey had to be only one exposure per pass.
Standard orbit determination methods (Gauss, 1809; Escobal, 1965) re-
quire at least three observations per pass in order to compute a preliminary
orbit, while the Keplerian integrals method (see Sec. 3.5) needs only two ex-
posures, observed at different passes. This results in a significant reduction
of the number of required telescopes, thus of the cost of the entire system.
For LEOs, the proposed method takes into account the nodal precession due
to the quadrupole term of the Earth geopotential (Sec. 3.5.6). Because of
the low altitude of the orbits and the availability of sparse observations, sep-
arated by several orbital periods, this effect is not negligible and must be
considered since the first step of preliminary orbit computation.
The aim was to perform a realistic simulation. Thus in addition to the cor-
relation and orbit determination algorithms, all the relevant elements of the
optic system were considered: the telescope design, the network of sensors,
the observation constraints and strategy, the image processing techniques.
Starting from the ESA-MASTER20051 population model, we used simulated
observations, produced taking into account the performances of the optical
sensors. These data were processed by performing three different operational
phases: catalog build-up, orbit improvement, and fragmentation analysis.
6.2 Assumptions
The only way to validate a system, including a network of sensors and the
data processing algorithms, was to perform a realistic simulation. This does
not mean a simulation including all details, but one in which the main difficul-
ties of the task are addressed. The results of such a simulation depend on all
the assumptions used, be they on the sensor performance, on the algorithms
and software, on the physical constraints (e.g., meteorological conditions).
In what follows, we list all the assumptions used in the catalog build-up,
the orbit improvement, and the fragmentation detection simulations. We
discuss the importance of each one in either surveying capability or detection
capability or orbit availability and accuracy. All the assumptions are essential
to achieve the performance measured by the simulations.
1http://www.master-model.org/index.html
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6.2.1 Assumptions on Sensors
We assumed a network consisting of optical sensors only, such that:
1. The telescope and the camera have a large field of view: 45 square
degrees (6.66◦ × 6.66◦ = 24000× 24000 arcsec2).
2. The telescope has quick motion capability, with mechanical components
allowing a 1 s exposure every 3 s, with each image covering new sky
area: the motion in the 2 s interval must be ≥ 6.66◦, with stabilization
in the new position.
3. The camera system has a quick readout, to acquire the image from all
the CCD chips within the same 2 s used for telescope repositioning,
and this with a low readout noise, such that the main source of noise
is the sky background.
4. The camera system has high resolution, comparable to the seeing. A
pixel scale of about 1.5 arcsec is the best compromise, known to allow
accurate astrometry. The field of view of 24000×24000 arcsec implies
a camera system with 256 MegaPixel.
5. The camera has a fill factor 1. The fill factor is the ratio between the
effective area, on the focal plane, of the active sensing elements and the
area of the field of view.
6. The telescope aperture needs to be large enough to detect the target
debris population, we are assuming an effective aperture of 1 meter.
I.e., the unobstructed photon collecting area has an area equal to a
disk of 1 meter diameter.
7. The network of sensors includes 7 geographically distributed stations,
each with 3 telescopes available for LEO tracking.
8. The telescope is assumed to have tasking capabilities, consisting in the
possibility of non-sidereal tracking at a programmed rate up to 2000
arcsec/s (relative to the sidereal frame) while maintaining the image
stable.
The above assumptions about the sensor hardware require a significant
effort in both technological development and resources. A design for an
innovative sensor with such properties does exist (Cibin et al., 2011).
The large field of view is needed to cope with the tight requirements on
surveying capability resulting from a population of space objects with very
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fast angular motion, up to 2000 arcsec/s. The surveying capability is further
enhanced by taking an image on a new field of view every 3 s, and the use of
21 telescopes. Thus, such a network is capable of observing objects in orbits
lower than those previously considered suitable for optical tracking.
The large fill factor contributes by making the surveying capability deter-
ministic, that is objects in the field of view are effectively observable every
time. Manufacturing imperfections unavoidably decrease the fill factor, but
with good quality chips the reduction to a value around 0.98 does not sub-
stantially change the performance, while detectors with values in the 0.7–0.8
range would result in a severely decreased performance.
Both properties (large aperture and large fill factor) are feasible as a result
of an innovative design based on the fly-eye concept, that is the telescope
does not have a monolithic focal plane but many of them, each filled by the
sensitive area of a separate, single chip camera.
The comparatively high astrometric resolution is essential to guarantee
the observation accuracy, in turn guaranteeing the success of correlation and
the orbit determination accuracy. If the goal is to perform collision avoid-
ance, there is no point in having low accuracy orbits. Thus a low astrometric
resolution survey would require a separate tasking/follow-up network of tele-
scopes for orbit improvement. In our assumed network all the tasking is
performed with the same telescopes.
The telescope effective aperture, which corresponds in the proposed de-
sign to a primary mirror with 1.1 meters diameter, is enough to observe
LEOs in the 8–10 cm diameter range if it is coupled with a computationally
aggressive image processing algorithm, see Sec. 6.5.
The selection of the station locations has to strike a compromise between
the requirement of a wide geographical distribution and the constraints from
meteorology, logistics and geopolitics; see Sec. 6.3.3. To simulate the out-
come of such a complicated selection process, we have used a network which
is ideal neither from the point of view of geographical distribution nor for
meteorological conditions, but it is quite realistic.
The assumed sensors are optimized for LEO, but they are also very effi-
cient to observe Medium Earth Orbit (MEO), Geostationary Orbit (GEO),
and any other Earth orbit above 1000 km. The same sensors could also be
used for Near Earth Objects (see Chap. 7); the required changes have only
to do with longer exposure times and can be implemented in software.
6.2.2 Data processing assumptions
We assumed that the optical observations are processed with algorithms and
the corresponding software, having the following properties:
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9. The scheduler of the optical observations takes into account the geom-
etry of light and the phase (which is defined as the Sun-object-observer
angle), in such a way that the objects passing above the station are
imaged and the phase is minimized.
10. The image processing includes a procedure to detect long trails at low
signal to noise, S/N with a loss due to the spreading of the image on
T pixels proportional to
√
T .
11. The astrometric reduction algorithms allow sub-pixel accuracy, even for
long trails, and taking properly into account star catalog errors.
12. The correlation and orbit determination algorithms allow the compu-
tation of preliminary orbits starting from a single trail per pass, and
correlate passes separated by several orbital periods of the objects (e.g.,
a time span of the order of a day).
The synthetic observations used in the simulation were obtained by taking
one exposure per pass, in the visibility interval: > 15◦ of elevation, object
illuminated by the Sun, and station in darkness. Within this interval, we
assumed the best third from the point of view of the phase angle is used (near
the shadow of the Earth). Since the apparent magnitude m of the objects is a
steep function of the phase angle, the number of observations with sufficient
S/N is significantly increased by a factor 3–4. Such a light aware scheduler
was not actually available, but we tested that a simple observing strategy
exists leading to this result. The idea is to use a dynamic barrier formed by
frequently visited fields of view. The barrier could be bordering the Earth
shadow at the altitude of the objects being targeted. This can be achieved
by using 2–3 telescopes with the performances outlined in assumptions 1–6.
The trailing loss, i.e., the decrease of the signal due to the spreading of
the image on T pixels, limits the sensitivity of the detector for objects with a
high angular velocity, like 300–1000 arcsec/s (typical values for an object at
an altitude of 1400 km). This defeats the approach used in astronomy, that
is increasing the exposure time to observe dimmer objects. However, even
for a stationary object such as a star, the increase in S/N is only with the
square root of the exposure time. Thus, if an algorithm is available to sum
up the signal from adjacent pixels, in such a way that S/N accumulates with√
T , the increase of exposure time is as effective as for a stationary target.
Such algorithms exist and are discussed in Sec. 6.5.
The observations have to be reduced astrometrically in an accurate way,
with RMS error of 0.4 arcsec when the pixel S/N is good. GEO and Geosta-
tionary Transfer Orbit (GTO) data from the ESA Optical Ground Sensor in
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Teide (Canary Islands), reduced by University of Bern, show a typical RMS
0.5–0.6 arcsec of the residuals from the orbit determination (see Chap. 5).
For low S/N on each pixel the astrometric error is assumed to increase, see
Sec. 6.5. When the RMS grows to > 2 arcsec, the observations can result
in orbit determination failure and/or accuracy requirements non compliance.
Chesley et al. (2010) proposed improvements in the astrometric reduction
procedure to remove systematic star catalog errors.
We used correlation and orbit determination algorithms with the capabil-
ity of using significantly less observations with respect to classical methods
to compute a preliminary orbit. As an example, we can use two trails from
different passes of the same object above either the same or a different sta-
tion to compute an orbit with covariance matrix. These methods, and those
used for successive orbit improvement, are discussed in Chap.s 3 and 4. The
amount of data to be used as input for initial catalog build-up is limited to 1
exposure per pass. The advantage with respect to the traditional approaches
(Gauss, 1809; Escobal, 1965), which require three separate observations in
the same pass, is such that the surveying capability for a given sensor network
is increased by a factor 3.
6.3 Observing Strategy
To perform a debris observation some conditions shall be verified: a minimum
elevation angle, the orbiting object must be in sunlight, etc.. These condi-
tions depend on the object orbit parameters, on the observatory location
and on the seasonal factors. We also took into account other observational
constraints such as the distance from the Moon and the galactic plane.
6.3.1 Geometrical constraints
The first constraints to the network architecture are purely geometrical and
are due to the horizon. An orbiting object at an altitude hp is visible only
up to a given distance from a station, beyond which the object is below
a minimum elevation: a reasonable value is 15◦. For hp = 1400 km, the
distance to the object is thus limited to about 3100 km, and the distance
to the groundtrack of the object to about 2500 km. Fig. 6.1 shows these
values in km as a function of the object altitude. Moreover, for a station at
a latitude of 27◦ N, this Figure also shows the half width of the equatorial
band such that, if the groundtrack is in there, the object is not observable.
This argument favors the stations located at low latitudes.
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Figure 6.2: Ground track for hp = 1400 km, I =60
◦
The second consideration is how the object presents itself with a ground-
track passing near a station. Fig. 6.2 shows the groundtrack for a nearly
circular orbit with hp = 1400 km and inclination of 60
◦. The oval contour
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shows the maximum visibility range, for an equatorial station and an eleva-
tion ≥ 15◦. Typically a LEO has 4 passes/day above the required elevation
as seen from a station at low latitudes. Note that the constraints discussed
so far apply equally to a radar sensor.
6.3.2 Geometry of sunlight
The main difference with radar arises because of the geometry of sunlight.
The requirements for an optical station are the following:
• the ground station is in darkness, e.g., the Sun must be at least 10–12◦
below the horizon, that is the sky is dark enough to begin operations,
typically about 30–60 minutes after sunset and before sunrise (this is
strongly dependent on the latitude and the season at the station);
• the orbiting object is in sunlight;
• the atmosphere is clear (no dense clouds).
The first two conditions are quite restrictive: the low orbiting objects are
fully illuminated and visible from a station in darkness only just after sunset
and before sunrise. In Fig.s 6.3 and 6.5 the bold line represents the Earth
shadow boundary at 1400 km above ground. The shadow also depends on the
season, the figures are drawn for March 20, a date close to an equinox. The
Earth shadow region, where the orbiting object is invisible, is represented
in gray. The circles represent the iso-elevation regions of the sky above the
horizon, which is the outer curve; the center is the local zenith.
The labeled lines (30, 60, 90 and 120) represent the iso-phase curves for
objects at 1400 km above ground, that is the directions in the sky where
the objects have a specific phase angle. The phase angle is a very critical
observing parameter for a debris. The optical magnitude of an object (gen-
erally all Solar System moving objects) depends, among other parameters,
by the phase angle: the smaller the phase angle the brighter the object. The
strength of this effect also depends on the optical properties of the object
surface such as the albedo. Anyway, the effect is large, e.g., at a phase of
90◦ the apparent magnitude could increase by > 3 magnitudes with respect
to an object at the same distance but with 0◦ phase. Thus, an observation
scheduling that takes into account the need of observing with the lowest
possible phase increases very significantly the optical sensor performance.
Fig.s 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show that the regions where the phase angles are
smaller are close to the Earth shadow boundary. Very low phases can be
achieved only near sunset and sunrise, by looking in a direction roughly
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Figure 6.3: Earth Shadow and iso-phase curves, tropical station at solar time
19 hours
opposite to the Sun (see Fig. 6.3). For LEOs there is a central portion of the
night, lasting several hours, in which for either an equatorial or a tropical
station the observations are either impossible or with a very unfavorable
phase, e.g., for a station at 27◦ North latitude on March 20 from about
22 hours to 2 hours of the next day (see Fig. 6.4). On the contrary, for a
station at high latitude the dark period around midnight when LEOs cannot
be observed does not occur, because the Earth shadow moves towards the
equator (see Fig. 6.5).
6.3.3 Selection of the observing network
By combining the orbital geometry of passages above the station with the
no shadow condition, it is possible to obtain objects which are unobservable
from any given low latitude station, at least until the precession of the orbit
(due to Earth’s oblateness, ∼ 5◦ cos I/day for an altitude of 1400 km and
inclination I) changes the angle between the orbit plane and the direction
to the Sun. On the other hand, high latitude stations cannot observe low
inclination objects, and operate for a lower number of hours per year because
of less0 hours of darkness in summer and worse weather in winter. A trade-
off is needed, which suggests to select some intermediate latitude stations,
somewhere between 40◦ and 50◦ both North and South.
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Figure 6.4: Earth shadow and iso-phase curves, tropical station at solar time
22 hours
The meteorological constraints can be handled by having multiple oppor-
tunities of observations from stations far enough to have low meteorological
correlation. This implies that an optimal network needs to include both
tropical and high latitude stations, with a good distribution also in longi-
tude. Beside the need for geographic distribution, the other elements to be
considered in the selection of the network are the following:
• Geopolitics: for an European-only system, the land needs to belong
to Europe, or to friendly nations. The limitations of the European
continent implies that sites in minor European islands around the world
are needed as well as observing sites in other countries.
• Logistics: some essentials like electrical power, water supply, telecom-
munications, airports, harbors, and roads have to be available.
• Meteo: the cloud cover can be extremely high, in some geographic
areas, and especially in (local) winter. Other meteorological parameters
such as humidity, seeing, wind play an important role. High elevation
observing sites over the inversion layer are desirable, but in mid ocean
there are not many mountains high enough.
• Orography: an unobstructed view of the needed sky portions, down to
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Figure 6.5: Earth shadow and iso-phase curves, high latitude station at solar
time 22 hours
15◦ of elevation, is necessary. Astronomical observatories are not so
demanding, especially toward the pole direction.
• Light pollution: an observing site with low light pollution is essential
to lower the sky background, which is the main source of noise.
The optical station network used for our simulations takes into account,
as much as possible, the above constraints and is shown in Table 6.1. The
local meteorological statistics were taken into account by accessing meteoro-
logical databases, whose data were mostly obtained from the ISCCP (NASA)
project (http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/index.html). The analysis of these data
ruled out the possibility of using some geographically convenient locations,
which turned out to have a “total cloud amount”, i.e., the percentage of cloud
coverage of the sky for each day of the year, far too high. E.g., the islands
of St. Pierre and Michelon, French territory near Canada, were excluded.
We actually used meteorological statistics to simulate a realistic, season-
dependent weather for each station, and we assumed no observations at all
during nights having > 50% chances of cloudiness in our model. This de-
creased the number of actual detections by about a factor 2, and is therefore
an essential feature for a realistic simulation. Note that the need for 7 sta-
tions can be intuitively explained by the fact that the constraints of the
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Table 6.1: Geographical coordinates of the proposed network of stations
STATION Latitude [deg] Longitude [deg] Height [m]
TEIDE 28◦ 18’ 03.3” N 16◦ 30’ 42.5” W 2390
(Canary Islands, Spain)
HAO 18◦ 08’ 45.0” S 140◦ 52’ 54.0” W 6
(French Polynesia, France)
FALKLAND ISLAND 51◦ 42’ 32.0” S 57◦ 50’ 27.0” W 30
(Great Britain)
NEW NORCIA 31◦ 02’ 54.0” S 116◦ 11’ 31.0” E 244
(Australia)
MALARGUE 35◦ 46’ 24.0” S 69◦ 23’ 59.0” W 1509
(Argentina)
GRAN SASSO 42◦ 29’ 60.0 N 13◦ 33’ 04.0” E 1439
(Italy)
PICO DE VARA 37◦ 47’ 48.0” N 25◦ 13’ 10.0” W 579
(Azores Islands, Portugal)
station in darkness, object not in Earth shadow, and no cloud cover, leave
an average effective observing time between 1000 and 1500 hours per year,
depending on meteo and latitude. Thus the average “effective availability”
is near 1/7, while a radar can reach a value close to 1.
6.4 Population model
To produce a realistic simulation of the whole observation process, we needed
a suitable population of orbiting objects. A subset of the ESAMASTER-2005
population model, upgraded with the recent in-orbit collisions (FengYun-1C,
IRIDIUM 33 - COSMOS 2251) was provided by ESOC. The MASTER model
contains the largest objects taken from the USSTRATCOM Two Line Ele-
ments plus smaller objects generated with ad hoc source models. The subset
available for this work included 31686 entries, representing either single ob-
jects or sampled ones, with diameter d, 3 cm < d < 31.7 m, and crossing the
LEO region (i.e., with the perigee altitude hp between 200 km and 2000 km).
The population file did not contain any value for the albedo, which is
needed to derive the magnitude of the object in the sky. A typical value
of the albedo for a spacecraft is between 0.1 and 0.2 (Africano et al., 2004;
Kessler and Jarvis, 2004). We used the conservative assumption of albedo
0.1 for all the objects considered. Then, the absolute magnitude H was
derived according to the IAU standard for asteroids (Bowell et al., 1989):
H = 33− 5 log10(d) where d (in m) is provided by the MASTER.
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6.5 Conditions for detection
The possibility to detect an object with an optical sensor depends on the
S/N of the corresponding image. The S/N is a function of the following
parameters of the object: H , distance, and angular velocity with respect
to the image reference frame. The images are taken in a sidereal reference
frame, defined by stars. (Only for GEOs there is advantage in taking the
images in a reference frame body-fixed to the Earth.) If the exposure time is
such that there is no trailing effect, i.e., the image has the same shape as the
one of a fixed star, the apparent magnitude m can be computed as follows:
m = H − 5 log10(r) + f(φ,G) (6.1)
where r is the distance station-object in Astronomical Units, f is the function
describing the phase effect, containing the phase angle φ and a parameter G
depending on the optical properties of the surface. As mentioned above, the
correction f is important. The other parameters depend on the instrument
and the atmosphere. The standard equation to compute the S/N for a
stationary source (a star) is given by the following formula:(
S
N
)
star
=
S√
S +N
.
In this formula the term S under square root accounts for the Poisson statis-
tics: σ2Poisson = S and N includes the contributions from all the sources of
noise occurring in the measurement, in particular:
• Read/Out noise: σ2r/o = npixRN2 (RN = pixel r/o noise);
• Dark current noise: σ2Dk = Dnpix t (D = dark current);
• Sky background: σ2sky = Rsky t (Rsky = sky background flux).
The main problem with optical observations of Earth orbiting objects,
especially for LEOs, is their large angular velocity in the sidereal frame.
Thus, unless the exposure times are very short, severely limiting the max-
imum magnitude of a detectable object, the image is a trail spread over a
comparatively large number of pixels. The S/N on a single pixel is given by
dividing the total signal of the debris by T ; this effect is called trailing loss.
In other words, the signal per pixel is S/T , thus on a single pixel:(
S
N
)
pixel
=
S/T√
S/T +N
.
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The values of S as a function of m, and N as a function of the instrument
properties and of the atmospheric properties, were computed on the basis of
the telescope design as in Cibin et al. (2011).
An algorithm to combine the information contained in all the pixels
touched by the trail has been proposed by Milani et al. (1996). The principle
is to test all the possible trails which could occur in the frame, with a com-
putationally efficient algorithm to decrease the computational complexity.
Such an algorithm is capable to detect very faint trails, because the signal
along the trail direction is added, while the noise is added in the RMS sense.
Thus, the S/N for the trail is:(
S
N
)
trail
=
(S/T )T√
T
√
S/T +N
=
S√
S +NT
. (6.2)
Then, the S/N of the trail is much larger than the single pixel one by a factor
close to
√
T for low S. According to the tests reported in Milani et al. (1996),
it is necessary to keep some margin to avoid false detections of trails, thus we
use as criterion S/Ntrail ≥ 6, while for a stationary object lower values such
as 3 could be used. E.g., for a trail T = 200 pixels long, the advantage is by
a factor
√
200/2 ∼ 7, equivalent to more than 2 magnitudes. Fig. 6.6 shows
the S/N , as a function of m, for different observing conditions, resulting in
different values of the trailing loss parameter T . From the top: for a fixed
star; for angular velocity 300 arcsec/s; for 1000 arcsec/s; on each individual
pixel (for 300 arcsec/s).
In the simulations noise was added to photometric measurements by
means of a Gaussian with unit standard deviation added to the S/N itself.
This value with noise was used to select observations deemed to be success-
ful. Thus the model included a probabilistic detection regime for objects
observed with apparent magnitude around the limiting magnitude.
Our simulations did not include false trail detections, although these can
occur (Milani et al., 1996). False correlations with at least 3 true trails are
very rare, thus we do not expect a significant degradations of performance
would result from inclusion of false trails. We cannot simulate this effect
without very fine knowledge of the performance of the cameras, including
image defects, which is not yet available.
It is not easy to accurately determine the beginning and the end of the
trail when the trail is too faint. For faint trails, the astrometric error Z is
determined by the error in finding the ends, thus it is given by:
Z
(
S
N
)
pixel
≤
√
Z =⇒ Z = TS + T
2N
S2
=
(
1
(S/N)pixel
)2
. (6.3)
In practice there are two regimes for the astrometric error:
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Figure 6.6: m vs. S/N , for different T : from the top, T=1, 200, 600
• when the signal is strong, the astrometric error is dominated by the
astrometry method, that is by the systematics in the star catalogs;
• when the signal is weak, the astrometric error is determined by (6.3),
see Fig. 6.6.
Fig. 6.6 shows also the astrometric error, in arcsec, for angular velocity 300
arcsec/s (broken line). We used the standard deviation, as a function of
the S/N, to generate unbiased Gaussian random noise to be added to the
simulated astrometry. The assumption of unbiased measurement error is of
course optimistic, but recent progress (Chesley et al., 2010) in corrections of
star catalog errors indicates that the systematics can be well controlled.
6.6 Catalog build-up simulation
We first simulated the catalog build-up phase. Namely, we assumed to start
with no information on the satellite/debris population in the region of interest
(high LEO) and attempted to build up an orbit catalog, to be compared with
the MASTER one. For this purpose we conducted a large scale simulation
with two different population samples, dubbed Population 1 and 2. This
simulation is based on the procedure described in Chap. 4. We used the
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Keplerian integrals method (Sec. 3.5) to perform the linkage, also taking
into account the oblateness of the Earth effect (Sec. 3.5.6).
6.6.1 Population samples
Population 1 was made up of 912 objects, randomly selected among those
with 8 < d < 27 cm, and 1300 ≤ hp < 2000 km. Population 2 included 1104
objects, with 5 < d < 25 cm, and 1000 ≤ hp < 1300 km. Objects larger
than 27 cm and 25 cm respectively were not included in the simulation, since
the very large amount of observational data allows us to attain a complete
catalog in a comparatively short time span. This is confirmed not only by
some preliminary tests but also by the analysis of this simulation, which
shows that all the objects larger than 20 cm are cataloged within 1 month.
These choices were driven by the hypothetical performances of an en-
hanced radar sensor, to be used along with the optical ones in the European
SSA program. Fig. 6.7 shows two rectangles on the perigee altitude-diameter
plane, which enclose the regions corresponding to the selected population
samples. For the considered values of the perigee altitude, we drew two
curves, representing the observing capabilities of a baseline radar and of an
enhanced radar. The corresponding assumptions on the radar systems are
rather arbitrary, thus these performance curves have to be considered just
as a comparison benchmark. Indeed, the purpose was to determine the re-
quirement for a future radar system, and see how much this could change by
assuming the cooperation of a network of optical sensors. These curves give
the minimum diameter dmin of observable objects as function of hp, according
to the following law:
dmin =
h2p
h2ref
dref , (6.4)
where href and dref are reference values for perigee altitude and diameter.
Eq. (6.4) is a consequence of the inverse fourth power dependence of radar
S/N from distance. We set href = 2000 km and dref = 32 cm for the baseline
radar. For the enhanced radar we took href = 2000 km and dref = 20 cm.
The two rectangles containing the populations used in the simulation cover
a region including the performance curve of the enhanced radar.
To analyze the results, we split the population in three orbital classes:
LEO: LEO resident objects, with semimajor axis a ≤ R⊕+ 2000 km;
PLEO: “partial LEO”, with perigee inside but apogee beyond the LEO
region: hp < 2000 km, R⊕ + 2000 km < a < 25000 km;
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HLEO: LEO transit objects, with hp < 2000 km and a ≥ 25000 km.
This class includes in particular GTO and Molniya objects.
The HLEO objects spend a small fraction of their orbital period below 2000
km of altitude. As HLEOs have a large perigee velocity, their an angular
velocity is larger than the resident LEOs with respect to the observing sta-
tion. Thus, they are more difficult to be observed by the network selected for
resident LEOs. They could be the target of a survey with a completely dif-
ferent observing strategy. E.g., the GTO orbits can be observed with longer
exposures and non-sidereal tracking while near apogee (Schildknecht et al.,
2004). Thus, the results in our simulations for HLEO are not very significant.
These objects should be considered in the context of a simulation with an
observing strategy adapted to higher orbits such as MEO.
In the MASTER population model smaller objects are typically sampled,
i.e., a single object represents many fragments. Simple de-sampling (e.g.,
by assigning different mean anomalies to each fragment and fixing all the
other orbital elements) could affect our simulations by generating false cor-
relations. Therefore, the sampled fragments were treated as single objects in
the simulation process. We associated to each object a sampling factor to
each object to represent the number of fragments within the same orbit in
the final analysis of the results.
6.6.2 Results
Fig. 6.7 shows the results for both population samples in the perigee altitude-
diameter plane after 2 months of survey observations, namely January and
February 2008. The rectangles enclose the regions of the plane correspond-
ing to the selected population samples. The parabolic curves represent two
possible radar performances in the case of a baseline radar (dashed line) and
of an enhanced one (solid line). The top figure shows the results for resident
LEOs, while the bottom one is for transit objects (PLEOs and HLEOs).
Dots indicate successful orbit determination (≥ 3 trails involved), while cir-
cles correspond to failure. The reasons for the occurrence of a failure are
essentially three:
• lack of observations;
• the observations were very few and too distant in time, so that corre-
lation was not possible;
• the observations had low accuracy, so that even when the correlation
of two trails was successful, the orbit accuracy was not enough for the
attribution of further trails.
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For resident LEOs, there are many failures only in the lower part of the
region corresponding to Population 2. This means that failures arise only for
some very small objects, with diameter < 8 cm.
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Figure 6.7: Results of catalog build-up after 2 months
Tables 6.2 and 6.3 detail the results for each population sample. The fac-
tor associated to the sampled objects is not taken into account. This means
that a group of fragments with the same orbit is treated as a single object.
The tables report the total number of objects in the sample, the number of
cataloged objects, the number of objects observed but not cataloged, and
the number of never observed objects. The row in parenthesis contains the
number of objects, among those with some observations but without orbit,
for which a total of only 1-2 trails were available in 2 months of survey.
To analyze the results, we measured the efficiency of the catalog build-up,
defined as the ratio between the number of reliable orbits computed (with at
least 3 trails) and the total number of sampled objects. We measured also the
efficiency restricted to the region of the perigee altitude-diameter plane above
the curve of the enhanced radar. These efficiencies were computed accounting
for the number of clones for the sampled objects (sampling factor), to count
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Table 6.2: Results of catalog build-up after 2 months, Population 1
POP 1 Total LEO PLEO HLEO
No. Objects 912 796 97 19
Orbits Computed 894 793 95 6
Obj. without orbit 10 3 2 5
(with 1-2 Tr.) (3) (0) (0) (3)
Obj. not observed 8 0 0 8
Table 6.3: Results of catalog build-up after 2 months, Population 2
POP 2 Total LEO PLEO HLEO
No. Objects 1104 1014 62 28
Orbits Computed 965 942 21 2
Obj. without orbit 92 67 16 9
(with 1-2 Tr.) (13) (9) (2) (2)
Obj. not observed 47 5 25 17
both the successes and the failures of correlation. The detailed results are
shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5.
For Population 1 we computed the orbits of almost all the objects above
8 cm (98.1%) and of 99.6% of resident LEOs. If we consider considering only
those objects above the curve of enhanced radar performance in Fig. 6.7,
then the total efficiency is 98.6%, while for resident LEOs it is 99.8%. A few
objects in highly eccentric transit orbits such as GTO were lost, but they
should be observed with a different strategy when they are not so close to
the Earth, as outlined previously.
For Population 2 the total efficiency is 82.8%, while by considering only
resident LEOs it is 86.6%. By taking into account only the region above
the curve of the enhanced radar the corresponding percentages are 92.8%
and 96.3%. Moreover, the outcome of the two simulations suggests that the
problem is not the altitude but the diameter: indeed, even for Population
2, among the objects larger than 8 cm, 96.0% had a reliable orbit, and for
resident LEOs the percentage was 99.1%. Smaller debris require a larger
telescope, whatever the height.
Table 6.4: Efficiency of catalog build-up after 2 months, Population 1
POP 1 Total LEO PLEO HLEO
Eff. Catalog 98.1% 99.6% 97.9% 31.6%
Eff. above Radar 98.6% 99.8% 97.2% 50.0%
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Table 6.5: Efficiency of catalog build-up after 2 months, Population 2
POP 2 Total LEO PLEO HLEO
Eff. Catalog 82.8% 86.6% 37.5% 7.1%
Eff. above Radar 92.8% 96.3% 45.5% 11.1%
To get the big picture of the results, we should take into account also
the biggest objects of the MASTER population. Moreover, the results of
Population 1 have to be weighted twice, since we randomly selected only half
of the objects. By assuming that all the biggest objects are cataloged after
2 months of survey, we get an overall efficiency 97.9% for the objects above
the enhanced radar curve. By considering only LEOs the efficiency is 99.0%.
Fig. 6.7 shows that most of the difficulties in the catalog build-up concern
the region of orbital perigee altitude less than 1100 km. By discarding this
region, the total efficiency reaches 98.9%, and for LEOs 99.8%.
6.7 Orbit improvement phase
Tasking observations are possible if, by moving the telescope at non-sidereal
rate, the object remains in the telescope field of view. This is achieved if the
angular error in prediction is small enough. Moreover, it is desirable to see
the object with most signal concentrated on a single pixel, thus obtaining a
higher signal with respect to the survey mode.
6.7.1 Feasibility of tasking observations
When an orbit is very well constrained and the number of involved trails
is high enough, the possibility for the corresponding correlation to be false
can be ruled out. In this case the corresponding object is cataloged and
numbered (i.e., the object is given a unique identifier). There are no fixed
rules for space debris to establish whether an object can be numbered. Our
criterion was the following: if the correlation involves more than 10 trails
the object is numbered. This criterion makes sense, since 10 trails, with an
observing strategy giving only one exposure per pass, correspond to many
revolutions of the object.
To achieve the required accuracy for tasking observations, we considered
only the numbered objects obtained after 1 month of catalog build-up and
we propagated the orbits for 1 week after the last observation. Then, the
angular error in prediction and the relative error in angular velocity were
computed by means of the covariance matrices.
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Let ΓP and ΓV be the marginal covariance matrices for position and
velocity respectively, and λP , λV their maximum eigenvalues. We used the
following upper bounds for the angular error and the relative error in velocity:
∆(α, δ) ≤
√
λP
hp
,
|∆v|
|v| ≤
√
λV
|v| .
These inequalities are justified for LEOs, as they move on almost circular
orbits, so that the radial component of the velocity is small. On the other
hand high eccentricity transit objects are observed near the perigee.
Taking into account that the angular velocity of the objects in our sample
was less than 2000 arcsec/s, to see the object in a single pixel during tasking,
the relative error in angular velocity had to be less than 7.5 × 10−4. This
condition held for all the numbered objects. Moreover, the angular error in
position was always less than 95 arcsec. Then, the possibility of follow-up
was confirmed and we were allowed to take T = 1 (no trailing loss) in the
S/N formula, thus gaining a factor at least 14 in S/N for faint objects.
We also assumed the scheduler capable of selecting 1/6 of the observation
period, corresponding to the best phase angle, thus gaining more than 1
magnitude with respect to survey observations. The combination of these
two effects increases the number of observations, because a trail with a very
low S/N in survey mode becomes detectable in tasking mode as a point
source. In addition, the astrometric accuracy is often improved.
To perform the follow-up simulation, we chose the same two populations
used for the survey step, but we excluded HLEOs, since the observation strat-
egy was not suitable for this kind of objects, as confirmed by the results of the
catalog build-up. At the starting time of the simulation, the sampled objects
were assumed to be cataloged with sufficiently well determined orbits. Thus,
we assumed that the switch to tasking mode occurred for all the cataloged
orbits at the same time. In reality, the decision to include an object in the
tasking mode scheduling should be performed on an individual basis.
6.7.2 Accuracy envelope norm
The orbit improvement goal was defined by choosing an accuracy envelope
to which compare the accuracy of the computed orbits. First we fixed the
object-centered reference frame {u,v,w}, where u is the direction from the
Earth center to the object center, w is the direction of the angular momentum
vector and v = w × u. Then, the accuracy ellipsoid in position for resident
LEOs was defined by the quantities 4, 30, 20 m along the directions u,v,w
respectively, for PLEOs by 10, 60, 200 m. The accuracy ellipsoid in velocity
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was 20, 4, 20 mm/s both for resident LEOs and PLEOs. These ellipsoids were
derived from collision avoidance requirements.
To see if the improved orbits were inside the envelope, we had to verify
that the confidence ellipsoids, representing the uncertainty of the orbits in
position and velocity, were fully contained in the ellipsoids defined by the
accuracy envelope.
Let Creq be the marginal normal matrix associated to the accuracy en-
velope for position (for LEOs, Creq = diag[1/4
2, 1/302, 1/202] in the u,v,w
reference frame), and let Cconf be the marginal normal matrix of the orbit.
Then, the two ellipsoids relative to position are defined by the equations
xTCreqx = 1 , x
TCconfx = 1 .
To stay within the envelope, the maximum of the function xTCreqx, as x
varies in the confidence ellipsoid of the orbit, must be less than 1. By La-
grange multiplier theorem a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that
λ ≤ 1, for any λ for which det(Creq − λCconf) = 0.
Let Γreq = C
−1
req and Γconf = C
−1
conf denote the marginal covariance matrices
and let Preq be a matrix such that Creq = P
T
reqPreq (Preq exists, since Creq is
symmetric and non-negative). Then, the values of λ such that det(Creq −
λCconf) = 0 are the eigenvalues of the matrix PreqΓconfP
T
req. Thus, we defined
the accuracy envelope norm in position as the square root of the maximum
eigenvalue of PreqΓconfP
T
req. For the velocity we used an analogous definition.
6.7.3 Results
The simulation covered three weeks of tasking. All the numbered orbits
were propagated for 1 week after the last observation and compared to the
accuracy envelope. The comparison was performed through the accuracy
envelope norm previously defined, which is ≤ 1 whenever the uncertainty is
smaller than the envelope.
Tables 6.6 and 6.7 summarize the results for LEOs after the first and the
third week respectively. The values reported are: percentage of objects with
accuracy envelope norm ≤ 1 in both position and velocity, maximum norms
achieved, maximum angular error in the predicted position, percentage of
objects with angular prediction error≤ 1.5 arcsec (the pixel size). For PLEOs
the results are not statistically representative, because in both simulations
they were less then 100.
The conclusion of the orbit improvement simulation is that one week of
data is not enough, even with the higher observation frequency and accuracy
of the tasking phase, while 3 weeks are more than enough.
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Table 6.6: Results for resident LEOs after 1 week of tasking
LEO norms max norm max norm max ang. ang. err.
1 WEEK ≤ 1 position velocity err. (arcsec) ≤ 1.5 arcsec
POP. 1 76.8% 5.69 5.19 12.96 79.2%
POP. 2 68.6% 6.18 6.5 24.12 63.1%
Table 6.7: Results for resident LEOs after 3 weeks of tasking
LEO norms max norm max norm max ang. ang. err.
3 WEEKS ≤ 1 position velocity err. (arcsec) ≤ 1.5 arcsec
POP. 1 99.5% 1.25 1.09 2.88 98.2%
POP. 2 99.9% 1.03 0.97 2.88 94.3%
Fig. 6.8 shows the results after 3 weeks. The top figure is for resident
LEOs while the bottom one is for PLEOs. Dots indicate that both the
accuracy norms in position and velocity are ≤ 1, while circles mean that one
of the above norms is > 1. It turns out that we succeeded for most of LEOs,
while there were a few problems for low altitude PLEOs.
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Figure 6.8: Results of both simulations after 3 weeks of tasking
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Finally, we point out that the relative error in velocity prediction was
always less than 10−4, i.e., there is no trailing loss with tasking observations.
6.8 Fragmentation detection
A particularly demanding situation for a surveillance network occurs when-
ever a fragmentation happens in Earth orbit. The resulting cloud of frag-
ments can pose significant immediate or short term risks for other space
assets in the same orbital region (Rossi et al., 1999). Therefore two ad hoc
simulations were performed to verify the capability of our proposed opti-
cal network to detect and characterize a fragmentation event in high LEO.
Detecting a fragmentation generally means to detect a significant number of
fragments. Another possibility is to detect the change in the orbital elements
of the target object due to the energy of the event. Note that, in the case of
an active satellite it could be difficult to discriminate between a change due
to a maneuver and a collision if no other information is available.
We simulated the fragmentation of a satellite due to both an explosion
and a catastrophic collision. To produce the cloud of fragments we used, for
both cases, the ISTI implementation of the NASA-JSC model (Johnson et
al., 2001).
Given a massMT of the target object, a cloud of fragments was generated
with the proper size distribution given by the NASA model. According to
the model, each fragment was characterized by: size d, mass, area, ∆v. From
the whole cloud of fragments, we selected those objects with d > 10 cm and
∆v < 100 m/s, that is we concentrated on the core of the cloud. Given the
Cartesian coordinates of the parent body, the isotropic ∆v relative to each
fragment was added to these coordinates, thus obtaining the state vector of
each fragment. From the Cartesian coordinates, the orbital elements of each
fragment were then computed. The orbital elements of the fragments were
then propagated for 21 days and the simulated observations were computed.
The simulations assumed observations in survey mode, with trailing loss.
First we simulated the explosion of a satellite with mass MT = 1000 kg.
The satellite was supposed to be on a circular orbit at 1400 km of altitude,
with an inclination of 74◦. The model produced a cloud of 230 fragments
larger than 10 cm. Out of them, 175 fragments had ∆v < 100 m/s (and
8 fragments had ∆v < 10 m/s). The detection of the fragments by the
whole network of 7 ground stations was simulated. During the first day
after the explosion it was not possible to detect any debris, while, in the
second and in the third day, about half of the debris were detected (26.3
% in the second day, 57.7 % in the third day and already 98.9 % in the
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fourth day). This situation depends on the fact that in the first day the
fragments cloud had still a non-homogeneous distribution around the Earth.
The debris created by the explosion formed a cloud concentrated around the
explosion point. Therefore, in the first hours after the event, the detection
of the concentrated cloud was similar to the detection of a single object. If
the cloud was not passing in the right moment of the night above a station
with favorable meteorological conditions, its detection would not be possible.
On the contrary, a few days after the explosion, all the debris were detected
because they had a homogeneous distribution in a torus around the parent
body orbit. It is therefore important to remind that the debris detection
after a fragmentation depends on the ground station meteorological data. In
particular, in the first day only 2 ground stations were able to observe debris,
but the debris cloud was not passing over these stations.
In the second simulation, the collision of a debris with mass 10 kg, against
a satellite with mass MT = 1000 kg, with an impact velocity of v = 9 km/s,
was simulated. In the NASA model, a collision is considered catastrophic
whenever the ratio between the kinetic energy of the projectile and the mass
of the target exceeds 40 000 J/kg. This condition is largely satisfied by our
event, so we are considering a catastrophic collision. The target satellite
was supposed to be on the same orbit as in the explosion case. The model
produced a 998 fragments larger than 10 cm. Out of them, 393 fragments
had ∆v < 100 m/s (and 7 fragments had ∆v < 10 m/s). The evolution of
the cloud of fragments was similar to the one discussed in the explosion case.
The detection statistics was similar to the one for the explosion case (33.6
% of detected objects in the second day, 57.7 in the third day, 66.4 in the
fourth day and 99.7 % in the fifth day) and the same considerations about
the meteorological conditions apply here. In the first day after the collision
only 2 ground stations were able to observe some debris.
After simulating the observations performed by the ground network, we
started the correlation and orbit determination process, to check how soon
after the event it is possible to have robust information on the fragmentation.
Clearly, if 2 days were enough to observe a quite high percentage of fragments,
they were not enough to compute reliable orbits for the observed fragments.
There were too few observations and in fact no orbits were available after only
two days for both the simulations. After 4 days the situation improved and
90 orbits for the collision fragments and 46 orbits for the explosion fragments
were computed, if we considered as acceptable correlations of at least 3 trails
and discarded the ones between only 2 trails. By comparison with the ground
truth (i.e., with the original fragments generated in the simulations) we found
that some of the correlations were false, that is they put together observations
of different objects. Anyway, all the false correlations had only 3 trails and
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this was true for both the simulations in the entire period examined. Note
that, in the case of the fragments clouds, it is quite natural to have false
correlations even among 3 trails, because all the fragments have very similar
orbits. To exclude false correlations, in this peculiar case, we considered only
orbits fitting ≥ 4 trails.
In our analysis we considered as reliable the orbits which fit at least 5
trails and as numbered the orbits with at least 10 trails. We found that,
after only 2 weeks, all the objects were numbered both in the explosion and
in the collision case. Table 6.8 gives the summary of the orbit determination
process, by showing the number of orbits computed with at least 5 and 10
trails, for both clouds in the two weeks following the fragmentation events.
The graphical tool commonly used to characterize an in-orbit fragmen-
tation is the Gabbard diagram, plotting the apogee/perigee height of the
fragments as a function of their orbital period. Fig. 6.9 shows the Gab-
bard diagram (circles for apogee, crosses for perigee) for the collision case, 6
days after the event. The X-shape, a typical signature of a fragmentation, is
already visible.
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Figure 6.9: Gabbard diagram of the collision fragments cataloged within 6
days after the event
In conclusion, these results suggest that the simulated network of tele-
scopes can detect and catalog the fragments generated by a catastrophic
event in high LEO after just a few days from the event. Some caveats and
conclusions can be stated. First, the detection of a stream of fragments, with
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Table 6.8: Orbits of fragments for both explosion and collision
Explosion Collision
Days after Orbits Orbits Orbits Orbits
fragmentation event ≥ 5 trail ≥ 10 trails ≥ 5 trail ≥ 10 trails
2 0 0 0 0
4 26 0 63 0
6 99 62 192 141
8 139 124 307 287
10 154 149 333 329
12 169 169 366 366
14 175 175 392 392
16 175 175 393 393
low ejection velocity, within 24 hours is like detecting a single object, because
the fragments are not spread along the entire orbit. For this reason it might
not be possible to detect a large fraction of the fragments in 1 day, if bad me-
teorological conditions are present on critical stations. Finally, the Gabbard
diagram, built with the output of the orbit determination simulation after 6
days, shows that the orbital information is more than enough to assess the
fragmentation event (parent body, energy, etc.).
6.9 Conclusions
The results of the catalog build-up simulation show that more than 98% of
the LEO objects with perigee height above 1100 km and diameter greater
than 8 cm can be cataloged in 2 months. All the numbered orbits are accurate
enough to allow follow-up observations with no trailing loss, and the improved
orbit accuracy is compliant with collision avoidance requirements. Finally,
the simulated network of telescopes can detect and catalog the fragments
generated by a catastrophic event just a few days after the event.
As Fig. 6.7 shows, there is a central area around 1100 km of orbital perigee
altitude where radar sensors and the optical network should cooperate.
The significance of our results for a Space Situational Awareness system
is in the possibility to use optical sensors to catalog and follow up space
debris on orbits significantly lower than those previously considered suitable.
Of course this is true only provided a list of technological assumptions, both
in hardware and in software, spelled out in Sec. 6.2, are satisfied. If these
technologies are available, then it is possible to trade off between an upgraded
system of optical sensors and a radar system with higher energy density.
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Chapter 7
Wide Survey for small
impactors
We consider a network of telescopes capable of scanning all the observable
sky each night and targeting Near-Earth objects (NEOs) in the size range
of the Tunguska-like asteroids, from 160 m down to 10 m. We measure the
performance of this telescope network in terms of the time needed to discover
at least 50% of the impactors in the considered population with a warning
time large enough to undertake proper mitigation actions. The warning times
are described by a trimodal distribution and the telescope network has a 50%
probability of discovering an impactor of the Tunguska class with at least one
week of advance already in the first 10 yr of operations of the survey. These
results suggest that the studied survey would be a significant addition to the
current NEO discovery efforts.
7.1 Introduction
In the design of a NEO survey there is a possible trade-off between covering
less sky to a deeper magnitude or more sky to a fainter one, as described by
Tonry (2011). We denote the first strategy as “Deep Survey”, and the second
one “Wide Survey”. In the literature, the basic idea of a Deep Survey is in
Morrison (1992), while the idea of a Wide Survey is described in Hills and
Leonard (1995). The choice between the two observing strategies is driven by
the goals of the survey (Stokes et al., 2002). According to Morrison (1992),
Deep Surveys such as the present American ones are more effective in reaching
the completeness of the NEO population as they scan larger volumes of the
Near Earth space for a fixed absolute magnitude.
As a matter of fact, Mainzer et al. (2011) claim that more than 90%
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of objects larger than 1 km (first Spaceguard goal) have been discovered
so far, predominantly by US surveys. Nevertheless, these surveys are not
optimized for detecting imminent, relatively small impactors from 10 to 160
m diameter, which may still cause very important damages and losses on the
ground. As shown by Brown et al. (2002, Fig. 4), the energy released by such
impactors ranges from 50 to 105 kT and already Morrison (1992) discusses
the substantial local damage that a Tunguska-sized impactor can inflict to a
populated area.
The reason why deep surveys are not suited for imminent impactors is
that their observing strategy is to cover the same area in the sky after a
few days and to take only a minimum number of images. This impairs the
successful identification of objects that are going to impact within a few days.
For instance, Veresˇ et al. (2009) proves that Pan-STARRS would not have
been able to collect enough detections to compute an orbit for 2008TC3, a
∼ 5 m asteroid which impacted on Earth on October 2008.
To deal with imminent impacts, a more effective strategy is the Wide
Survey, as demonstrated by Hills and Leonard (1995) and Tonry (2011).
This kind of survey provides a more responsive NEO impact warning system
and thus could nicely complement the current NEO discovery and cataloging
strategy of the US programs.
We measure the performance of an assumed Wide Survey design through a
simulation of a 100 yr time span of operations. We deal with small impactors,
i.e., those with absolute magnitude between 22 and 28, and measure the time
it takes to reach a 50% threshold for the fraction of objects discovered with
warning time sufficient to undertake proper mitigation actions.
7.2 Blind time
An impactor can arrive from almost anywhere in the sky. In particular, if
the impactor comes from the direction of the Sun, it will be most likely not
detectable in the last days before its fall. This implies that such an object
should be discovered at a previous apparition, if at all possible. Thus, we
are led to the possibility that, after the beginning of the operations of a
survey, there is no chance for the potential impactor to be discovered before
its fall; i.e., the survey is “blind” for this specific impactor. Such a situation
depends on several factors, including the orbit and absolute magnitude of the
impactor, and the parameters characterizing the survey (limiting magnitude,
sky coverage, cadence, etc.).
Given an impactor, we define the “lead time” as the interval of time
between the first orbit determination and the time of impact. According to
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the size of the impactor, the lead time should be large enough to undertake
the required mitigation actions, i.e., the larger impactor the more time is
necessary for the mitigation. Without specific information about the albedo
and the shape of an imminent impactor, the size can be inferred from its
absolute magnitude H . Thus, we define the minimum required lead time as
a function of H , using the following constraints:
• a minimum lead time of 30 days for objects of H = 22;
• a minimum lead time of about one week for Tunguska-sized impactors
(H = 24.5).
We adopted the following function
t(d) = c1e
−c2(H−22) , c1 = 30 d , c2 = 0.5 . (7.1)
that fulfills the above constraints. Fig. 7.1 shows t as a function of H .
It is important to point out that this simple law is tailored to the pop-
ulation used in our simulations, with H ranging between 22 and 28 (see
Sec. 7.3.2). For these objects, which are the target of the Wide Survey de-
scribed here, the mitigation actions to be undertaken are essentially orbit
improvement and evacuation. Dealing with bigger objects requires a differ-
ent approach and mitigation strategy, thus Eq. (7.1) should be replaced with
a different model, possibly involving a larger number of parameters.
Given an NEO population, we define as “blind time” for a given survey
and a given absolute magnitude H¯ , the time between the start of operation of
the survey and the moment at which 50% of the impactors with magnitude H¯
have a lead time larger than the minimum threshold defined by Eq. (7.1). The
blind time can be used as an indicator of the performances of a given survey.
As a metric, the blind time is a variant of the time required for a survey
to discover 90% of a defined population. The usefulness of this definition is
that, when dealing with small but numerous NEOs, the time scale for a 90%
completion is very long and uncertain, due to the poor modeling of small
object population.
7.3 The simulation
Hereafter we describe our assumptions on the optical network, on the im-
pactor population, and the orbit determination process used in the simula-
tion.
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Figure 7.1: Minimum lead time as a function of the absolute magnitude.
7.3.1 Optical network
For the optical sensors we assumed the use of the innovative fly-eye telescope
design, having the following main characteristics:
• an equivalent aperture of 1 m;
• a FoV of 45 deg2 (6.66◦ × 6.66◦);
• high efficiency CCDs (80-90%) with very fast read-out times (≃ 2s)
and very good cosmetics (≃ 99%);
• a fill-factor ≃ 1, that is the ratio of the effectively detected area of the
FoV and the FoV;
• a minimum elevation of 15◦ above the horizon.
The above assumptions on the sensor hardware require a significant effort
in both technological development and resources. The concept design of
the assumed telescope is described in (Cibin et al., 2011). However, we are
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aware that these assumptions need to be validated by further studies when
the telescope is actually available, at least in a prototype phase.
For the telescope network we assumed:
• One equivalent dedicated survey telescope in the northern and one in
the southern hemisphere.
• The northern telescope covers the northern hemisphere of the celestial
sphere, while the southern telescope covers the southern hemisphere.
• One dedicated follow-up telescope in the northern and one in the south-
ern hemisphere, typically 30◦ West of the survey telescopes.
• The images are processed locally on real time, included the astrometric
reduction, and the data are made available to the scientific community
in less than two hours. Therefore, the dedicated follow-up telescopes
can be triggered to follow the newly discovered objects.
With these assumptions each telescope can take about 766 images for an
average 10 hour night. This corresponds to a total of about 34450 deg2 which
is equivalent to 17225 deg2 of the celestial sphere taken twice per night.
For the observing strategy we assumed:
• Observations that cover 36400 deg2 (≃ 88% of the celestial sphere), cor-
responding to all the visible sky at but the regions with solar elongation
less than 40◦.
• The regions of the sky within 30◦ of the Moon or within 15◦ of the
galactic plane are not covered by the telescopes due to the increase
of the sky background. Therefore, the effective visible sky ranges be-
tween 22987 deg2 ≃ 56% of the celestial sphere (when the forbidden
regions around the Sun, the Moon and the galactic place do not over-
lap each other) and 34348 deg2 ≃ 83% (when the intersection between
the forbidden regions is maximized). On average, each telescope covers
between 11500 and 17200 deg2.
• A limiting magnitude Vlim = 21.5, corresponding to ≃ 45 s of exposure
time, for the survey mode, and Vlim = 23 for the follow-up mode.
• Coverage of the visible sky at least two times per night.
In a real system the number of telescopes has to be increased and could be
between 5 and 6. Indeed, to deal with the cloud coverage and meteorological
correlations we need a minimum of two survey telescopes per hemisphere
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widely spread in longitude. Furthermore, to increase the detection efficiency,
a higher number of detections may be necessary and also this can be achieved
with a higher number of survey telescopes.
7.3.2 Impactor population
In our simulation we used the population of 4950 synthetic impactors de-
scribed by Chesley and Spahr (2004) which had impacts in a time frame of
100 yr starting from July 2009. This impactor population are selected within
the population model by Bottke et al. (2002). Figure 7.2 shows the distribu-
tion of semimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination. The majority (68%) of
the objects has a perihelion between 0.8 and 1 AU.
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Figure 7.2: Left: scatter plot in the (a, e) plane of the impactor population
by Chesley and Spahr (2004). The two solid lines enclose the region of Earth
crossing orbits. Right: the distribution of inclinations of the same population.
We assigned a fixed value of the absolute magnitude H to all the asteroids
and we repeated the simulation for integer values of H ranging between 22
and 28, roughly corresponding to diameters between 160 and 10 m. We chose
this simulation strategy to measure the performance of the proposed network
as function of the size range of the asteroids.
To obtain the sky distribution of the impactors shortly before the event,
it is useful to plot their radiants (see App. A). Fig. 7.3 shows the distribution
of the radiants for 4 465 Earth impactors in such a representation1. The sky
distribution of impactor radiants is far from uniform and is a consequence of
1The analytical procedure we used to compute the radiants assumes a circular orbit for
the Earth. 485 among the objects of Chesley and Spahr (2004) have either a(1 − e) > 1
or a(1 + e) > 1, so that they are excluded from the analytical computation.
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Figure 7.3: The radiant distribution of the simulated impactors of Chesley
and Spahr (2004). The radiants are shown in an equal area projection of the
sky centered on the opposition; the angular coordinates are ecliptic longitude
minus the longitude of the Sun, and ecliptic latitude. The bold lines refer to
40◦ of solar elongation.
the a-e-i distribution of the impactor population. The fraction of radiants
with a solar elongation larger than 40◦ —the minimum elongation from the
Sun at which the assumed survey can observe— is 80.1% of the whole sample.
It is worth noticing that, for the impactors with two of the radiants within
40◦ of the Sun, a detection at an apparition before the one corresponding to
the impact is the only chance to have a long lead time.
7.3.3 Methodology
The impactor population was split in 10 bins according to the impact epoch
with respect to the beginning of the simulation. For example, the first bin
contained objects impacting within 10 yr, the second one objects impacting
between 10 and 20 yr, and so on. Such a binning allows us to measure the
performance as a function of the time from the start of the survey.
For each object we generated a list of observations according to the as-
sumed configuration, the performance of the optical network, and the visi-
bility constraints. The simulation provided one tracklet per night for survey
telescopes and up to two tracklets per night for follow-up telescopes. The
follow-up observations were triggered once the object had been detected by
the survey telescope(s), with a minimum delay time of two hours. For each
simulated observation Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 0.3 arcsec
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was added to the astrometric position. Similarly a Gaussian noise was added
to the magnitude estimate for the detection, but in this case the noise was
split in a correlated component (for the light curve effect) of 0.2 magnitudes
and a random component, again of 0.2 magnitudes.
The tracklet is the atomic information for a moving asteroid, consisting
of a small number (2-5) of detections in different images of the same field,
taken at moderately short intervals of time (15 min to 2 hours). A tracklet
normally provides an amount of information which can be described by 4
scalar quantities (two angles and two angular rates), therefore such detections
do not imply discovery (Milani et al., 2007). We consider as discovered a
moving object belonging to the solar system only when enough information
has been accumulated to establish its dynamical properties, that is by means
of a heliocentric orbit, for which at least 6 scalar quantities are required.
The orbit determination process starts by selecting n-tuples of tracklets
which could belong to the same object. Then for each of them a preliminary
orbit compatible with all the tracklets is computed, using the methods de-
scribed in Chap.s 3 and 4. Then the preliminary orbit is used as first guess
in a differential correction procedure (Chap. 2), which usually converges to
a least squares fit orbit. If the orbital fit satisfies suitable quality control
conditions, this can be considered a real object.
To perform the simulation we set up a data center architecture, by in-
gesting observational data day by day. Each time new observations were
available we updated the previously known orbits and computed the new
ones, corresponding to newly discovered objects.
It is important to point out that a more realistic simulation should take
into account the presence of Main Belt background asteroids, which increases
the computational load and the rate of occurrence of false identifications.
However, observations of known Main Belt asteroids should be filtered before
looking for new objects, as discussed in Chap. 8.
For completeness, our procedure could include the risk assessment for
each simulated impactor including the explicit computation of an impact
probability. Such a procedure would require a very large amount of CPU
time and was performed in a previous study (Farnocchia et al., 2011a) using a
subsample of the present population over the first 20 yr of survey operations.
That paper shows that, in more than 99.5% of the cases, the availability of an
orbit involving at least 4 tracklets for a newly discovered potential impactor
is accompanied by the successful computation of an impact probability by
using the CLOMON2 software robot (Milani et al., 2005a). Such a percentage
is so high as to make not cost effective the computation of the entire impact
monitoring chain in the present case. Thus, we stipulated that an impactor is
considered as discovered when an orbit from at least 4 tracklets is computed.
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7.4 Results and Discussion
The main outcome of the simulation is shown in Fig. 7.4. The left panel
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Figure 7.4: Left: differential discovery completeness as function of the im-
pact date and absolute magnitude. Right: same as left panel, considering
successful a discovery with lead time greater than the minimum threshold
defined by Eq. (7.1).
shows the differential discovery completeness as a function of time from the
survey beginning and absolute magnitude. For each 10 yr bin, the differ-
ential discovery completeness is defined as the ratio between the number of
impactors discovered and those impacting in that time frame. For example,
the differential discovery completeness for H = 24 and the bin from 20 to
30 yr is given by the fraction of objects discovered before the impact among
those impacting between 20 and 30 yr with respect to the beginning of the
survey operations.
For impactors with H = 23 a 70% discovery completeness is achieved in
the first decade, while the 90% threshold is reached after two more decades.
For impactors with H = 25 a 60% discovery completeness is achieved after
two decades, while the 90% threshold is almost reached at the end of the
simulation. For H = 28 the discovery completeness starts slightly below
40%, and increases slowly during the next decades as expected, due to the
small size of the objects. Notice that the completeness is greater than 50%
already from the start for H = 26.
The right panel shows the differential completeness for a lead time given
by Eq. (7.1). This means that a discovery is considered successful only if it
takes place sufficiently early, allowing the mitigation actions appropriate for
the size of the impactor. For impactors with H = 23 a ≃ 60% completeness
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is achieved in the first decade, while the 90% threshold is reached after 30 yr.
ForH = 25 a ≃ 50% discovery completeness is achieved in the second decade,
while the 90% threshold is not yet reached at the end of the simulation. For
smaller asteroids the discovery completeness is larger than 25% from the
beginning of the operations and overcomes the 50% threshold after more
than 70 yr.
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Figure 7.5: Histogram of the lead times for different values of H =22 (top
left), 24 (top right), 26 (bottom left), 28 (bottom right). The vertical lines
denote, from left to right, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, and 1 yr. Note that the
scales are different.
We can sum up the results in terms of blind time, that is the intersection
between the 50% completeness and the H = const curves in Fig. 7.4. The
survey simulated here would have a blind time of about 20 yr for imminent
impactors of H = 25. Note that a Tunguska-sized (H ≃ 24.5) object impact-
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Figure 7.6: Left: integral discovery completeness as function of the impact
date and absolute magnitude. Right: same as left panel, considering success-
ful a discovery with lead time greater than the minimum threshold defined
by Eq. (7.1).
ing within 10 yr from the start of the survey would have a > 60% probability
of being discovered and would have a lead time larger than 1 week with a
probability ≃ 45%. For smaller impactors the blind time increases up to ∼60
yr for H = 28.
Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of the lead time for different values H .
As expected, the lead time strongly depends on the value of the absolute
magnitude. A clear trimodality is visible in all the panels: either the object
impacts without being discovered (left bar), or it is discovered during its last
apparition (central peak), or at a previous apparition (right peak). Table 7.1
details the fractions of objects in each peak for a fixed value of H . Most
of the impactors with H = 22 are discovered during a previous apparition
with respect to the impact. As H increases there are more and more cases of
objects either discovered during the last apparition or not discovered at all.
To conclude this discussion we report the integral completeness achieved
by our simulated survey. The integral completeness is computed by the
weighted sum
Comp(H ≤ H¯) =
∑
22≤Hi≤H¯
wHiComp(Hi)
/ ∑
22≤Hi≤H¯
wHi
where Comp(H) is the completeness for a fixed absolute magnitude H . To
get a more realistic result we keep into account a power law distribution for
the number of asteroids at a given absolute magnitude. Consistently with
Bottke et al. (2002) and Stuart and Binzel (2004), the computed efficiencies
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H undiscovered last apparition previous apparition
22 4.2% 8.9% 86.9%
23 8.1% 13.6% 78.4%
24 15.0% 18.5% 66.5%
25 22.3% 25.8% 51.9%
26 31.4% 31.0% 37.6%
27 41.3% 33.0% 25.7%
28 52.1% 31.1% 16.8%
Table 7.1: Percentages of impactors not discovered (2nd column), discovered
during the last apparition (3rd column) or discovered at a previous apparition
(4th column), as a function of H (1st column).
for a fixed absolute magnitude value H are given the weights:
wH = 10
0.37(H−28) .
The results are summarized in Fig. 7.6.
7.5 Conclusions
We simulated the operations, over a time span of 100 yr, of a Wide Survey
capable of covering all the sky at solar elongation larger than 40◦, down to
apparent magnitude 21.5, with a nightly cadence. The survey includes the
operation of follow-up with a limiting magnitude 23.0.
The goal of the simulation was to compute the “blind time” of the survey,
i.e., the time between the start of survey operations and the moment at
which 50% of the impactors at a given magnitude are discovered and their
orbits determined, with an advance large enough to allow undertaking the
appropriate mitigation actions. In fact, our modeling allowed us to compute
a realistic distribution of the lead time, i.e., the interval of time between the
first orbit determination and the time of impact. The distribution shows a
trimodality corresponding to undiscovered objects, objects discovered at the
impact apparition, and objects discovered during a previous apparition.
The discussed survey can efficiently deal with Tunguska-sized impactors
for which the blind time is about 10 yr. This means that, already in the first
ten years of survey operations, there would be 50% probability of discovering
such an impactor at least one week before impact.
Chapter 8
Identification in solar system
surveys
The discovery of new objects in modern wide-field asteroid and comet sur-
veys can be enhanced by first identifying observations belonging to known
solar system objects. The assignation of new observations to a known object
is an attribution problem that occurs when a least squares orbit already exists
for the object but a separate fit is not possible to just the set of new obser-
vations. This chapter explores the strongly asymmetric attribution problem
in which the existing least squares orbit is very well constrained and the new
data are sparse. We used the attribution algorithm described in Sec. 4.1 ac-
counting for the presence of strong biases in the astrometric residuals. The
main biases arise from the stellar catalogs used in the reduction of asteroid
observations and we show that a simple debiasing with measured regional
catalog biases significantly improves the results. We tested the attribution
algorithm using data from the PS1 survey that used the 2MASS star catalog
for the astrometric reduction. We found small but statistically significant
biases in the data of up to 0.1 arcsec that are relevant only when the obser-
vations reach the level of accuracy made possible by instruments like PS1.
The false attribution rate was measured to be < 1/1000 with a simple addi-
tional condition that can reduce it to zero while the attribution efficiency is
consistent with 100%.
8.1 The problem
When surveying the sky with the purpose of discovering new solar system
objects known asteroids and comets are also be identified. It is desirable
to separately treat the identification of the known moving objects for four
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reasons: to avoid claiming as a new discovery some well known object, to
reduce the dataset while searching for new discoveries, to improve the orbits
of the known objects while ensuring they are not contaminated by false as-
sociations and finally, for statistical quality control of the astrometric data
using the residuals with the well known orbits.
The procedure of assigning new observations to known objects is a spe-
cial case of the class of identification problems (Milani and Gronchi, 2010,
Chap. 7). The problem arises because the same object is observed in short
arcs separated by typically many years. The goal is to build the list of the
observations belonging to the same physical object without introducing any
false detections corresponding to another moving object, image defect, sta-
tistical fluke, or non-solar system object.
The attribution problem occurs when a least squares orbit has already
been fit to a set of historical observations of an object and we want to assign
a new set of observations for which it is not possible to independently fit
a least squares orbit.1 The methods for finding and confirming attributions
were described in Milani et al. (2001) and were shown to be effective for both
simulations and real data (Milani et al., 2005b; Granvik and Muinonen, 2008;
Sansaturio and Arratia, 2011). Milani et al. (2008) then developed a high re-
liability statistical quality control procedure to confirm the attributions. The
algorithms developed to date have been successful when the existing and new
datasets are comparable in quantity and quality and they are summarized in
Sec. 4.1.
In this chapter we are interested in the special case in which the previ-
ously known asteroids have well constrained orbits while the new data to be
attributed are sparse. There is typically just one tracklet, a very short arc
of astrometric observations, assembled by the observer using just a linear or
a quadratic fit to the astrometry as a function of time. The challenge is to
account for the data asymmetry: a small number of new accurate observa-
tions per object from the state of the art surveys to be associated with the
historical dataset containing many low accuracy observations per object.
The main difficulty of the asymmetric identification problem is that both
the existing and new data are biased by the astrometric catalogs and a reli-
able astrometric error model (including rigorously estimated RMS and cor-
relations) is usually not available. As a consequence, the better the orbit
is constrained by the existing data the worse is the effect of the biases on
the ephemerides predicted from the orbit and its covariance matrix. In the
idealized case the existing data may have a larger standard deviation but be
1For a full description of the terminology see Marsden (1985); Milani (1999) and Milani
and Gronchi (2010, Chap. 7).
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unbiased (zero average astrometric error) and the observational errors could
be modeled by a normal distribution with known RMS.
A quantitative and real example might be more convincing than a the-
oretical argument. The AstDyS 2 online service tells us that at the current
date there are 68571 numbered or multi-apparition asteroids (76% of those
with apparent magnitude < 22 and solar elongation > 120◦) with a formal
RMS of the current ephemerides prediction ≤ 0.3 arcsec. Thus, a bias in the
astrometry of the order of 0.5 arcsec would result in a systematic error larger
than the estimated random error. The first of the next generation surveys,
Pan-STARRS1, PS1 (Hodapp et al., 2004) generates astrometric data with
accuracy of 0.1 to 0.15 arcsec — of such high quality that if fit to orbits com-
puted with biased historic data the two datasets would appear statistically
incompatible. Thus, it would be very difficult to validate the accuracy of the
new data unless debiased data (both historic and new) were available.
Our two-step solution is to 1) devise a new statistical quality control
procedure which is applied asymmetrically to the old and new data (see
Sec. 4.2) and 2) apply a debiasing procedure to the MPC-archived historical
observations to remove the known position-dependent bias due to regional
systematic errors in the astrometric star catalogs, see Sec. 8.2, Chesley et al.
(2010).
We tested our methods for asymmetric attribution using early results
from the PS1 telescope. The source orbits used were numbered and multi-
apparition asteroids. The purpose of the test was to validate our asymmetric
attribution method and measure the PS1 system’s astrometric accuracy. In
particular, we were interested in constructing a rigorous PS1 astrometric
error model taking into account the correlations.
8.2 Data debiasing for historic data
The most important source of systematic errors in observations of solar sys-
tem objects is in the star catalog used for astrometric reduction. Chesley
et al. (2010) suggested that the errors could be mitigated by debiasing the
astrometric asteroid data with the measured regional catalog biases. The bi-
ases can be computed as the average difference in position between the stars
in one catalog’s astrometry with respect to another more accurate catalog.
Chesley et al. (2010) used the 2MASS star catalog (Skrutskie et al., 2006) as
their reference because it is of good accuracy and covers the entire sky with a
sufficient number of stars per unit area. The catalog used for the astrometric
2http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/index.php?pc=3.1, as of November 2011.
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Figure 8.1: Normalized astrometric residual biases for all numbered asteroids
as in Fig. 4.1 but after removing systematic star catalog errors from all the
observations.
reduction of each asteroid observation is available for 92.8% of the existing
CCD data.
We have implemented an error model consistent with Chesley et al. (2010)
by debiasing the observations by subtracting their calculated biases and as-
signing a per-observation weight that is inversely proportional to the debiased
RMS residuals given in Chesley et al. (2010, Table 6) (for the same obser-
vatory and the same catalog when known). More precisely, the weight was
1/(2·RMS) when known but set to 1/1.5 arcsec−1 for data after 1950, for ob-
servations performed by photographic techniques, and for CCD observations
that do not include star catalog information.
Fig. 8.1 shows that the bias distribution is much less asymmetric than
Fig 4.1 after implementation of the error model. The mean of the normalized
biases is now ∼ 1.00 in declination (standard deviation ∼ 1.26) and ∼ 0.05 in
right ascension (standard deviation ∼ 0.80). The debiased set of declinations
is still biased but improves by a factor ∼ 2 and the debiased right ascensions
have biases at the level of the quality of the best catalogs and is as good as
it can currently be. Thus, the observation debiasing and weighting improves
the performance of the asymmetric attribution algorithms but highlights that
improvements in the star catalogs are still necessary to take advantage of
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modern high-accuracy asteroid astrometry.
8.3 Tests with PS1 data
The PS1 survey began acquiring engineering data in 2009 and the first tests
with our KNOWN SERVER software that implements the algorithms de-
scribed herein were run on data taken in June/July of that year. These tests
showed that the PS1 astrometry of solar system small objects was extremely
good with a standard deviation of ∼ 0.12 arcsec in right ascension, ∼ 0.13
arcsec in declination, and a very small bias. (The small bias was due to
chance as the observed region of the sky had less star catalog errors than
average as discussed below.)
PS1 officially began surveying in May 2010 but the first year’s data set
is not fully homogeneous because there were many adjustments to the tele-
scope, camera, survey scheduling, image processing, etc. Nevertheless, the
full set of PS1 observations allows us to assess the way the biases change
with right ascension. We achieve a more detailed analysis of the PS1 system
performance using a smaller but homogeneous dataset.
8.3.1 Biases in PS1 residuals
We can assess the regional residual systematic errors in the star catalogs
using PS1 attributions to numbered asteroids through April 2011 are widely
distributed on the celestial sphere. Note that no debiasing is necessary for
the PS1 astrometry since it already uses the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et
al., 2006) that was used as the reference catalog in the debiasing procedure
(Chesley et al., 2010).
Fig.s 8.2 and 8.3 show the number distribution of the observations as a
function of right ascension and declination. The dramatic dips in the RA
number distribution at about 105◦ and 285◦ are where the galactic plane
crosses the equator. The PS1 system has a reduced asteroid detection effi-
ciency where the sky-plane density of stars is high and does not even survey
directly in the galactic plane because of stellar over-crowding. The distri-
bution is also not uniform in declination but there are enough data for our
purposes over most of the range between −30◦ and +50◦.
The right ascension residual bias is strongly dependent on right ascension
as shown in Fig. 8.4. There is a pronounced maximum of more than 0.1
arcsec between 110◦ and 220◦. Note that our first test dataset of June/July
2009 was taken between 270◦ and 300◦ of right ascension where the biases
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Figure 8.2: Right ascensions of PS1 observations attributed to numbered
asteroids up to April 2011.
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Figure 8.3: Declinations of PS1 observations attributed to numbered aster-
oids up to April 2011. The peak in the bin just above 0◦ declination is due
to the Medium Deep fields (see Sec. 8.3.2).
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Figure 8.4: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in right
ascension (multiplied by cos δ) as a function of right ascension over 2 degree
wide bins. The lower and upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on
the mean.
appear to be only around 0.02 arcsec. On the contrary, there is only a weak
dependence of the declination residual biases on right ascension.
The location of the dips to ∼ 0.00 arcsec for the declination residual (see
Fig. 8.5) match the ranges in RA with limited asteroid statistics as shown in
Fig. 8.2 — where the galactic plane crosses the equator. Indeed, Fig. 8.6 and
8.7 highlight the relationship between the biases of the residuals and galactic
latitude. It is absolutely clear that where the stellar sky-plane density is high
on the galactic equator the residuals disappear.
The dependence of right ascension residual biases on declination shown
in Fig. 8.8 has a significant signature but with lower amplitude that never
exceeds 0.08 arcsec. Another significant effect is in the dependence of decli-
nation residual bias on declination as shown in Fig. 8.9. There is a relatively
constant bias residual of ∼ 0.05 arcsec from about −30◦ to 20◦ declination
but then a pronounced trend to negative biases as the declination increases
to ∼ 50◦.
The interpretation of these systematic regional biases would require a
dedicated study but we may have uncovered regional biases in the 2MASS
star catalog that are significantly smaller than those of other frequently used
star catalogs but still relevant when used at the level of accuracy made pos-
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Figure 8.5: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in decli-
nation as a function of right ascension over 2 degree wide bins. The lower
and upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on the mean.
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Figure 8.6: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in right
ascension (multiplied by cos δ) as a function of galactic latitude over 2 degree
wide bins. The lower and upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on
the mean.
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Figure 8.7: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in decli-
nation as a function of galactic latitude over 2 degree wide bins. The lower
and upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on the mean.
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Figure 8.8: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in right
ascension (multiplied by cos δ) as a function of declination over 2 degree wide
bins. The lower and upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on the
mean.
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Figure 8.9: The middle (thick) curve represents the mean residual in decli-
nation as a function of declination over 2 degree wide bins. The lower and
upper curves correspond to ±3 standard errors on the mean.
sible by instruments like PS1. In the medium term we expect this problem
would be removed by debiasing the 2MASS catalog in turn with an even
better catalog such as the one to be produced by the GAIA mission.
8.3.2 Standard deviations and correlations in PS1 data
To assess the current PS1 astrometry we used a homogeneous dataset pro-
cessed with the same image processing software and astrometric reduction
based on the 2MASS star catalog. As noted above, the Chesley et al. (2010)
bias model uses 2MASS as the reference catalog so that the PS1 data do not
need debiasing but the historic data from other observatories have been debi-
ased. The attributions to known numbered and multi-opposition objects was
performed with the KNOWN SERVER software with uniform configuration
options such as the quality control parameters.
The data belong to lunations 138 and 139 from 3/25/2011 to 4/17/2011
and 4/18/2011 to 5/17/2011 respectively. In each lunation there are tracklets
generated in two different types of surveys: 1) the 3π survey including a wide
set of fields with four exposures per night within about ±30◦ of the longitude
of opposition and 2) the medium deep survey (MD) with eight exposures per
night at a few specific bore-sights.
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Table 8.1: Mean, standard deviation and correlation of PS1 right ascension
and declination residuals for two lunations and two types of PS1 surveys (see
text). The last column is the number of data points in the measurement.
The bold lines rows are the results after removing the mean.
Survey- right ascension declination number
Lunation Mean RMS Corr Mean RMS Corr resid.
3π-138 0.115 0.170 0.759 0.078 0.147 0.691 67566
0. 0.125 0.542 0. 0.125 0.587
3π-139 0.088 0.154 0.609 0.073 0.149 0.614 44111
0. 0.127 0.420 0. 0.129 0.480
MD-138 0.035 0.120 0.305 0.014 0.120 0.278 3533
0. 0.115 0.242 0. 0.119 0.269
MD-139 0.038 0.112 0.332 0.019 0.109 0.340 3047
0. 0.106 0.257 0. 0.107 0.323
Table 8.1 gives the basic statistical properties of the residuals for all four
data subsets. As expected from the discussion in the previous subsection
the bias in both RA and DEC is sensitive to the sky location and the RMS
(computed with respect to zero) changes significantly as a consequence. The
RMS computed with respect to the mean is less sensitive but it too can
change within a range of 0.02 arcsec.
We also computed the correlations among the residuals of the same co-
ordinate that belong to the same tracklet. They have a large spread that
depends on the observed region in the sky and also on the removal of the
constant bias (the mean of the residuals). This is not a surprise since if the
data are processed ignoring the presence of a bias then the bias reappears
as a correlation. The only unexpected result is the size of this effect with
apparent correlations up to 0.76 in RA and 0.69 in DEC. In the 3◦ wide MD
field the overall bias is much less because the target area is subject to low
biases in the 2MASS catalog and the removal of the overall mean is almost
equivalent to a direction-sensitive debiasing. This results in in-tracklet cor-
relations in the range 0.24 to 0.32. These values are a good measure of the
intrinsic correlation of data taken over a short time span (such as data from
the same tracklet).
These results imply that we are not yet ready to build a PS1 error model
that fully accounts for biases and correlations because these two effects can-
not yet be neatly separated. To use all the information contained in the
precise PS1 observations we would need to first apply a 2MASS catalog
(Skrutskie et al., 2006) debiasing, measure the correlation, and then build a
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PS1-specific error model and explicitly account for the correlations (as was
done by Carpino et al. (2003); Baer et al. (2011)). Since this is a significant
undertaking it needs to be the subject of our future work and we need to
find a method to handle the data in a statistically correct manner.
8.3.3 Indications for a Pan-STARRS error model
There are two main conclusions from the analysis of the PS1 data.
First, the precision of the PS1 astrometry is very good. The random
component of the error model for the residuals in both RA and DEC has
a standard deviation ranging between 0.106 and 0.125 arcsec. This is rea-
sonable taking into account the typical PS1 point spread function (PSF)
full-width at half-max of ∼ 1.1 arcsec, the pixel scale of ∼ 0.26 arcsec, that
asteroids move slightly during the PS1 exposures, and that the vast majority
of the reported PS1 asteroid detections have a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
the range of 5-10 (i.e., for over-sampled PSFs we expect the astrometric pre-
cision to be ∼ FWHM/(2.4 × SNR), (Neuschaefer and Windhorst, 1995).
Only a few professional asteroid observers regularly achieve this astrometric
accuracy and of the large surveys only the Sloan Digital Sky Survey appears
to have reached such precision. The PS1 advantage is that it achieves this
accuracy over the entire sky during a long term survey and will generate a
huge volume of data. In 2010 PS1 was the fifth largest contributor of asteroid
observations to the MPC with 520569 observations of numbered asteroids.
Second, the accuracy of the PS1 astrometry is limited by the presence of
systematic errors in the reference star catalog. Although 2MASS (Skrutskie
et al., 2006) is the best possible choice for a star catalog it still contains
systematic effects at up to the level of 0.1 arcsec that are easily detectable
with the modern generation of sky surveys. As a consequence, it is not yet
possible to fully capitalize on the astrometric precision available from surveys
like PS1. The problem could be solved either with new and improved star
catalogs (e.g., the ones expected from the GAIA mission) or by building a
survey-specific PS1 star catalog that could be referenced to a catalog with
smaller regional biases than 2MASS such as Tycho-2. In addition to the
position-dependent biases there is also an intrinsic correlation among the
observations belonging to the same tracklet that we are not able to model
accurately at this time.
To ensure that the PS1 observations yield the best possible nominal so-
lutions and reliable covariance estimates the PS1 residuals must be weighted
in a manner that accounts for systematic errors and their correlations. That
is, if we use a model that ignores biases and correlations the confidence re-
gion of the observations of the same tracklet needs to be a sphere containing
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the ellipsoid representing the confidence region of the debiased and corre-
lated model. If we assume the correlated covariance matrix of the RAs of
the tracklets with m observations has variances σ2 on the diagonal and all
correlations are equal to r (i.e., the covariances are all r σ2) then the largest
eigenvalue is (1 + (m − 1) r) · σ2 (Milani and Gronchi, 2010, Section 5.8).
With m = 4, r = 0.759, σ = 0.170 the maximum eigenvalue is 0.3082. Thus,
the worst case from Table 8.1 requires a weight of 1/0.308 arcsec−1. Indeed,
AstDyS uses a weight of 1/0.3 to process the PS1 data — the highest weight
for any asteroid survey. Some asteroid programs with either special instru-
ments/methods or very labor intensive reduction procedures do have higher
weights.
We are not claiming that this weighting scheme is the best or only solution
for handling high precision data from modern survey — only that it is a
prudent way to use the PS1 data while waiting for a more sophisticated error
model that could be obtained by a better bias removal and by an explicit
correlation model.
8.4 Accuracy and efficiency
The purpose of this section is to measure the accuracy and the efficiency of
our asymmetric attribution procedure. Accuracy is the fraction of correct
attributions among those proposed by our method while efficiency is the
fraction of possible attributions that were found.
8.4.1 Accuracy test
It is very difficult to measure accuracy with real data because it is impossible
to know the ground truth (i.e., which attributions are true/false) while mea-
suring accuracy with simulated data would be less convincing because it is
difficult to simulate all possible causes of false data (at the single detection,
tracklet, and attribution level). In any event, false data tend to generate
tracklets with randomly oriented angular velocity that are less likely to be
attributed to a real asteroid orbit. We therefore consider an attribution test
with real tracklets and real objects to be more valuable at least for the same
number of tracklets under consideration.
Our solution was to use the fact that our dataset of proposed attributions
can be split in two disjoint subsets: numbered and multi-apparition asteroids.
The set of all attributions to numbered objects is robust and contains only
a very small fraction of false attributions. If a tracklet has a successful
attribution to a numbered asteroid then it cannot be attributed to a different
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asteroid. Thus, any tracklet that is already attributed to a numbered asteroid
would almost certainly be a false attribution if it could also be attributed to
a multi-apparition asteroid.
In our test we used the set of 13729 tracklets attributed to numbered
asteroids in lunation 139 of the PS1 3π survey and attempted to find attri-
butions to a list of 140225 multi-apparition orbits using our algorithm for
the asymmetric case. The multi-apparition orbits provide much less accu-
rate ephemerides and finding an observation inside the confidence ellipse of
one of the many tested orbits is not a rare event. The first filter provided
44675 candidate attributions, the second filter reduced the number to 8, and
the third yielded 3 tracklets incorrectly attributable to two asteroids: 2010
GU104 (2 tracklets) and 2010 GK2 (1 tracklet).
For comparison, our algorithm attributed 3619 tracklets to 2950 multi-
apparition asteroids in the same lunation after removing all the tracklets that
were already attributed to numbered asteroids. Thus. the false attribution
rate can be estimated at either 3/3619 or 2/2950 which < 1/1000 per lunation
per observable object. This result is statistically good but can not be ignored
because such false attributions would introduce permanent “damage” in the
orbit database.
The false attribution rate can be reduced to zero through additional con-
trols. The two asteroids 2010 GU104 and 2010 GK2 for which false attri-
butions were found have a historical set of observations that only weakly
constrain the orbit: two apparitions widely spaced in time (1999–2010 and
2001–2010 respectively) and not many observations (16 and 18 respectively).
Thus, the 1 σ ephemeris confidence ellipses at the time of the incorrect attri-
bution have major semiaxes of about 47 and 81 arcmin, respectively. This
explains why it was possible to find a false attribution passing the quality
controls in a sample of > 13700 tracklets. Moreover, in the first case the two
attributed tracklets were from a single night and in the second there was only
one tracklet. Thus, another filter should not accept single-night attributions
to objects that have only been observed in two previous oppositions. As a
matter of fact, the Minor Planet Center has enforced this rule for a long time
and we acknowledge that this rule is a meaningful caution to avoid contami-
nation of the orbits database by spurious attributions such as the ones found
in our test.
8.4.2 Efficiency test
Determining the efficiency of our attribution method suffers from the same
concerns addressed above regarding the use of real or synthetic data. Once
again, we decided to rely on real data and used the AstDyS catalog of num-
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bered and multi-apparition asteroids to identify a set of asteroids whose
ephemeris definitely places them in each field of view. We used the survey
fields and data for one night of PS1 morning sweet spot observations (look-
ing eastwards before sunrise at solar elongations between 60◦ and 90◦). Main
belt asteroids are fainter in the sweet spots than at opposition due to dis-
tance and phase angle effects so that their range in apparent magnitude is
better suited to determining the PS1 sensitivity as a function of the object’s
brightness.
Then, we ran KNOWN SERVER using the same catalog of orbits and
all the observed tracklets in the same fields to attribute to identify objects
in the list of those which could have been observed because they were in
the field of view of the PS1 sensor. The efficiency is simply the fraction
of observable objects that were actually detected. If the false attribution
rate is < 1/1000 as discussed in the previous subsection the statistics of the
successful attributions will not be significantly contaminated.
Fig. 8.10 shows that the attribution efficiency as a function of apparent
magnitude has a sharp decline at the limiting magnitude of ∼ 21 (where
the efficiency drops to half the peak value). The peak efficiency of ǫmax =
0.78±0.04 occurs at V & 19 but decreases by less than a standard deviation
in the brightest bin near V ∼ 18 to 0.74± 0.04.
The problem in interpreting these results is that they measure several dif-
ferent contributions to the efficiency including the fill factor (f , the fraction
of the focal plane covered by active sensing pixels), the detector sensitiv-
ity (ǫD), the efficiency of the image processing pipeline (IPP) in detecting
moving objects (ǫIPP ), the Moving Object Processing System’s (Kubica et
al., 2007) efficiency at linking detections into tracklets (ǫMOPS), and the ef-
ficiency of the attribution algorithm (ǫattrib). Disentangling each effect as a
function of V is difficult but unnecessary for our purposes. Instead, we know
that the generic efficiency ǫx ≥ ǫmax and attempt to establish a minimum
value of ǫattrib.
The PS1 camera consists of 60 orthogonal transfer array (OTA) CCDs
arranged in an 8x8 array (the four corners do not have CCDs) and each OTA
contains an on-chip 8x8 mosaic of “cells”. The camera fill factor includes the
physical gaps between OTAs, smaller gaps between cells on a single OTA,
area lost to defective cells and bad pixels, and the overlap between the sensor
and the Field Of View (FOV) of the optical system. There are additional
losses on the order of 1% specific to individual exposures due to a “dynamic
mask” applied to remove bright diffraction spikes and internal reflections.
The PS1 image processing team produces periodic analysis of sensor fill
factor as the camera tuning improves. The most recent study (May 2010)
yields f = 0.79 due to a 7.0% loss due to inter-OTA gaps, a 4.3% loss due to
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Figure 8.10: Tracklet attribution efficiency to well known asteroid orbits as
a function of apparent V magnitude from one night of the PS1 survey. Each
data point represents 150 observable objects. The horizontal bars indicate
the range of values within the bin and the vertical bars represent one standard
deviation of the estimated efficiency in the bin.
inter-cell gaps, and 9.7% mask fraction in the UN-vignetted 3.0-degree FOV.
For our KNOWN SERVER efficiency study we only consider asteroids that
should appear in the 3.0-degree FOV so f = 0.79 is applicable.
The fill factor estimate implies that the peak efficiency (at magnitudes
between 19 and 20) leaves little room for losses due to the IPP, MOPS, and
attribution software. Each of the processing steps has a minimum efficiency
of 0.98+0.02−0.05. I.e., the overall efficiency is dominated by the fill factor and the
efficiency of the other steps including attribution is consistent with 100%.
The apparent drop in the efficiency for brighter apparent magnitudes is not
significant. It might indicate some problems in the image processing and
accurate astrometric reduction of bright detections. The PS1 CCDs saturate
at about w = 15.9 and the w-filter is used for sweet spot observations.
8.5 Conclusions and future work
We proposed a new procedure to identify known asteroids among the new
observations from a survey. This procedure solves the problems due to the
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asymmetry in quantity and quality between the data and historic observa-
tions.
We tested the procedure with real data from the Pan-STARRS PS1 survey
and assessed the performance of our algorithms and the astrometric accuracy
of the survey data. The main results are the following.
First, the new algorithms are accurate and efficient. For multi-apparition
asteroids the false attribution fraction is less than 1/1000 and even those can
be eliminated by following the MPC’s good practice of requiring two nights
of data for a recovery at a new apparition. The algorithm’s attribution
efficiency is high and consistent with 100% but cannot really be measured
because it is entangled with other efficiency losses such as the fill factor.
Second, the PS1 data have significantly lower astrometric error than other
asteroid surveys. This error can be identified only after removing the biases
due to systematic errors in the star catalogs. Indeed, we arrived at the
conclusion that even the 2MASS star catalog contains enough biases to affect
the PS1 error model. It is likely that the use of other catalogs, or at least
debiasing with respect to them, would further improve the PS1 error model;
e.g., Tycho-2 could be used now and the GAIA catalog in the future.
Third, we consider that the PS1 data can be included in the fit for as-
teroid orbits with weights corresponding to 1/0.3 arcsec−1 that implicitly
account for the effects of correlations. A model with debiasing of the 2MASS
astrometry and explicitly taking into account the correlations could allow
a further improvement in the diagonal elements of the weighting matrix by
another factor 2 ∼ 3.
8.5.1 Future work
Apart from the improvements mentioned above there are two areas where
there is room for future developments.
The first is in the use of KNOWN SERVER, or similar algorithms and
software, as a filter to remove observations of known objects from a new set
of data to leave subset with a larger fraction of potential new discoveries.
Although we think that this principle is valid we have not yet been able
to test the idea on real data. For the removal of the known objects to be
a significant contribution in decreasing the false identification rate the false
tracklet rate must be below some threshold and the number of known objects
must be large compared to the number of unknown objects at the system’s
limiting magnitude. For the current PS1 data the false discoveries due to
spurious detections (that form false tracklets) are more important than the
false discoveries due to incorrect linking of true tracklets.
The second is the possibility of using KNOWN SERVER as an alarm to
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detect unusual phenomena in well known asteroids. The most interesting
cases could be the Main Belt Comets (MBC) (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006).
As an example, the numbered asteroid (300163) was found to be a MBC
on the basis of PS1 observations that showed an image wider than the
PSF of nearby stars (Hergenrother, 2011). However, the standard output
of KNOWN SERVER automatically flags these observations as very unusual
in at least 3 different ways. Two of the strange flags are astrometric in nature:
BIASα = 4.01, corresponding to a systematic shift by 0.85 arcsec backward
(with respect to orbital motion), and BIASδ = 2.11, corresponding to a shift
by 0.44 arcsec North. These could be interpreted as an effect of displacement
of the center of light with respect to the center of mass, and/or as an effect
of non-gravitational perturbations. The other strange flag was that the ob-
servation’s apparent magnitudes were on average brighter than the predicted
ones by about 1.05 which is also likely a consequence of the outburst.
The problem is to define a filter selecting anomalous behaviors such as
the one above as an indication of possible orbital, luminosity and/or image
shape changes. The main challenge is to design such a filter with a low false
positive rate that allows dedicated follow-up of the MBC candidates.
Chapter 9
Conclusions
The main goal of the present thesis was to address the problem of popula-
tion orbit determination for uncollaborative objects such as space debris and
asteroids. The main results achieved are summarized in the following.
We first reviewed the general orbit determination theory by recalling the
fundamental concept of orbit, observation, error model, least squares and
describing the most widely used preliminary orbit determination method,
i.e., the method of Gauss. Then, we characterized the issues posed by the
population orbit determination problem arising in modern surveys, the most
important one being the identification problem, i.e., finding among indepen-
dent observations of celestial bodies those belonging to the same physical
object.
The atomic information immediately assigned to an object was repre-
sented as a four dimensional vector, called attributable. Since an attributable
is not enough to compute an orbit, we dealt with the linkage problem, that is
joining two attributables possibly belonging to the same object to compute
an orbit. We explicitly described two algorithms that efficiently deal with the
linkage problem. The first algorithm is based on the admissible region theory
while the second one uses the prime integrals of Kepler motion. We discussed
also the inclusion of some of the perturbations to the Kepler motion, such as
the Earth oblateness effect.
The linkage is the first step to solve the identification problem. The
other steps include the recursive attribution of new attributables and the
normalization of the list the identifications obtained. So, we presented the
full sequence of algorithms to compute a catalog of orbits starting from sparse
data.
The only way to prove the effectiveness of the methods described was to
perform simulations. Thus, we applied the theory previously developed to a
wide range of Solar System object populations:
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1. By using real observations from the European Space Agency Space De-
bris Telescope we showed that the discussed methods allow one to build
up a catalog of Geosynchronous debris from scratch starting from sparse
real data. To deal with the presence of a significant population of high
area-to-mass ratio objects, we included direct radiation pressure in the
orbit determination process. Furthermore, we included a transversal
perturbation to model drag possibly affecting high eccentricity orbits.
We checked our results with those independently obtained by the Uni-
versity of Bern and found a very good agreement for orbits involving
at least three tracklets.
2. Starting from simulated observations of objects in the ESA-MASTER
model we performed catalog build-up for Low Earth orbit debris and
achieved a > 98% completeness. Interestingly, the linkage method pro-
posed was able to compute orbits starting from one attributable per
pass, thus allowing a significant reduction of the number of required
telescope. It is worth noticing that, to obtain these results, we needed
to include the Earth oblateness effect in the linkage process. After
switching to the tasking mode, we succeeded in the orbit improve-
ment step by achieving an orbit accuracy within the collision avoid-
ance requirements. Finally, we showed how the methods presented can
promptly deal with fragmentation events such as explosions and colli-
sions.
3. We simulated the operations of a Wide survey targeting imminent small
impactors. Such survey covers as much sky as possible to deal with ob-
jects that can be visible only during close approaches. We simulated
both the survey and the orbit determination steps by integrating a
synthetic population of impactors for 100 yr. We measured the perfor-
mances in terms of lead time, i.e., the time between the discovery and
the impact. The distribution of lead times shows a trimodality cor-
responding to not discovered impactors, objects discovered during the
last apparition and objects discovered at a previous apparition with
respect to the impact one, respectively. Interestingly, we found that
more than 50% of Tunguska size impactors are discovered with a lead
time large enough to undertake mitigation actions already in the first
years of survey operations.
4. We applied the attribution algorithms to identify Pan-STARRS PS1
data to known asteroids. We proved that these algorithms have both
an efficiency (ratio between found and possible attributions) and ac-
curacy (ratio between correct and proposed attributions) compatible
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with 100%. The statistical analysis of the postfit residuals gave use-
ful indications for a PS1 error model. As a matter of fact we found
that PS1 data have a ∼ 0.15 arcsec standard deviation and proved the
presence of biases ∼ 0.1 arcsec in the 2-Mass star catalog. We also
detected significant correlations between detections belonging to the
same attributable.
It is important to point out that the data used in the above simula-
tions were either real or synthetically generated under realistic assumptions.
Therefore, the method proposed are especially suited to be implemented
in actual surveys foreseen in the next future. Furthermore, the simulations
served as a validation for hypothetical optical networks proposed in the Space
Situational Awareness framework.
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Appendix A
Impactor radiants
Following Valsecchi et al. (1999) it is possible to establish that in the frame-
work of O¨pik’s theory of close encounters (O¨pik, 1976) the angles θ and φ
define the direction opposite to that from which an Earth impactor seems
to arrive (the so-called radiants in meteor astronomy). These angles can be
computed from the orbital elements a, e, i of the impactor (a must be given
in units of the orbital semimajor axis of the planet, for Earth impactors in
AU) as follows:
cos θ =
√
a(1− e2) cos i− 1√
3− 1/a− 2√a(1− e2) cos i
sin θ =
√
2− 1/a− a(1− e2) cos2 i√
3− 1/a− 2√a(1− e2) cos i
sin φ = ±
√
2− 1/a− a(1− e2)√
2− 1/a− a(1− e2) cos2 i
cos φ = ±
√
a(1− e2) sin i√
2− 1/a− a(1− e2) cos2 i ,
where in the expression for sinφ the upper sign applies to collisions in the
post-perihelion branch of the orbit, and in that for cosφ to collisions at the
ascending node.
Thus, to each triple a, e, i correspond four encounter geometries, all
characterized by the same value of θ, that differ for the quadrant of φ; this,
in turn, can be computed from the orbital elements of the impactor, as shown
in Table A.1.
Meteor radiants are often plotted using an equal area projection centered
on the direction of the Earth motion, with the ecliptic as reference plane;
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sin φ > 0 cosφ > 0 ω + f = 0 0 < f < π
sin φ < 0 cosφ > 0 ω + f = 0 π < f < 2π
sin φ > 0 cosφ < 0 ω + f = π 0 < f < π
sin φ < 0 cosφ < 0 ω + f = π π < f < 2π
Table A.1: The relationship between the quadrant of φ and the orbital ele-
ments ω and f of the impactor at collision.
in this case, starting from θ and φ computed from the meteoroid orbits, the
radiant coordinates are simply given by λ + π and −β (β = 0 defines the
ecliptic plane, and λ = β = 0 is the direction of the Earth motion), with λ
and β given by
sin β = sin θ cosφ , sinλ =
sin θ sin φ
cos β
, cos λ =
cos θ
cos β
.
For an asteroidal Earth impactor, it is useful to use the same representation,
but in this case centered on the opposition point, something that is obtained
by rotating λ by π/2 in the appropriate direction.
A.0.2 An analytical expression
The non-uniform sky distribution shown in Fig. 7.3 can be exploited in pri-
oritizing the sky coverage for a survey aimed at detecting very close Earth
approachers and impactors.
In this respect, an important quantity to take into account is the angular
distance of the radiant from the Sun, that we will denote with σ, since with
ground based optical telescopes it is practically impossible to observe at
values of this quantity smaller than some practical limit. Thus, in order to
evaluate the efficiency of an impactor-aimed sky survey, it is important to
establish what fraction of impactor radiants lies below this angular distance
from the Sun; to this purpose, it is necessary to discuss the geometric setup
of O¨pik’s theory Valsecchi et al. (1999).
We use a reference frame centered on the Earth, with the z-axis perpen-
dicular to the plane of the ecliptic, the y-axis in the direction of the Earth
velocity and the x-axis pointing away from the Sun, which is located at
x = −1, y = 0, z = 0; in this frame, the unperturbed geocentric encounter
velocity ~U of the NEO has components
(Ux, Uy, Uz) = (U sin θ sin φ, U cos θ, U sin θ cosφ)
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where U is the magnitude of the velocity vector. With these definitions, the
cosine of the angle between ~U and the x-axis is simply given by sin θ sinφ;
this angle, in turn, is equal to π − σ since, as noted before, θ and φ define
the direction opposite to the radiant.
Thus, if σmin is the minimum angular distance from the Sun that the
survey can reach, the radiants that are not observable by it are characterized
by
cosσmin < sin θ sinφ.
Since for each triple a, e, i we have four possible associated radiants, two of
which with sin φ > 0 and the other two with sin φ < 0, the consequence of
the above inequality is that for σmin < π/2 we have the following two cases:
• for | cosσmin| ≥ | sin θ sin φ|, all four radiants associated to a given triple
a, e, i are observable;
• for | cosσmin| < | sin θ sin φ|, the two radiants for which sin φ < 0 are
observable, while the other two are not.
Given a population of impactors, it is then possible to compute the fraction
F of radiants that have σ > σmin; if h is the fraction of the population
characterized by | cosσmin| ≥ | sin θ sin φ|, then
F = h+
1− h
2
=
1 + h
2
.
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